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LOCAL AFFAIRS

K

MEW ADVERTISEMENTS THIS WEEK.

Legislative notices

—

Inland fisheries

and

game.

Legislative notice—Legal affairs.

jl

A small

Adtnr notice—Eat Fred P Witham.
H J Milliken -Notice ot foreclosure.
Bluehill reunion.
Harry 0 Austin A Co—Furniture, undertaker and coroner.
Hancock ball—The Paul Gilmore Co.
Kearns A Cottle—Closing out sale.
Ellsworth Falls, Mb:
Ira B Hagan, Jr—Locket lost.
Nobtrbast Harbor:
Victor fi Smith—Notice of foreclosure.
Bangor, Mb:
Eastern Trust A Banking Co.

piece

of paper in check form
will settle up any account Isn’t that
much better and a great deal
quicker
than counting it out in bills? Not,

only that, but you will sleep
easier nights when you know

much

money is safe.

your

Better open up an acFor further information call any time. Remember
Rocrland, Mb;
your money is always at your disposal
John Bird Co—Notice of
just the same.
Portland, Mb:
count in our bank.

We allow 1 lateral interest
check accounts.

Maine Central B B—New

foreclosure.

England farms.

on

In

effect Dee. A, 1910.

m.

MAIL CLOSES AT POSTOFFICB.

Going West—10.80,11.16 a m; 5.60 and 9 pm.
Going East—6.45 a m; 4 and 6 pm.

Registered mall should be at postofflee half
hour before mail closes.
No Sunday mail.
Postofflee open on Sunday from 9 to 10

an

LET US HUP YOU SAVE MONEY!
Yoor money will be perfectly mfe in our Saving.
Depertmen t-end conetently growing at a liberal intereet rate.
The total aaaeU of thia inetitution an over
|t<2SO.OOO-ample
protection for oar tboaaanda of patrona.
Aak bow yon can eaaily bank with ua by mail.

BOOST!

a m.

Ellsworth Food Fair,
Feb. 20-25.

Marks Hertz left
fl^onday on
to Boston and New York.

EASTERN TRUST A BANKING CO, BANGOR. ML

a

business

trip

Irene ebapter, O. E. 8., will hold its
regular meeting Friday evening.
The 8. T. C. club will be entertained by
Mrs. C. I. Davis Thursday evening.

Machine.

Miss Ella M. Hawkea will entertain the
mem bers of the F. E. F. club to-morrow

evening.

Phtfip

H. Sheridan council,
Officers ot
Knights ot Columbus, will be installed

AND INSURANCE
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Edward Bridgham, of New York, dramatic reader and singer, will sppear at
Hancook hall Wednesday evening, Feb.
8, nnder the anspices of the senior class of
the high school. Mr. Bridgham, besides
being a Singer and musician, is an actor and
dramatic reciter. Among his selections he
gives “The White Ship”, the music of
which has been expressly written for and
dedicated to him. Mr. Bridgham is highly
recommended by public and preea.

special meeting of the city governwas held this morning for the purpose of electing a city treasurer to HU the
vacancy caused by the death of Leonard
M. Moore. The full board was present.

Fbom Wbst—7.18 a m; 4.88 and 6.85 p m.
From East—11.06,11.45 a m; 6.68 and 10.52 p

FAB Cll F AB BFblT

Friday evening.
Wm. B. H. Rice relief corps will serve
supper at Urand Army hall to-morrow
evening at 6 o'clock.

Two-«tory bouae. abed and large stable, all eon.
neeted wltbcitj water and electric lights, and
* bout 1 acre ol laud.
A bargain o eas> terms.

F. Knowlton has gone to Halbusiness as recorder ot the
grand lodge, A. O. U. W.
Evan T. Lindsey and wife, of Brooklyn,
N. Y., are guests ot their grandmother,
Mrs. Elizabeth Tracy, on upper Main

Edmund J. Walsh received three votes
and John H. Bresnahan received two
votes, and Mr. Walsh was declared
elected.
The resignation of Alderman
William Small as a member of the finance
oommittee was reoeived, and Alderman
Parcher was appointed to flU the vacancy
The wedding of Guy G. Raymond and'
Miss Frances C. McGown, daughter of
Carlton McGown, of Ellsworth, took place
Wednesday evening at 7.30 o’clock, at the
home of the bride. Only relatives were
present. Rev. 8. W. Sutton officiated.
There was an informal reception at 8
o’clock, when a few intimate girl friends
of the bride extended congratulations.
Both bride and groom are well-known
and popular young people of the city, and
have the congratulations of their friends.
COUNTY POPULATION.
Detailed Figures of Hancock Towns
from Recent Census.
The following figures show the population of Hancock county by towns, from
the recent census returns.
The figures of
1900 census

are

given for comparison:

John

Other Properties in Ellsworth and

Vicinity.

lowell

C. W. & F. L. MASON.

on

street.

O.

W.

WANTED!

IT

PARCHER SAYS:
For a long time I have been
making and selling PARCH KB’S
HYPOPHOSPHITKS.
SYRUP

While find fellow Bird

no

on

the label

on

you

Oat 40 inches long, and not less than

more

warn

I sell

you to

more

and
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For further information ca»l
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about
it is

every year.
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the bottle. I know

in

take, but I

SO

Rock Maple

i

It—

know it also.

5 inches in diameter at the
top end.

Bolts.

ean

Evelyn F., wife of James T. Grant, died
Monday at her home at Partridge Cove,
Lamoine, in the forty-fifth year of her age.
She had been ill a long time.
George Sinclair and wife have arrived
HI
home from Oregon, where Mr. Sinclair
h
has recently been employed by the Am(0
> i bursen Hydraulic Construction Co.

printed

seciet

everything that Is
It is the best

of

SLEEP.

SOUND

QIVE8

There Is

quantity

W. Dunn, who has spent the
past few weeks in Saco, arrived home Friday. Mrs. Dunn will remain in Saco a
while longer.
Howard

IN/IAIIME.

300 TO 400 CORDS

a

chusetts.

REAL ESTATE.

ELLSWORTH,

Also

Mrs. Bertha Joy Thompeon is visiting
brother, Fred W. Joy, in New York,
and other relatives and friends in Massaher

TAPLEY,

FIRE INSURANCE

Drug Store
IT

QUIET8

9
a

e

NERVE8.

THE

|

The ladies’ aid of the Methodist church
will hold a sale of cooked food, homemade candy and aprons at the store
owned by C. P. Dorr on Main street next
Saturday, Feb. 4.
Rev. R. B. Mathews is soon to give a
series of ten or twelve lectures on early
American history, They will probably be
given on Thursday evenings at the chapel
of the Congregational church. DateB and
terms will be announced later.

The basket-ball game scheduled for
last Friday between the Ellsworth high
school boys’ team and Northeast Harbor,
was cancelled.
The Ellsworth boys will
play the Maine Central institute team,
of Pittsfield, at Hancock hall Friday even-

ing.

HARRY C. AUSTIN & CO.

A most

interesting meeting

sionary society

or

the

mis-

1900.
Amherst.
Aurora.
Bluehill...
Brookliu.
Brook8vil!e.

Bucksport.
Castine.
Cranberry Isles.
Dedham.
Deer Isle..
Eastbrook.
Eden.
Ellsworth.
Ward 1. 1,279
Ward 2. 1,087
Ward 3....,.
667
Ward 4.
400
Ward 6. 1,014
Franklin.
Gouldsboro.
Hancock.
Isle an Haut..
Lamoine
Long Island plantation.
Mariaville.
Mt. Desert.
Orlaud.
Otis.
Penobscot.
No. 7 plantation.
No. 8 plantation.....
No. 21 plantation.
No. 33 plantation.

Sedgwick.
Sorrento.
Southwest Harbor *

Stonington.
Sullivan.
Surry.
Swan’s Island.
Tremont f.
Trenton.

Verona.j.
Waltham.
Winter Harbor.

Towu8hip9.
Township 10.
Township 22.
Township 28.
Township o2.
Township o9.

864
162

1910.
376
114

1,888
986

1,462
986

1,171
3,839
926
374
827

1,176

2,047

3,216
933
899
358

1,946

248

213

4,879
4,297

4,441
8,649

1,087
870
494
801
797
1,201

1,259
900
182
694
174
218
1,600
1,251
152
1,156
28
17
53
82
902
117

1,161
1,349
848
160
482
197
171
1,669
1,224
115
986
14
19
89
64
909
147
888

1,648
1,034
900
7.8

2,088
1,182

2,010

1,116
364
229
182
690

49
234
192
571
9
19
3
10
12
75

784
749

1

18

$
17

the Congregational
17
yesterday afternoon at
FURNITURE
t
the home of the president, Mrs. L. A. Bear Island.
2
t
Miss Louise Morgan, a graduate Butler Island.
8
Emery.
2
*-am* thf th n*t. dsar ih** voice
IJorMi.e^uugb.
mo tr*- turfmens.
80
of Brown university, addn ssed the meet- Eagle Island.
81
s**wi t ur cents lor mailing
tod r cetv*- H
CURTAINS
MUSLIN
and
LACE
Odd Lot
3
Maniple KHf.E.
t
Hog Island.
ing. Light refreshments were served.
14
Marshall's Islaud
J
hebeltine a tuttle oo.,
A meeting of past masters of Lygonia
PRIOE TO OLOSE
10
Mt. Desert Rock.
t
APOrHIOARIlW,
and Esoteric lodges, F. and A. M., will be
2
Island.
\
Congas*and Myrtle Sts.,
PORTLAND, MK
25c. held at Masonic hall to-morrow evening, Pumpkin
a
Hancock county. 37,211
85,575
for the purpose of organizing a past*
masters’ club. Only past masters will be
Part of Tremont in 1900.
f Included Southwest Harbor in 1900.
eligible to membership, and all such are
HARRY C. AUSTIN
t No returns in 1900.
y**u have seashore
requested to attend the meeting. There
WANTED. Ifproperty
for sale it will Coroner
Undertaker are about
thirty past masters in EllsMy you to eou.mu fe«ie
with
worth.
“The Third Degree.**
OKOKGK H. GRANT,
WORK and
care of Prkd’k O. Woodruff a
One of the notable prod actions of the
Co.,
Dr. F. F. Simonton, who is closing up
WIRING.
mate street. BOSTON MASH.
his business here preparatory to locating season is Cbarles Klein’s play, “Tue Third
Full Lino of
in Thompsonville, Conn., expects to leave Degree, which the Paul Gilmore Co. will
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
Ellsworth within two weeks. His house present at Hancock hall next Saturday
fflrtrijant*.
AND FIXTUHfcS.
Mr. Klein is the author or “The
leased by B. T. evening.
Th** Hctveit>***mfhi(i below
Gululcl n Wlrlol »4
Ckttrl.lly Qlno on Main street has been
represent some of
'CHd.iiv ImuotiH of N* w
Sowle, who will move his home and in- Lion and the Mouse”, a play of great draANDREW M
MOOR.
Uur
KdkIhikI.
* ***l doubtless flud them o» value.
Ell.wnrth
Dr. Simonton will matic strength.
surance office there.
Estey Building. suite st..
In “The Third Degree” Mr. Klein has
vacate the house the Utter part of this
week, and Mr. Sowle will move in at once. taken (or his subject certain abuses of
the police, together with con“Western Land,” by Harold F. Moon power by
exist atnoag high social cirand company, of Bangor, was the attrac- ditions that
^
I
RCB
«te.,
I,
ainRSiaMIMiRUQI,
BOSTON
-c
in New York city. The story deals
tion at Hancock hall last Friday evening. cles
a
trial
order.
Send
me
low
o
nI.
at very
|
man who, by reason of his |
“Western Land” is a pleasing variation of with a young
RALPH L CARTER, u*»«e tuMotu* the old-time minstrel show, the stage and marriage to a girl of the people, is disowned by his father, a member of the old
costumes representing a western cow-boy
West eu«l bridge. Kl.LSWOKTH, Ms.
Knickerbocker set. Through the death,
camp scene instead of the familiar darkey
of a man,
circle. The jokes and specialties were under peculiar circumstances,
butter and Eoas
Do you want a plant that will bloom
is Did upon the boy by the poall wiuier? Tiya
bright and snappy. A dance followed the suspicion
lice, who attempt to fasten the chains of
performance.
PRIMRG8K,
guilt upon him. The girl fights singleor CYCLA1WKW,
Officers of Lygonia lodge, F. and A. M., handed «gaiust the powers which have
DRESSED LAMBS and CALVES
or AZALfCA.
were installed last Thursday evening by
sworn to make her husband a victim of
We have fine specimens ot ail these at
LIVE and DRESSED POULTRY
Kev. R. B. Mathews, grand chaplain, as- misplaced justice.
TM ►
sisted by T. E. Hale as grand marshal.
The company engaged to present this
FI.I HWOKTII (•rpptihoiiNP
The installation was public to members of
play has been carefully selected and reHALL ft COLE
Masons' families. A supper and sociable heated
by Mr. Gilmore himself, and will
•'nut and Produce <oiniiiiuon Merchants.
rhe newspaper which hat no uniform followed. There was a Urge attendance, be beaded by Miss Adelaide French and
E8, ““T .toks and lran- rate for advertiting space* and is satia- and the evening was thoroughly eujoyed. John C. Connery.
installed are as follows:
ted to take what it oan get for it, is a The officers
DLltaiES our Specialties.
aheap advertising medium, and the ad- Harry C. Austin, W. M.; William T.
F»neuil Hall Maiket. Boston, aertiser need expect nothing hut cheap Doyle, 8. W.; Roy C. Haines, J. W.; BOOST! Kllnworih Food Fair,
od.for UUneila and
Fob. 20-25.
George A. Parc her, treasurer; Harry E. |
Weekly Mw ket Heport results.—Lawrence burg (Ind.) Press.
church

Lace, $1

pair.

Muslin,

SEASHORE PROPERTY

ELECTRICAL

__CommiMtoti

CAME MOUNTED

^Mission merchant

APPLES

POTATOES

|“tL|n2

lUbittiannmtt.

Kowe, secretary; Andrew J. Falla, S. D.; \
Fred Q. Smith, J. 1).; E. A. Lermond, 8. >
8.; Archie Smith, J. 8.; David Friend,1
marshal; E. 8. Means, chaplain; Henry L.
Moor, proxy to grand lodge; Henry L.
Moor, J. W. Nealley, T. E. Hale, finance
committee; George F. Haskell, tyler; T.
E. Hale, trustee of masonic hall.

ment
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A

Braachaa at Old Town and

!”7?”(

was

held

of

ELLSWORTH FOOD FAIR,

FROM

Schedule of Reduced Rates Granted
by Railroads.
As the week of the food fair approaches
-Feb. 20-26-assurance becomes doubly
sure that it will be a saccess far exceeding last year’s fair in the number and
quality of exhibits, at least, and if
there is
a corresponding increase in
patronage, its financial success is also
assured.
The Maine Central railroad is helping
along the fair by granting special reduced
rates for the week. The schedule of rates
the round trip follows:
Bangor
Brewer
Holden
Green Lake
Nicolin
Ellsworth Falls
Washington Jc.
Franklin Road
Hancock

Wankeag
Mt. Desert Ferry
Sullivan
Sorrento
Bar Harbor
Franklin
Unionville

Cherryfleld
Harrington
Columbia
Columbia Falls
Jonesboro

$100
100
70
60
SO
10
15
20
36
40
60
80
80
115
56
115
186
166
170
185
2 00

Whitneyrille
Machias
East Machias
Machias port

Dennysville
Ayer Junction
Pembroke

Perry
East port
Milltown
Calais
No. Maine Jc.
Hermon Center
Hermon Pond
Carmel
Etna

Newport
Corinna
Dexter
Dover
Foxcroft

j

$2 00
2 00
2 00
2 00
2 60
2 70
2 80
2 95
315
316
815
120
120
140
156
170
196
2 20
2 60
2 60
2 60

The food fair committee has inaugua novel poster contest open to pupils
of the Ellsworth and Bar Harbor high
schools. First and second prizes of |3 and
|2 respectively are offered for the best
original poster drawing, 14x22 inches.
The poster may be entirely hand work or
a combination of some ornamental picture
or design.
It must advertise the food fair.
The contest will close at noon Feb. 8. Designs should be submitted to the secretary, Hoy C. Haines.
The Standard Oil Co. has presented the
food fair committee with a new perfection
three*wick blue-flame oil stove, with oven
which will be used in the cooked food
demonstrations by Miss Comstock.
Two of the aeroplane models loaned by
the Regal Shoe Co. for exhibitions were
shipped from Brockton, Mass., to-day.
The March committee of tue Village improvement society has secured booth
space and will have on sale every day of
the fair home-made candy and cooked
food. The society hopes all friends will
assist, both by donations and purchases,
in making this feature a success, in order
that the work of the society may be enlarged by at least the proceeds of this sale.
rated

TUfi

LAW COURT.

Decision In Kimball vs, Northeast
Harbor Water Co.
The decision of the lew oonrt in the case
>f Loren E. Kimball vs. Northeast Harbor
Water Co. has been handed down. The
escript by Justice Cornish, follows:
The defendant company wee chartered
inder chapter 168 of private lava of 1SB8, “lor
;he purpose of supplying the village of
Northeast Harbor in the town of Mount
Desert in Hanoock county, and the vicinity of
laid village, with pure water for domestic,

lanitaryand municipal purposes.” By pirirate laws 1907, chapter 187, it was further
tuthorized and empowered “to supply water
for shipping and for the development of
power”.
The plaintiff is the owner of a summer hotel
tnd one of the parties supplied by the defendant. In 1898 he installed in his hotel an
Blevator, which has since been run by water
?ower by direct pressure, the water being
taken from an eight-inch main in the street
through a four-inch gripe directly to the
Blevator.
In December, 1908,
the defendant netiSed the plaintiff that it would discontinue the
of
water
for
elevator purposes on
supply
&pril 1,1909, because of the effect of the direct
pressure upon its system, unless the plaintiff
by the construction of a tank should change
Lhe method of applying the water so as to obviate the difficulties experienced. This date

subsequently extended by the company
June l, 1909. The plaintiff made no changes.
In a bill in equity brought by the plaintiff to
restrain the defendant from discontinuing,
this supply,
Held:
1.
That it is necessary to consider the force
or validity of the additional act of 1907.
2. That the language and spirit of the
original charter are sufficiently broad to
cover this case, as the use made of the water
oy the plaintiff comes within the term “domestic”. The water is not used for the development of power for commercial or industrial purposes but for the comfort and convenience of the
proprietor, his family*
servants aud guests.
The purpose and not
the mode ef use is the determining factor.
3. That therefore the company is bound to
supply water for this purpose to the plaintiff
»t reasonable rates aud subject to reasonable
rules and regulations in the conduct of its
was
to

business.
4.
That a requirement by the
company that
the plaintiff shall so apply the water as not
to menace the safety, stability and usefulness
of the system nor injurious’/ affect the service of other consumers in the
vicinity, is a
reasonable one.
5. That the company’s contention is
clearly
established by the evidence, and therefore it
was justified in insisting upon the condition
by it or some other reasonable condition to avoid the present difficulties.
15iU dismissed with a single bill of costs for
defendant.

imposed

NORTH ELLSWORTH.
Fire at Sullivan.
Sullivan Habbob, Jan. 31 (special)—
Great excitement prevailed for awhile in
this quiet little community Tuesday
morning, when H. L. Cleaves’ stable was
burned to the

dwellings

near

and

$500. Insurance, $3,000.
WKST

KLI,S WORTH.

was

in town

Friday.
A.

L. Nason, is working tor C. c. Osmber
Lake.

at Ureen

ground, endangering many

Dunbar’s store.
The flames seemed to burst all at once
from the roof, so that by the time the Are
brigade arrived, the Are had made great
headway in the nigh wind. It was impossible to save any of the building.
Fortunately all the horses were out at
the time, and the carriages, etc., were
saved. Dunbar’s storehouse for grain was
destroyed; contents saved. The loss on
buildings is estimated at $3,500; on contents

William Jordan, ot Bangor,

Miss

Florence Beale returned to Bangor
a visit to relatives here.

Monday, after

W lllis Maddocks has recently purchased
horse from Mr. Lord, at Ellsworth Falls.
Miss Frances Richardson and Herman
Scammon drove out to Miss Richardson’s
a

home

Sunday.

A dance and

supper will be given under
the auspiceB ol Nicolin grange, Tuesday
evening, Jan. 31.
The Branch Pond Lumber Co. is ema large crew ot men.
It is expected that work in the mill will begin

ploying

during February.

Mrs. Rowena Carter is at North Sedgwick visiting her sister, Mrs. Dora Han-

COMING EVENTS.

scom.

ELLaWOUTH.

Thursday, Feb. 2, at G. A. K. hall—
Irving Carter, of Bluehill, visited his
sister, Mrs. Austin Conary, one day last Supper by woman’s relief corps; 16 cents.
week.
Friday evening, Feb. 3, at Cambridge,
Tne snow that came Saturday drifted M *88— Lamoioe reunion.
Saturday evening, Feb. 4, Society k«ii
badly, and men were out breaking out the
—Dance.
roads Sunday.
Sherman Cunningham, who has been
Saturday, Feb. 4, at Hancock hall-“The
conflued to the house the past two weeks Third Degree" by the Paul tlilmore Co.
with an abscess in his throat, is out.
Tickets, 35c., 60c., 76c. and fl. On sale at
Moore’s drug store.

MOUTH

UK

rtlK

ItlVKK.

Wednesday evening, Feb. 8, at Hancock
—Edward Bridgh.m, ot New
York,
soloist and dramatic reader, under auspices of senior class of the high school.
Friday, Feb. 10, at Paul Revere hall,
Boston—Ellsworth reunion. Tickets, including refreshments, 60 Cents each.
hall

Stephen Gross is ill.
Woodbury Bowden is quite ill.
Mrs. Mary Betts is home from Boston,
past few weeks.
The children of the Fullerton school
will give an entertainment at the schoolhouse next Saturday evening, Feb. 4.
A small admission fee will be charged.
where she has been the

Feb. 20-26, at Hancock hall- Ellsworth
food fair, under auspices of the Ellsworth
Merchants’ association.

Atamiacmmu.

mutual Btnthl (flolnmn.

A HAPPY

BDITBD BT "AUNT

If

OUTCOME
By ANDREW

MAMl".

"Helpful and Hopeful.'1

Braoklin grange held iti regular muting Tuesday craning, Jin. 84, with OrariMt Allen in chair and thirty memben
After the ninal bnainue, the
premat.
lecturer preunted a program of music,
An snjoyabls
readings and charades.
craning wu spent.

The parpoMs of this column ere succinctly
stated In the title end motto—It is for the mutuel
benefit, end altos to be helpful end hopeful
Being for the oommon good. It lsfertheoom
moo use—e public servant, e purveyor of Informetlon end suggestion, e medium for the In-

C EWING

U»ar*tokl. Ml*, ky AwUu Press

Tkm to bo truer saying than
"Bui la compensation to all things."
Aa example of this eame under my
ekes nation to tbe case of one of my
It beg*a
aaberdiaates to tke army.
daring aa engagement.
IB the beat of tbe #ght a stretcher
was carried past me and 1 saw the
kwa of eae of my lieutenants. Tom
Ashley, pale and with closed eyes
Be epeaed them and rare me the most
aetanchoiy look 1 ever received from
A blanket was laid across
aay eae.
It
his body, leaving bis legs bare.
was bat a momentary passage, after
wMeh I became as Intent on directing
the work of slaughter as before. We
waa a victory and pushed on after tbe
eae my, leaving oar dead to be put In
the ground by a burial squad and onr
wounded te be token rare of by tbe
aargeeaa. They ent off a part of Asbtaj’a toft leg and nil of ble right arm.
1 felt aa especial pang In tbe rase ef
Aatoey. for. besides being tbe most
eromtolag subaltern to my battalion, 1
new that be was engaged to be martoed to a very lovely girL Resides betog lovely, she bad a fortune to her
awn right, and 1 knew that Ashley,
who bad nothing bnt his pay. was
leaking forward to bis marriage with
her as soon as the war was over and
In one short
a happy life to follow.
•ght that lasted barely tea minutes
be had bees mads a cripple and his
Ilfs was blighted.
A few days later, being aear tbe hospital where Lieuteaant Ashley was
tytmg, 1 went to see him. I found him.
aa 1 expected, la a melancholy s'atc
of mind
Bis distress all seemed eonsea tra ted sa the fact that be must
give ap tbe girl be loved. 1 endeavor
sd to comfort him by suggesting tbal
she, might make a sacrifice for blm,
bat be assured me tbat oa so account
weald be permit bar to do so. Indeed,
he told me tbat he had been waiting
fee poms eae nearly connected with
Mm to write her. announcing bto tun
tflatloa and tbat be released her.
m waa a aad ant;, and when It was
pirfur■<i 1 realured attain to express
• doubt aa to whether the girl would
aaoept at her re tease, but Ashley de
ala red that aa man with a soul In his
tody would permit a girl to tie beraelt
ap for hfa with a man minus a lea and
an arm.
Besides, she was the idol of
her pa rests, who would not permit bet
te make any sack sacrifice. They wen
an ambttioas for her that they bad only

Motto:

Thu* w*i nra Tillton from Dm lilt
and one tram Fttonon (rang*.

terchange of Ideas. In this capacity It solicits
communications, end Its success depends largely
on the support given it In this respect. Communications must be signed, but the name of
writer will not be printed except by perm sslon

PKKCBSCOT, 840.

Communications will be subject to approval or
rejection by the editor of the column, but none
will be rejected without good reason. Address
ell communications to
Thb American.
KUsworth, Me.

real pleasure to be able to tell you
some of oar lonj?silent nieces. Some extracts from Anon’a
letter will

come

first:

home for the holidays, and on my return went to Togas.
|Anon has been the
of
:he chaplain's wife there before.] I
gnest
the
to
be
there
one Sunday that the
happened
snow made a fairyland for ns. The trees were
like
brides with their bridesmaids and
attendants, and the sun made diamond adornIt was the most picturments for them all.
esque scenery I ever remember to have seen,
pure and spotless.
I have a delightful time here; my hostess is
one perfect woman, and the atmosphere of
the honsehold makes one feel that the world,
after all, is worth living in. I came here two
weeks ago; shall be here until February, and
then leave for New York for the season. I go
about so much that it is impossible for any
one to keep
pace with me, but my home
address is safest; letters will be forwarded
from there.
Oar summer time seems to be
wholly
taken up in a way by every kind of a tie that
the
world
and
we
can’t
do
akin,
otherkeeps
wise. I think so often of the long summer
days I am to enjoy, and 1 have never found
“a long summer day” yet. have you?
I

was

but one

tompoona."—ian,

\cgeiaoie

uoagntooi

w

r or

ywm lijaia r>.

t-m»munn

*

no

stranger

—

it has

egeutoie

Compound hu been the standard remedy tor
female ills. No sick woman does justice to
herself who will not try this famous medicine.
Made exclusively from roots and herha, and

'■RwfWisSixsr-'

_

Dear Aunt 1iactq* and the MutuaLe:
the things for which the legislature is asked
When 1 received Thb American last week
nalaetantly consented to her engage
to apprcpri.it? mosey brought up at one time,
and
saw that M. A. B. was living in town and
meet with Ashley, who was one of the
is a fair and wi«e thing to do, as there are so
near me, I could hardly wait for the !
very
moat promtslna officers In the army
many things—schools, hospitals, homes for
proper honr to arrive when J could go and
orphans, the blind, deaf and dumb, feebte
■e described her to me as a rery feml
call on her. I asked the lady who answered
nine person, who had been brouabt up the bell if anyone there 6igned her initials minded, industrial schools for girls, homes for
homes for working girls, fallen and dela follow tbelr slightest wisb. Consld I M. A. B. She said, “I am the one.” I told her boys,
serte
women, and the new things coming np
erlaa this feature of the case. I mailed I was Eunice. 1 waa invited in, and we had a all the time.
the letter, belierlna that Lieutenant > very pleasant visit together, talking over the
As we grow wiser our hearts grow larger
eo n nan. etc. I found she knew several people
Ashley and Miss Barnes would mum
and we reach out more
and
more
for
whom 1 had known, also some relatives I was
to
tbelr
those
unfortunate ones. I do hope our State
agree
give np
prospective
Oty
glad to hear from.
will provide a reformatory for women, and
aaioa.
She said that from her home in Maine she
that Cumberland county will get its reformaTwo days were required for the mis
could conld see Pumpkin island lighthouse,
tory for the men who will get drunk. Unless
and
a
re
to
reaeb
Its
destination,
tae*
and the views about there were lovely. I
we can persuade men to stop drinking, I hope
ply eoald not be received In less than would like $o spend one summer in that to see ail the other counties do the same in
visited
1
am
I
two days more.
Meanwhile
i locality.
looking forward with a good the near future.
Aahley twice. He evidently felt easiet deal of pleasure to her retnrning my call, with
You can print this or consider it a personal
her
litt.e
dniece. who is a very pretty
grai
!
bis
con
letter,
atace he had dtsparrbed
letter just as you think beat.
Dell
child and also very hospitable, a trait which I
atderlag the mstter of bis engagement admire in children as well as
Certainly I will give this a place in the
grown
people.
aimed. On the fifth day after I had
Qd the thirteenth of thism^cth my husband column, though I doubt if one column
jaat his missive I went to the hospital and myself were invited to visit tome old would furnish apace enough for the list of

j

j

<

j

^inong

skdowice, 244. okm
• An interesting meeting of Sedgwick
grange was held Jan. 27. All the officers
except Flora were present, and forty mem*
Two applications were received.
bers.
Three petitions were received from State
master to be signed and sent to the legislature. Hro. P. B. Friend made some interesting talk on these, and explained
thex. fully.
The lecturer had a scrapbasket which was very interesting,
it
mmm

has thousands of cores to its credit.
|Ak Mrs. Plnkhara invites all sick women
to write her for advice.
She has
folded thousands to health free of charge.
Mrs.
Address
Plnkhara. Lynn, Mass.

When your learn. Anon, that I have
shared a part of your good letter with the
Mutuals, you will know yon are not a
stranger, but reinstated as one of the trueblue nieces.

j

FLORAL, 158, NORTH BUCK SPORT.
Floral grange held its regular meeting
Jan. 24, with a good attendance. Twelve
applications were voted upon. A special
meeting was held the next night and the
first and second degrees were given to
eleven of the Candidates, one being absent.
Two more applicants have been acted
upon, and will receive the first two degrees
at the next regular meeting. Ail will be
given the last two degrees at the next
regular meeting following.

The makers of Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Com*
pound have thousands of such letters as those above—
they tell the truth, else they could not have been obtained
for love or money. This medicine is
stood the test for years.

thr

(E'rangtrs.

This colntnn is devoted to the Orange, especially to the granges of Hancock county.
The column is open to all grangers for the
discussion of topics of general interest, and
for reports of grange meetings. Make letters
short and concise. All communications must
be signed, but names will not be printed exAll comcept by permission of the writer.
munications will be subject to approval by
the editor, but none will be rejected without
good

was

j

j

!

amd there found the reply.
home friends now living in Wrest Newbnry.
It was Mlsa Barnes herself.
It was the hostess' birthday, and a fine dinner
[ The meeting bad taken place—for tb. was served. The wife and daughter have not
plef had arrived several hours before— forgotten their “cunning in the cnliuary
art '.
They raise many things on their place
and with it had passed that first shook
that they pnt up for winter.
Tbs canned
at the coming together of two people
string beans, corn and strawberries were dewho had suffered and must continue to ; licious. We
stayed to an early evening lunch
aaffer such an overwhelming niisfor i to partake of the birthday cake, which was
Miss Barnes had more nearly very nice. W’e spent an enjoyable day.
tana.
neeoveeed from It than Ashley, though ; It is such a pleasure to meet old friends.
1
and hear shoot others. M. A. B. is the only
■aw and again I oould see tiny wave
“Mutual" I have ever met in Massachusetts,
lets of something like happiness pass
Miss Barnes wav and 1 let as though I was going to meet an
tag over his face.
oid aquaiutancebusying herself to make him more
A Jaoy said to me the other day. ‘*1 do not
She bad brought with
aomfnrtable.
care so much for the column because I do not
e*
for
the
her certain articles
purpose,
know who they are who write fur it, and when
pnrtally underclothing, which he great 1 write 1 am going to sign my full name.”
1 am always g ad to see a letter from Dell
!y needed, and with the help of a sol
dier nurse was putting it on bitu with I feel somewhat acquainted with her because
once
when she was away we drove into her
as more compunction than If she had
yard aud saw her chickens. So, ary way, I
Wen his wife.

|

anas

names

remamea

wuu

Asnie.i

until be was sufficiently recovered K
travel, when she took him bitme wltL
her. A few months later, tbe war tieAshler had
tar over. 1 followed.
given in to tbe girt whom be loved and
who loved him. and they were ouly
waiting for me to he present at tb
wedding. Miss Barnes had astonisbed
every one by having her own way Id
tbe matter, bavins conquered her par
•Bta

as

well

her lover.

as

Tbe weddlne

was

Joyous occasions
ple start out in
terms to smile
a

not

one

of those

where tbe
a

on.

young peot-areer that heaven
Tbe witnesses felt

tinge of sadness, and tbe groom

was

know where she lives. You see it di>esn't take
much to make me feel acquainted with the
Mutuals.
Some time ago 1 had a cook book sent me
from Cambridge, gotten up by the ladies of
the Old Cambridge Baptist church. Some nice
recipes are in it. One I have tried lately I
will send you:
Mol* as as Cornu
One cup of mo asses,
one-ha ! cup sugar, two-thirds cup of shortening (butter aud lard), one egg. use tabiesp*>onfui of ginger and spice to taste, one
tah.espoonful of soda, scant, o. e tah espoonfui of vinegar, two of cold water, four and
one-haif cups of fl> or.
Ibis recipe came
from Sa>em, Mass., more thau lO years ago.
I dri p out teaspt'onful at a time*iu a driptwo
inches
apart. I place a raisin
ping pan,
on the top of each.

»

‘‘asked

j

ture,

fora” in any session of the legislathing* we never introduce into

Two

column
politics and sectarianism.
Loyalty and the good of all is above
“party”, and love and good will more

our

—

I than denominational lines.
Dell, why not put the axe at the root of
the tree and stop the “manufacture” of
Aunt Madge.
liquor?
;
K1T1KKY TO CARIBOU
Fred B. Averill, editor and publisher of
Tribune, and treasurer of the
Maine Press association, died Monday of

the Sanford

Sckost Night Drums-Cut thin slices cf
for sandwiches.
bread as
Put
together
slices of cheese
with
without
buttering Put a small piece of butter in a spider
anu hr wn on both sides. A dropped egg on
a“dre«m' with a cup of coffee makes a good
Sunday night much.
With love and best wishes for the hea th
and prosperity of you all.
Ernies

21

—

—

Hancock

Pomona

LAMOLNE, 264.
Lamoine grange held its regular meeting Jan. 24 with an attendance of thirtyone.
First and second degrees were conThe third
ferred on three candidates.
and fourth degrees will be conferred at
the next meeting, and there will be a harsupper.

7.30,

RAINBOW, 203, NORTH BROOKSVILLE.
Rainbow grange met Jan. 25. After the
usual order of work, the first two degrees
were conferred on two candidates.
One
application was received. A fine program
was furnished by the lecturer.
Proceeds
of the evening, fl0.20.

grange with Brooklin grange.

vest

at

GREEN MOUNTAIN POMONA, 26.
is the program for the meet-

Following

ing of Green Mountain Pomona grange
with Pamola grange, Hancock, Feb. 11:

_

484, WEST EDEN.
The regular meeting of Mountain View
grange was held Friday evening, Jan. 27,
with fifty patrons present, including five
After
visitors from Bay View grange.
business, the lecturer presented an interMOUNTAIN VIEW,

Opening song

Prof. V. R. Gardner, acting bead of the
of agricult are, and professor of
horticulture. University of Maine, has re*
signed to accept a professorship of horticulture in the Oregon state college of
Bis resignation will take
agriculture.
efiect March 1. Dr. Leon S. Merrill will
succeed him.

than

appendicitis.
John F. Connelly, of Bangor, has
appointed commissioner of industrial
labor

statist ice

Lyons,

to

succeed

been

Thomas

and

J.

Yinalhaven.

of

college

of

and hoe Grove granges helped to make
Shuman, former town treas- ing stormy weather.” This topic caused the all-da; session ol New Century grange
Union, who three years ago was a good deal of discussion among the Jan. 28, one of interest and profit. “Pres-

tried and

acquitted of the charge of embezzling |1,4j0 of the town’s funds, com-

SOUTH DEER ISLE.

Ralph Saundera

cut

hi* foot qeite barty

while in tha wood*.
Mr*. Elvira Tboraton apenl Sunday with
frienda at Stonington.
Heaekiab Barbour
horae of C. O. Warren.

baa

parabaaad

*

Mr*. Lillian May Bobbin* baa returned
Boeton, after apending a weak a* the
inland.

to

Quetavna Mitchell and wit* bar* returned from Yarmouth, where they have
been for aeveral month*.
Jan. 30.
A

“I have a tad
Sloan's Liniment oa
a fine mare for splint
and cured her. This
makes the third
horse I’ve cured.
Have recommended it to my neighbors for thrush and they say it is fisc
I find it the best liniment I eves
I keep on band your Sure
used.
Colic Cure for myself and neighbors. and I can certainly recommend it for Colic ”—S. E. Smith,
McDonough, Ga.

Cured Thrush.
Mi. R. W. Parish, of Bristol,
Ind.,R. No. 2, writes:—"I have used
lots of your liniment for horses and
myself. It is the best liniment is
the world. I cured one ol my horses
of thrush. Her feet were rotten;
the frogs came out; she laid dowa
most of the time.
I thought she
would die, but I used the liniment
as directed and she never lies dowa
fat the daytime now."

SLOAN'S
LINIMENT

should be in every stable and applied at the first sign of lameness.
You don't need to rub, it penetratea
Will kill a spavia,
curb or splint, reduce wind puffs
and swollen joints,
and is a sure and
speedy remedy for

fistula, sweeney,
founder and thrush.
Price, 60s. and fl.Ot
gloan'e bonk ••
fcor»««. cattle, *h«f
and poultry cent
free. Addrca

Dr. Earl S. Sloan,
V. s. *-

Make This Test

j

f2.50 per day, paying

board and

los-

Ardennis
urer

*.

_

Address of welcome.Chester Stratton
Response.Martin A Garland
Paper: “A^Patron’s btody of Lincoln,’*
Etbelyn Remick
Topic: Have the Patrons of Hancock
county been true to the grange principles of promoting agiicutture?

esting program. There were clippings by
The quesmembers and current events.
tion: “Is the present bill before Congress
Opened by 8 Scott Estey
Recess
relating to R. F. D. beneficial to the parMusic
cels post?” was opened by E. P. Biggins.
ffth degree
The question was thoroughly threshed Conferring
Lincoln's Gettysburg speech, Arthur Jellitcn
out by members. Charles Shand, of Bay
Music
View, also spoke. A good deal of infor- j
Topic: Would reciprocity with Canada
mation was received by those who did not i
benefit Mainef.Opened by O W Foss
1
exactly understand about the parcels poet. Closing song
A recitation by Carrie Higgins was fol- i
NEW CEMi-..
That it is
DEDHAM.
lowed by the topic: “Resolve
Guests from East Eddington, Enterprise
better for a man to work for $35 a month j

—

overeome. Only I be bride
•reined to be herself. She told me
after the ceremony that she believed
■be was bappler than If her husband
bad beeo physically perfect. The rea
■on she gave for this was that tbe man Dvor Aunt MaHt*:
As it has been our custom to devote a
■he loved so dearly was am) would be
column or two to something besides our
4e|<endeut m»'t her for bis lifelong
household affairs, I would suggest that yoa
•ooifori. Id ministering to that comtake the different things in our State for
fort she bad not nuly an object, but which there is to be
mouey asked for at the
whole
bean.
tilled
ber
•a object tbat
session of the legislature now on.and appoint
I visited the Ashlers some years Pint of our nieces to had oat about it aud fill
Inter. Tom bad aivepted a professor- a c ► umn in February before the appropriaship to teach military branches In ■ ti ns are made in March.
By the way, 1 think the idea of having all
•allege, rbns bavins his rime pleasantly occupied. Two children bad come
A few mioates* delay in tfestiDg some
In the conple. both of whom appreoases of croup, even the length of time it
ciated heyood their years their father's
takes to go for a doctor, often proves danphysical toes. But this physical depri- gerous. The safest
way is to keep Chamvation was his only hiss, and by It be
ber is in's Cough Remedy in the house, and
had gained the undivided affection of
at the first indication of croup give the
He had he»-ome accustomed
• family.
child a does. Pleasant to take, and alIn the situation and was happy.
ways cores. Sold by all dealers.

toexpressibly

|

Meeting: of Green
with Pamola grange,

Hancock.

Tuesday, Feb.

meetings begin

DERR ItoUL, 296.

DATES.
11

voted that

Deer Isle grange held its regular meeting Jan. 23. One candidate was instructed
m the third and fourth degrees.
The
executive committee for the ensuing yesr
was elected, and
the master appointed
other committees.
After business, the
lecturer gave a reading and the subjects,
“temperance” and “intemperance”, were
given out for discussion at the next meeting. Refreshments were rerved. A pleasant evening was enjoyed by all.

reason.

Mountain Pomona

zm

standard time, in the future.

1

Saturday, Feb.

Jan. 30.

3P

win.

Corn wall ville, N. Y* Greene Co.

I feel at home, though, with my brother in
New York, and enjoy myself while there.
I
like the city-noise, bustle, dirt, everythin*;
it appeals to me in many different ways that
I can't wholly explain. I have not written
for the column for so long that I feel almoet
a stranger to it.

muting.

Harborside grange held its regular muting Wednesday, Jan. 26, with the master
in the chair, thirty-seven members and
three visitors present. The oversur, lecturer and gatekeeper were installed by
Bro. Youtman. Thru candidates were
instructed in the third and fourth degrees. Supper was served. The literary
program was omitted owing to the lateness of the hour.
g

know it helped me wonderfully. I am very!
thankful that I was told to try Lydia K.L
mmcnam's

Rev. Cbarlea Harbott, of Portia^
preached in the aecond Congregational
church Sunday afternoon, going to UlMt
Deer Iale in tbe evening.

HARBORSIDE,

the next

the|

advised

day

Portia a* „

to

relative* and friend* here.

_

me to go to
while I was away visiting, a
I met a woman who told me to take Lydia E. ■’
Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound. I did so and I i

doctors

Two

a

478. SOCTB BBOOKSTILLB.
Harborside grange met in regular session Jan. 18, with thirty members and
one visitor present.
Two candidates were
instructed in the first and second degrees.
After recess there was a short literary
program and a question proposed for discussion at the next muting. There will
be work in the third and fourth degrees at
»

ANOTHER SIMILAR CASE.

hospital,

were

session,

Cornwallville, N. Y.—“I bare been taking ::
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound for
tome time for Change of Life, nervousness, and |
a fibroid growth.
j

“Pleasant it is. when the woods are green
■MAnd the winds are soft and low.
To watch the changing of the day,
And the shadows come and go.”

j

present. After the
short program was enjoyed,
consisting of readings by Jennie Urindle
and Fannie Hutchins, music by the choir,
clipping by Annie Hutchins and music by
(Tra Witham.
few

a

Natick, Hua,—"I cannot express what I
went through during the Change of Life before
11 tried Lydia E. Pink ham's Vegetable ComI pound. I was In such a nervous condition I
:
could not keep still. My limbs were cold. I
!i; had creepy sensations and could not sleep
nights. I was finally told by two physicians
| that I had a tumor.
day of the wonderful cures made
| "I read one
WTby Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound
decided to try It, and it has made me a well
iJand
Swoman. Mr neighbors and friends declare it
has worked a miracle for me. Lydia K. Pinkham’s vegetable
Compound is worth its weight in gold for women during this
period of life. If it will help others you may publish this
letter.**—Mrs. Nathan B. Greaton, 51 No. Main St^Natlclr,Mass.

a

NORTH DEER 1BLB.
Joel Power* la vary ill.
J. M. El lie baa gone
bnaineaa.

Oapt. Jack Btlnaon arrlrad home bat
Tneaday from Portland.
Mia* Winnie Steall ia at Chpt. f. T.
program of songs, readings snd.tableaux.
Power*’ for a abort atay.
HIGHLAND, *84, NORTH PHNOBSOOT.
Capt. Cbarlea E. Haakell baa gona to Maw
Highland grange held its regular mut- London to Join bit reaael.
ing Jan. 27. Owing to bad weather, only
Alliaton Power*, of Bookport, ia viaitiag
business

invites disease.
Women everywhere should remember that there is no
other remedy known to medicine that will so successfully
carry women through this trying period as Lydia E.
Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound, made from native roots
and herbs. Here is proof:

have beard from

personal

Change of Life is the most critical period of a
existence, and neglect of health at this time

The

Dear M. B. Friends:
It is

Penobscot grange held a regular meeting Jan. 27, with forty-live members present, including two visitors. The first and
second degrees were conferred upon two
candidates. At the next meeting, Feb. 3,
there will be work in the third and fourth
degrees. Clam stew, cake and coffee will
be served. The lecturer presented a fine

woman’s

De thnnder always growlin':
••Got one more clond to climb!*’
De lightnin' don’ say nuttin*.
But he gitsdar ev'ry timel
So, llssen now, belivers.
En hear dis say in’ true:
De less you talks about it
De mo’ yon gwine to do!

we

In* Wadnaedny main*, with * ^
A good program wm
attendance.
nM by J. W. Wood, loctam m t_
Worthy Maatar J niton lnny VN —
interacting account of hit vtolt f ^
BUtn grange.
It wan voted to arrang* for a da aw,
^
a commit tea of tbraa waa appoiatod
a
follow*: Walter Roaeall, Mr*. J. Vl*a
Bobbin*, Howard MitobaU.
An alaborata program baa baan
am^g
for tb* nazt moating, Bab. 1.

younger

brothers, which

was

very inter-

ent conditions of farm and

esting. Upon patting the question to
vote, it was decided in favor of |3S a

pared with

month.

the forenoon

those

of

home

fifty

as

How to Tell if Your Hair
is Diseased

com-

years ago;
the topic tor

they diikrT” was
Even il you bar* a luxuriant brad o(
session, being ably opened
it i*
A recitation by Eva Colson, reading by | by J. H. Comma, of £ddinaton, followed bair you may want to kn> m whether
jumping into the Georges river. A civ.l
action, brought by the town of Union to Nettie Higgins and charades by Florence by others. It brought out many interest- lu a beallby condition or not. 98 per cent
recover $1,400, was pending in court.
Rich closed an interesting program.
ing changes in home and farm, work, con- ot tba
people need a bair tonic.
Mountain View grange is preparing a veniences, modes of travel, dress, etc.
Fire Friday in the Berry block. Main
j
Puli a bair out ot your bead; if t be bulk
Dinner was served at noon and some
Folks.”
street, Rockland, caused a loss ol $18,000 to drama, “Pikeville
at tbe end ot the root ia white and
mitted suicide

custody

of

a

Friday, escapiug
nurse

in

his

from the

home and

owners and occupants:
Harmon L.
Davis, variety store, Mrs. E. F. Crockett,
ladies’ furnishings, and Mrs. E. W. Me*
Intire, milliner. The principal losses

$5,000

building, owned bj the
Berry estate, $1,000 on Mr. Davis' stock
on

the

spent in social recreation, after
grange was again called to order and the officers most
efficiently installed by J. A. Leach and wile, of East

time

the

were

wherein do

471, SOUTH DEER ISLE.
A special meeting of Seagirt grange was
held Jan. 2b, for the pnrpoae of installing
officer*. Worthy Master Stinson in the
chair. After the opening exercises, a recess was declared and visitors were inSEAGIRT,

which the

Eddington

grange, who are well skilled
in all work of the order. A
carefully pre-

pared program followed, including readBryant played ings by Laura Cook and Ella Burrid;
the march for the installation.
County piano solos, Ethel Pogg; recitations,
Deputy A. I. Foaa installed the officers in Nettie Houston, Laura Cook and Mary
an impressive manner, assisted
by Bro. Hurrill; solos, Nellie Cook and H. P. Burrill.
Stinson as marshal.
sections in order that
those who are Maynard
The lecturer presented the following
•AT VIEW, 287, BAUBBDBT COVE.
especially interested in some particular
Songs, Anothy Bye; local
line of farming may be convened not program:
Bay View grange held its regular meetKate
Nina
Stanley,
readings,
Pert;
only aa regards the time actually neces- items,
Hattie Smith, Ida Peru Ralph Saunders,
sary to spend in aitending the course, but
If troubled with indigestion,
oonatipvalso that aa complete a course as possible Anothy Bye. Refreshments were served.
tion. no appetite or feel bilious, give
*M«v
be presented.
The sections into
whi h the course has been divided are:
Chamberlain’sblomach and Liver Tabteis
and

$3,500

on

Mrs. Crockett’s store.

The fifth annaii farmers’ week will fee
given by the college of agriculture, University of Maine, March 6 to 10. As usual
the course has been divided into three

vited into the hall.

Louise

_

ncropr farm management and hortianimal
industry,
veterinary
science, and poultry; women’s section,
v king
up v«nous phases of domestic
science and home economics.

culture;

RfcMfrMRfcK THE

Foley

s

Hooey and Tar for all concha and

croup, hronchiti*. hoarseness and
No opiates.
f>»r racking iagrlppe coughs
Befuae snoaUtntea. Q- A. Fascnaa.
coins, fur

a

trial and you

wUl

be

pleased with the
invigorate the
stomach and titer and
strengthen the digestion. Sold oy all dealers.
result.

These

tablets

shrunken, it proves that tba bair is di*eaard and requires prompt treatment il
its ioas

would be avoided.

11 tbe bulb i*

is healthy.
pink
full,
We want every one whose bair require*
treatment to try Bexall "98” Hair Toniu.
and

tbe bair

We promise that it sball not coat anything il it does not give satisfactory results.
It is designed io overcome dsn! oruB, relieve scalp irritation, to stimulst*
tbe bair roots, tighten the bair already i*
tbe bead, grow bair and curs bald ness.
It ia because of what Be sail “93” Hail
Tonic has done and our sincere faith in it*
our
we want you to try it at
Tvo sixes, 60c. and $1.00. Sold only
0at our store-Tbe Rexall Store. E.

goodness tb.t
risk.

j Mooax,

cor.

opp.

postofiee.

OF
PARKNT AND SCHOOL.

HUTIOlf
—
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.Lilian of the oo-operatlon of the

to th« end that (ho
", nod teacher, more
efflcient in every
JTV, anj become
importance. We
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other in thU
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issponsibility.
I do not know of another class of people
are more conscientious and faithful
to their charge than the overworked

who

teacher of the

common

schools,

whose

satisfaction in watchprincipal stipend
ing and guiding aright the development of
lie child’s mind.
This little animal which we call child
is

voices

into thia world

absolutely helpless

and

ignorant of everything except the use
vf its lungs.
His little mind is like so
#r*s«d blackboard. Instinct, observation
<Dd experiment pome to his aid; but Instruction helps him most pf all.
?ou teach him in the home, his companions teach him in the streets, his
teachers teach him in the school; and as
this instruction is, so Will his future be.
Many things are to be written on this
blackboard which can never be erased.
The first years of a child’s life
are, there-

fore,

years of

preparation.

Impressions

received at this time, lessons learned,
habits formed, character started in its
•naxseof development duriug these years
•ik be permanent. The time will all too
*0011

arrive

w,ti

plastic blackboard
easily receive impressions nor

when this

so

retain

them.

now

imj»orunt then, that daring this
formative period be be given right les•on», made to form right habits, and
watched over carefully. Dear friends, if
Jou neglect this work no one else will aco®pt the responsibility. The child will be
the one to suffer. The foundation of his
fife is laid in the home and in the school.
He will rise
up and curse you when he
•omes to man’s

duty to him

estate, if you fail in your

now.

It in your first;
duty then to see to it th >t
he gets the caie and
training which will
develop him and make of him an honest,

l*w-abiding,
It is

no

intelligent

uncommon

citizen.

sight to

young

see

hoys smoking and loafing on the streets at
night when they should be at home. The
influence of the street is not good for girls
•nd boys. But what a sad
commentary
on

the

home when children prefer the at-

tritions

of

the

street.

fundamentally

wrong
no amount of school
set such a
*nd

Something

in such

training

a
a

is

home,
off-

ill

handicap.

To turn again to school affairs, children
•hould be required to study at home daily.
They should be taught to work fast and to
*>« regular iu their
habits of study. Pupiis
need some time out-door for
bodily exorcise and
play, but they do not need from
*30 to 9 or 10
p. m. for play by any means.
1 realize that
young people snould have
•musement of some kind, but health and
of
the miud should have the
training
®rst consideration. Children do their
*ork well in school and
get to bed early if
jbey plan right. This, with proper diet,

Jbe

A

Merry

Christinas and a Happy New
WN1 come if they prepare the
it. Those who are drunkards or
inebriates Bhould go at once to the Keeley

iair#to

ikJ?r *5 Portland, Maine, and be cured of
8n<* made rthdy for the com*
i«» A1?®*'408
holidays for a.pleasant family
fathering and reunion.

▼Uwi

■LUWOBTH MARKETS
The quotations below gir. the range of
retail prices in Ellsworth:

Herrins Question.
prvli in aohool. I bib persuaded that Ute
Fbbnohbobo, Mb., Jin. 34,10U
majority of pupils who ieare school do so To the Editor
of The American:
for extremely trivial reasons.
I would like to express in n few words
Compare
the children who leave school with
those my flews of the herring
industry, the
who persevere and
complete their educa- question thst the people of our State are
tion. We are justly proud of the
now
latter,

and would not
unjustly
who are compelled
leave

on

(he

I

discussing.

think,

as

some

j

Country »*r«rtu«t

Creamery per ft.40#45
Dairy.80 #86
Oi eo marge ine.90 #98

others

Fresh laid, per dot.SO
criticise those of our fishermen
do, that if seining is
school because allowed in the
one
more
future,
year,
of reasons beyond their
Chickens.18 3*22
control; but or two at least, will see the herring exFowl.13018
parents should see to it that their chil- terminated
for as a fisherman
altogether,
dren are not allowed to leave school unwho has seen the herring grow scarce
Best loose, per ton.12914
less it is absolutely
Baled.16 §18
each year, I think that I am in a position
necessary.
Another point for your consideration is to know
what has caused this.
the matter of
Loose.10#12
regularity in school attendTwenty years ago herridg were plenti- : Baled.
15
ance.
You cannot run a factory if the fui around Grand
Manan and Eastport.
Vegetables.
laborers are straggling in at any
15 Onions, ft
time, or That was the home of the herring. You Potatoes, pk
04#06
ft
02 Carrois. ft
absent whenever they
02
like; neither can could get herring at those places the year Beets
10 Cabbage, ft
Lettuce, head
03
you run a good school under such coudi- round in
02 Parsnip*, ft
06
large quantities when all other Turnips,ftft
08
tious. It will be a great
Squash,
help to both places failed. After a time the herring
Krult.
pupil and school, if you parents will see to began to grow scarce, all on account of so
85 #45
40#60 Lemons, doz
Oranges, dor
it that your children are not
tardy, and many being caught for the sardine fac- Apples, pk
15
20#30 Cranberries- qt
that they are regular in attendance.
Groceries.
tories. At times more were caught than
lo improve these conditions
06 #08
Rice, per ft
you must could be taken care of in proper shape. Coffie—per ft
|
Rio,
20 #35
16325 Vinegar, gal
do your part.
Keep your child in school; The boats would bring in 600 or 600 bushMocha.
35 Cracked wheat,
05
that will help. Supplement the teacher in els in
35 Oatmeal, per ft
04
Java,
the tnornihg, and bef re they
ft—
20
Tea—per
Buckwheat,
pkg
his work iu every way
Make could be taken care of other boats would j
you can.
45 #65 Graham,
04
Japan
30 465 Rye meal,
04
your child's welfare in school a personal bring more herring. Then the first lot
Oolong,
Gran meal, ft
Sugar—per ft
02Hj
matter. Put your shoulder to the wheel would be shoveled off
the wharf, and so
Granu.ated, 05^ <j06 Oil—per gal—

\o

for it in a vital
nod the fnilore of parent and
the common
to work tofether for
lends to the failure of the
•ad frequently
career.
add *■ hie echool
the majority of parents
j beliete that
of what in actually
are n poor conception
At leant a
ia our schools.
ainc done
information comes
p.rt of their
souroen, for comparatively
Ma indirect
schools at all, and fewer still
fne visit the
Parents
liiit lbs schools regularly.
what is being done
nifbt to know exactly
and to watch their
* Ike school-room,
in their development.
aiidreo carefully
when you cannot afThe time hss oome
matter. The influence
fsrd to neglect this
offlcials is prao•f parents with the echool
assllr enfelt unless some question of dis- and keep it there; for the success of
your
or some pupil fails to grade.
child in life, as well as the salvation of
miss arises,
This attitude is all wrong, for in the our country, depends
upon the influence
school officers can
of the home and the common schools. •
Majority of cases the
without
outside
matters
such
help,
handle
paths other hand, the influence of parents
wsald in many ways be of great help to the
INDUSTRIAL OPPORTUNITIES.
Mhocl officials. They have many knotty
to solve and the sympathy,
pablems
Interesting Publication Issued by
istsreit and influence of parents would
Maine Central Railroad.
he of great value. Loyalty to the schools
Maine Industrial Opportunities is the
officials
and
a
school
healthy title of a
sad to the
four-page bulletin recently isaltitude toward school questions are of ; sued
by the industrial department of the
is peers’' importance.
Maine Central railroad, made up in the
The work is being done for the children,
form of a newspaper. It offers a mass of
sad whatever improves the condition of
information attractive to persons who are
the growing boys and girls merits hearty
interested in the State, or who are desirsad loyal support on the part of those I
ous of establishing enterprises or secur■oat vitally concerned, namely, the paring business locations. Tbe principal
ents. If you do not often follow your
feature of tbe bulletin is a long extract
akild to school, how can you tell into
from a report of the United States geologwhose hands you are entrusting him?
ical survey on the water powers of Maine.
The development of his latent powers
It establishes the fact that thousands of
sad the building of his character are
horse power remain to be utilized as con■alters of vital importance to you. You
ditions are at present, and many more
should therefore make it your personal
thousands under improved methods.
business to know well the teacher who
Besides this article on water powers
trains your child, and you should see to
there are three department headings,
it that the teacher is of the right kind.
“Vacant Buildings,” “Business Open1 often feel that the majority of parents
ings” and “Idle Water Powers”. These
sis not actively interested in their chilare made up from reports of
dren’s school welfare. You ought to be departments
towns all over the Btate, and indicate not
able frequently to show your interest by
only where manufacturing enterprises can
visiting the child in school. Yon can be
located, but where commercial opporsften times tell a teacher many things
tunities exist.
shout your child which would help him
♦■Necessarily, the first publication of a
■nch, and he likewise oan tell you some
work of this character is somewhat limited
that
would
be
of
for
things
advantage
in its scope, but, as the purpose is better
yen to know.
understood bj the chairmen of boards of
uaiiToriDie
criticism
oi
wjou perrau
it is hoped that much more inform*
tMober or school in the presence of your trade,
ation may be secured for future numbers,
shildren? (It may be deserved, but that
which will be issued as rapidly as condi■ not the question.)
If so, how can you
tions warrant.
sxpect your child to respect his school or
The first number, which is dated Januteacher? If the child takes this attitude
can be secured free by addresshe cannot get much good out of his ary, 1911,
ing the Industrial Department, Maine
school.
Central railroad, Portland, Me.
What influence does the school seem to
The initial number contains the followhave on the child; is it good or bad?
article on Union river:
Whose business is it, if not yours?
It is ing
Union river, comprise.! almost wholly withyour child and you should not shirk your
■

Camipcnonuc.

in Hancock county, drains an area about
tweuty miles broad, extending about seventy
miles iniaud from the opeu sea. The total
area above Ellsworth Palls is about 501) square
miles. Below that place the coast line is
much broken by bays and inlets, so that
much of the rainfall flows directly into the
ocean. The basin is practically surrounded
by bald grauite mountains, the interior basin
being a strongly defined valley with a rolling
these highland
The scenery in
surface.
regions, especially near the coast, is varied
and grand. The basin in its northern part is
at

au

eieyativu of from WtQttOfwt, while the

lowent part of the watershed ridge, between
Uuiou and Penobscot rivers, is at altitude of
1j7 feet. About four-fltha of the whole area is
underlain by mica schists, and a large part
of It is still covered with forests.
The river is well supplied with natural
storage basius. there being iu the basin
total surface
proper forty-three lakes, with a
The height
area of about sixty square miles.
of the lake at the headwaters of the river is
about 2ud feet above sea level, and the mean
fail of the stream from this lake to the Bea is
lour feet to the mile. The ponds which have
been improved for storage are used chiefly
for log-driving, and are therefore not of
much value to the water powers as they
•nouid be.
The mean annual rainran iu me q»»iu »a
about forty-eight inches, distributed as follows: Twelve inches iu spring, ten inches in
fouitweu inches iu uutumn, and
summer,
favortwelve inches in winter, a distrinutiou
able to constant flow. The extreme range of
as

Ellsworth is seven feet.
The Ellsworth falls are at the head of tide
and navigation, aud are the flrst water powers
The fall is stateo to be eightyon the stream.
tive feet iu about two miles, aud 100 feet in
A part of it is
miles.
two aud
water at

■

through

In

fishing

the

Yellow. O

season.

few years thj herring

a

were

reservoirs
the
systematically improved.
There are no important powers on the river
at
above this point, though rapids occur
intervals.
The river is navigable as far as Ellsworth,
closed four months of the year by ice.

though

Above the falls ice
longer

prevails for

a

somewhat

caught up or destroyed around Eastport, I
Lubec and Grand Manan, and the seiners
Meats and Provision*.
shifted to Jonesport and vicinity, only to I Beef, ft:
Pork. !b:
18 #35
18 #20
do the same thing to the herring—driving
S-eak,
Chop,
12 #25
Ham. per ft
18 #25
Roasts,
them from these waters as they had done
12
Shoulder,
Corned,
lu#l8
23 *>30
Bacon,
from Grand Manan. Ten years ago I 1 Tongue,
17318
Veal:
Salt.
13#15
could buy herring at Masons bay, near
25
Steak.
Lard,
15#18
Roasts,
15318
Jonesport, for 10 cents a bushel. I Lamb:
from
these
for
two
bought herring
places
12 330
Lamb,
j Tongues,
each
05
years, but last year not over 600 bushels
Fish.
were caught
within a radius of thirty !
06 Oysters, qt
50
Cod,
miles of Jonesport.
06
Haddock.
15
Smelts, ft
Last year a large fleet of boate came Halibut.
12 #20 Clams, qt
25
40
from Eastport to Bluehill bay, equipped Scallops, qt
Floor, Oral and Feed.
with seines for the purpose of taking
55
Oats, bu
Flour—per bbl—
1
for
the
factories. These boats were
herring
6503650 Shorts—bag 140.3150
1 15 Mix teed, bag 1 50#1 60
owned by men from Grand Manan, Cumpc- Corn, 100ft bag
Corn meal,bag
15
Middlings,bg 1 50#1 80
bello and Deer Island. They caught and Cracked corn,
1 15
*
destroyed over 10,000 hogshead of herring,
LAW REGARDING WEIGHTS AND MEASURES.
and the consequence was that there was
A bushel of Liverpool salt shall weigh 60
such a scarcity of herring in the fall that pounds, and a bushel of Turk’s Island salt
shall w»-igh 70 pounds.
the fisherman of Hancock county could
j The standard weight of a bushel of potatoes
not get even one bushel for fish or lobster in go< d order and fit for shipping, is 60
pounds: of apples. 44 pounds.
bait.
The standard weight of a bushel of beans in
From 30 cents a bushel, the price of good order and fit for shipping, is 60 pounds;
of wheat, beets, ruta-baga turnips and peas,
herring soared to fl, and even more than 6o pounds; of corn, 56 pounds; of ouions, 52
of carrots. English turnips, rye and
that was paid in some places for herring
ndian meal,50
45pounds;
to can. This price was far beyond the of barlev and pounds;of parsnips,
buckwneat, 48 pounds; of oats,
reach of a fishermen, as it took one bushel 32 pounds, or even measure as by agreement.
or more of bait to bait a gang of
traps, and
often a dollar’s worth of lobsters would * You talk about posters and your ads. upon toe
not be caught to a haul.
ain't the klml o' mediums that appeal*
At
Long island, where 1 reside, oar But they

founds;

fishermen salt, when they can be had, 600
600 bushels of herring to use for lobster
bait in the winter months. This fall found
them without bait owing to the scarcity of

or

herring

and

the

high prices

asked

{

for

The consequence was that the fl«hhad to send to Gloucester and purchase 200 barrels of New Foundland herIf this had not
ring for lobster bait.
been done, our fishermen would have lost
their winter’s work, all ou account of the
seiners and factories destroying so many
them.

ermen

herring

And especially in winter, when the snow Is on
the ground,
I wonder where your posters and your dodgers
can be found?
But within the coxy homestead, when the parlor
stove's aglow,
The newspaper Is read aloud to everyone we

each year.
this is one of the most

serious
questions of this age. If the seining of
herring is allowed and the sardine facme

When the herring

all gone

are

up, what then will
the coast of Maine?

or caught
fishermen do on

our

I think that it is up to this legislature
to do something to protect the fishing
interests of our skate, for the income
derived from fishing makes the business
second to none o our coast to-day.
William M. Teel.

Koyal Deer Slaughter.
meeting of European sovereigns is
complete without a hunting expedition,
No

which the

and the deer drive

Emperor arranged recently

for the

The suffragist raised her right hand.
Give the woman the credit she deserves,”
she cried, “and where would man be?” “If
she got all the credit she wanted he’d be
in the poorhouse,” sneered a nasty person
in the rear of the hall.

Russia was of truly regal
It took place for the first
time in the Kaiser’s new preserves at
Oran ieuburg, some thirty miles out of
Berlin.
red deer, fallow deer and
The deer
had so increased in numbers
roebucks
since their removal fro n the Grunewald
forsest five years ago, that there were
a third part of which were
ov-r 6,000,
dimensions.

«

OLD

back and forth from
sweeper to a
front. That

point

a

at

should

be

BEECH A MS
PILLS

ScUEnfrwkan.

A Reliable

swung

point back of the
equal distance in

Remedy

CATARRH

should turn the broom around, soaato
Used
sweep with a different side daily.
in this manner and
turned daily the

Cream Bairn
Ely’sluickly

broom

is the

and then

wears

“I have

down

seen—a

evenly.
delight

to

n
absorbed.
Givm Re Ifel at Once.

It cleanses, soothes,
heals ami protects
the diseased membrane resulting from Catarrh and dr tree
away a Cold in the Head quickly. Restores
the Senses of Taste and Smell. Full size
50 cts. at Druggists or by mail.
Liquid
Cream Balm for use in atomizers 75 cts.
Elv Brothers. 56 Warren Street, New York.

the profes-

comfort to

everybody
implement used to the
best advantage, thoughtfully and considerately—I have seen brooms that had been
sional eye and
who likes to see

so

used

a

an

that had

worn

down almost

boi« 10c. «hI Me.

FOR

an

proper way to use a
every day the sweeper

broom,

Ik

to the

binding threads, but that still bit beauti
I am perfectly well aware that
fully.
brooms carelessly used, as commonly they
are, wear out faster, with a corresponding
be.ieflt to broom manufacturers; but still
Ido really hate to see anybody misuse a

CHICHESTER S PILLS
W

icv

TRUE DIAMOND BRAND.

A

broom.”

Ahar. Buy mi your
___A*k for <?lfl«OIRS8-TK_
DlHOND ItRANIt PILLS, for N
years know*as Best, Safest. Always ReJiaMC

Woman loves a clear, rosy complexion.
Burdock Blood Bitters purifies the blood,
clears the skin, restores ruddy, sound health.
—Adrt.

SOLD BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHEB

Have “Good Luck”
Each Baking

Day

For “luck” lies mostly in theflour.. The wise
cook uses William Tell and knows her bread
will be perfection—her cake a marvel of delicate lightness—her pastry tender and flaky.
William Tell Flour is madb* from; Ohio Red
Winter Wheat—which has no equal. There is only
a limited supply—enough to go around among the
housewives who have learned the value of perfect dour.
Order your sack today.

William Tel

iltmcctisanaiu.

Causes 95 per cent.

WHITCOMB, HAYNES & GO., Ellsworth Falls, Me.

—

of Diseases

—

put at the disposal of the imperial guns.
For miles arouna the track was guarded
by troops, and no ordinary mortal was
permitted to gain a glimpse of the proceedings.
1

wemy-iour

BwailUH

were crci;icu

Kaiser’s shoots

comprise

some

were

formerly held.

22,0 0

acres

ot

pine

woods, with rich moorlands

beech

small lakes

They
and

Nearly 600 deer fell to the guns of the
party at the big drive, the Czar shooting
nineteen and the Kaiser fifty. One superb
twenty-two pointer brought down by the
Czar so delighted him that his host has
given
and forwarded to Russia.

OLD

\ there can
j results the
I incests ts

preserved

Without
results, and without
monev which the advertiser
Leavenworth (Kansas)
lost
be

Concerning

Advice

Stom-

JOHNSON'S
ANODYN E

Liniment
For Accidents

ach Troubles and how

sprained ankle,
is invaluable.

to
Do not

Remedy

Them

neglect indigestion, which leads

all Borts ot ills and complications. An
eminent doctor once said that ninety-five
to

par cent, of all the ills of the human body
have their origin in a disordered stomach.
who made a specialty of
A

physician

troubles, particularly dyspepsia,
after years of study perfected the formula
stomach

from which Kexall

Dyspepsia

Tablets

bruised

arm, or a

Johnson's Anodyne

Liniment

If you have

are

a cut or a

Great emergency

remedy.

In 100 years of use nothing has ever
been found to rake its place. Take inwardly for Cramps, Cholera Mocbus,

Coughs, Colds, etc.
Oa sale everywhere.
23c and SOc bottled.

I. S. JOHNSON A CO.,

Boston, Mass.

aud

interspersed.

orders for the antlers to be

TOO

YEARS

iui

I Usher may demand.

Honey
But never follows the use of Poley’l,
and expels
nil Tar, which checks the oouah
jd. ritockwell, Hanhihal, Mo. says:
used. 1 conIt beats all he remedies I ever
was thr. atacted a had cold and cough anil
Oi.e bottle of P“ley s
neo with pneumonia
No
hiecured
Tar
completely
one? aud
household medicine.
plates. Just a reliable
A. Peace as.

broom

You can’t hare a clear braiu,
active muscles and firaa
nerves, if your bowels are
sluggish; but see what a help
to you will be a few doses mi

of toe Czar of

experience

Our

Tablets leads

no

Times.
Foley Kidney Pills are a reliable remedy for
backache, rheumatism aud urin ry irregularities. They are touic in actiou, quick in
results aud afford a prompt relief from all
kidney disorders. G. h. Pakcuku.

us

with

Kexall Dyspepsia

to believe them

to

be

the

greatest remedy known for the relief of
acute

indigestion

and chronic

dyspepsia.

Their ingredients are soothing and healing to the inflamed membranes of the

They are rich in pepsin, one of
greatest digestive aids known to medi-

stomach.
the

they afford is almost imuse with penstency and
regularity tor a short time bringB about a
cessation of the pains caused by stomach

cine.

The relief

mediate.

operating expenses.”

sweeping,

the

Good For You

I.AGKIPPG COUGHS
Strain and weaken the system and if not
No
checked mav develop into pneumonia.
danger of this when Foley’s Honey and Tar is
taken promptly. It Is a reliable family medicine for all coughs and colds, and acts quickly
Refuse
and effectively in cases of croup.
substitutes. G. A. Pahohbr.

German
benefit

period.

PNEUMONIA fOLLOWS A

to common sense;
You may talk about your dodgers, and your
circulars and such.
But I calculate they don't assist an advertiser

Small Harold, who usually had to be
prompted in his evening prayer, on one
occasion got through without help from
mama.
“Now,” he gurgled, with a sigh
tories permitted to operate as
many
sounded
mouths as they have been each year, what of relief, “I bet Qod fought that
will become of the herring in the future? just bully, don’t you, mama?”

To

Many advertisers forget that advertisspace in a newspaper is valued acing
were a pre
road
of
the
directors
“The
to the circulation of that paper.
cording
sol”
don’t
“You
say
of
cious lot
grafters."
space in a journal without
Advertising
his
had
them
of
man
last
“Yes, every
the pubcost circulation is dear at any price
the
and
charged
appeudix removed,
circulation
to

Linsted.
Kerosene.

—

monarche aud the very select party of
other marksmen, which included four of
the Kaiser’s sons aud his brother-in-law.
The drive
Prince Friedrich Leopold.
one-quarter
but
kinds,
various
princiutilized by mills of
itself was enclosed by twelve and one-half
sawmills.
pally by
miles of rope with fluttering ribbons in
The upp.r dam on Union river ponds the
the Russian and Prussian colors. The
miles, creating a
water twelve or fifteen
train arrived at Borgsdorf, the
reservoir large euough to permit the couceu- i.npenal
No nearest station, whence automobiles contiatiou of power iuto working hours.
the forest, which is one
measurements «.f the power available are at veyed the party to
Mark.
of Prof. of the most
beautiful in the
hand, but according to estimates
is
George F. Swaiu, the minimum power
Brandenburg.
twelve
about twelve horse-power during
The preserves are much more extensive
hours, which would probably be practicable. than the Grunewald forest, where the
'1 his would amouut to 2,400 horsepower gross
on the eutire fall of 100 feet.
The site is accessible by rail, and facilities
for development are said to be good. The
be largely
power estimated could, of course,
increased, probably more tuao doubled, we-e

08

08 #10
Powdered,
Molasses—per gal
40
Havana,
Porto Rico,
55

all

way.

“Used in this manner, the points of
the splints get bent all one way and
then they meet together at their ends.
They don’t bite, they don’t take hold
of dust as they are meant to do, they
dpn’t sweep clean; and when a broom
has come to this condition the sweeper
is less careful of it, for then it is not so
good a broom. Such a broom the sweeper
feels that he many push ahead of him;
and when he does this with it the broom
is finally and irretrievably ruined.
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“Of course, the correct way to use a
10 #12
broom is with the handle, in its initial
position, held vertically, so that all the
splints in the face of the broom will take
hold at the same time and evenly.
In

j

on

A Philadelphia TOtemn Mid of tAnfiarint
How to Utt « Broom.
“It makes me md,” mid a broom-maker, u4 grim humor at U» gnat fl—t:
“to see the way people use brooms. The “Some of the boy. wen ret her aolreleeg,
life of a broom could be twice prolonged rather nneontb. They meaat well, hat,
by proper usage, and used properly it dear met Oeneral Grant, cigar ta maatk,
would be vastly easier to use.
strode over a cornfield, one day past a sea“You’ve seen people sweeping ahead of tinel. “Hello, gen!” said the seatiMd,
them, pushing stuff with a broom? Why, grinning brightly. Oeneral Oraat leaded
the best broom that ever was made, of the the rawbone yoaag sentinel ap and dawn.
best and most perfectly seasoned broom* Then, shifting bis cigar to the other side
corn stock that ever was put into a broom,
of his month, he said: “Don’t oali ase
wouldn’t stand such treatment as that.
‘gen.’ It’s so formal. Uall me Ulysses.”
“Then, you know the majority of
Don’t be surprised if somebody feels
sweepers always sweep with the same
side of the broom to the front, and in you while you are trying to feet somethis way they soon get the broom lopbody.
sided, so that they can’t use it any
other way.
'SUwrtuKtuoHa
There couldn’t be a worse

Their

disorders.

Kexall Dyspepsia Tablets will insura
healthy appetite, aid digestion and promote nutrition. As evidence of our sincere faith in Kexall Dyspepsia Tablets, we
ask you to try them at our risk. If they
do not give you entire satisfaction, we
will return you the money you paid us for
them, without question or formality.
They come in three sizes, prices 26 cents,
60 cents and fl.00.
Remeqiber you can
obtain them only at our store—The Kexall
Store.

E. Q. Mooak,

cor.

opp. postofflee.

your eggs at winter prices by making
the hens lay when winter prices prevail. It is
just as easy to procure eggs in winter as in
summer if summer conditions are provided—warm quarters and Portland.
Poultry Foods.
BONE MEAL
CRACKED BONE
BONE AND MEAT MEAL
MEAT SCRAPS
They supply the proper winter nourishment for hens—egg-making and
muscle-building properties that are indispensible to a profitable poultry
business.
Winter Pullets command fancy prices, and our Poultry Foods are superior
to any product on the market for growing chickens and fattening poultry.
Ask your dealer. We will supply you if he can’t
PORTLAND ME.
PORTLAND RENDERING CO.,
bhhmbrmm
for sale by
■■mm
DEALERS IN

THIS VICINITY.

.o,

-a

*tit Ellsworth

,ha school census returns *u introduced,
[t provides (or certified list of the osmes
ind sites of all school children, and
farther provides that when the State
superintendent of schools is of the
opinion that the census has been

STATE SO LOWS.

American.

Legislative Wews of Interest to Han- j
cock County Readers.
In the Senste last Wednesday Mr. Msyo
introduced sn set amending the Bar HarAT
bor and Mount Desert island automobile i inaccurately taken, he shall make a stateELLSWORTH. MAINE
exclusion law of 1908 so as to permit auto- ment of the facts to the governor and
BY TO
mobiles to pass over a direct road leading j council who may require the census to be
MANCOCE COUNTY PUBLISHING CO
from the Trenton bridge over Town Hill retaken. In this event, the compensation
f. W. Bourns, Editor and Man Jure
through the towns of Eden and Mount of tbe person employed to take the census
W. H. Titus, Associate Editor.
Desert to Southwest Harbor. The act was shall be deducted from the school fund
In 185— the American atrip Seminole,
oaAsartpMoB Price—ft 00 a year; $1.00 lor six
eleven petitions; also due said town from the State.
■ontfca, 50 cents (or three months; If ahi accompanied by
making a trip around the world, turned
I
cents
S8
and
75
strict!? In advance, $1 ►>,
a petition for an act in favor of use of
An act was presented in the House Monthe (Jape of Uood Hope and pointed
respectively Single copies 5 cents. All ar- automobiles in the towns of Southwest
day limiting to five the number of the northwestward on the Atlantic ocean.
rearages are reckoned at the rate of $i per
Harbor and Tremont.
year.
following named birds which may be
The Seminole had left New York four
AdTertftalcg Rates—Are reasonable and will be
Mr. Mayo also presented remonstrances taken in any one day in the open season
made known on application.
Wood duck, dusky duck, gcd- years before, trading along the South
of residents of Swan’s Island against any for each:
Baelncescommunications should be addressed
American coast, Japan and other counwall or gray duck, mallard, widgeon or
change in lobster law.
tot as! all checks and none? orders made paytries withont hearing much. If any,
Mr. Littlefield, of Bluehill, presented bald pate, shoveler, pintail or aprigtail,
aMe to Turn Hancock county Publishing
Maine.
Co, MU worth.
news from her sailing port.
an act to incorporate Bluehill Water Co.
red head, scaup duck or greater bluebill,
She wa*
The incorporators and Forrest B. Snow, lesser scaup duck or lesser bluebill, golden a alow going brigantine and from
The
of
edition
week'a
This
Harvey H. McIntyre and Roscoe D. Long. eye or whistles^ bufflehead, ruddy duck or whose bottom the barnacles had not
American U 3.300 copies.
been scraped since a month before her
Power- is given to take water from any broadbill, ruffed grouse or woodcock.
source in Bluehill.
In the House Tuesday Mr. Harmon, of departure on her long voyage.
Capital stock, £25,000.
2,375
One summer eeeuing she was lying
Mr. Mace, of Great Pond, introduced a Stonington,
Average tor the year of 1910,
presented bill exempting
becalmed off the west coast of Africa.
resolve appropriating fl,500 for repairing from taxation soldiers and sailors of the
WBDNBSDAY FEBRUARY 1, 1911. bridge across Garland’s brook in the town Civil war whose real estate and personal The captain was playing cards wilh
of Mariaville, and petitions for same.
property does not exceed $600 in assessed the flrst and second mate to kill time
when the lookout cried:
Mr. Mace also presented petition of R.
raluation.
Reciprocity with Canada.
“Weasel aflre on port bow."
THE POWKB BILL.
F. Bickford asking for a close time on
Overshadowing even interest in lobsters from
Now. a ship in a storm at sea may
The much-heralded bill for development
July 1 to Sept. 1, in all the
what is going on at Augusta is the
not Interest the crew of another ship,
waters of Winter Harbor.
3? a great electric power at the headwaters
agreement for a reciprocity, or comMr. Gross, of Orland, presented petition
the
Kennebec arrived Wednesday especially aa the latter la breasting the
mercial, treaty between commission- for law to prohibit the hunting of par- morning in the House. The clause con- same storm, but a burning craft la
ers on the part of the United Slates tridge and woodcock with dogs in town of
The game
fined in the original draft of the bill for a very different matter.
aad Canada, which baa been reached, Orland.
;he transmission of power outside of the ceased, and all hands from captain to
cabin boy strained their eyes In the
In the House Tuesday Mr. Harmon, of
State has been omitted, and the present
end which is now before Congress in
Stoningtoo, presented an act authorizing bill expressly provides that the company direction indicated by the lookout- All
the form of a bill.
the construction of a fish weir in Castine
ihali not transmit power outside of the
they could see was a faint trace of
While the bill is directly in the line
harbor.
smoke.
State or become consolidated with any
of previous commercial treaties, and
"There's wind there," remarked the
Mr. Peters, of
Ellsworth, presented company that is to transmit power outin no wise inconsistent with the polipetition of L. C. Roberts and 103 others for ude of the State. It is understood that captain after making an examination
cy of protection, it nevertheless is so a law prohibiting the taking of herring by .he promoters will develop between 50,000 with a glass.
“That amoke's drifting
arranged that, whatever its general temporary weirs on the coast line of md 100,000 horse-power and that from to leeward."
"It'll help burn her." said the second
effect throughout the country, it will Brooksville.
58,000,000 to $10,000,003 will be spent in
Mr. Littlefield, of Bluehill, presented ievelopment. The promoters propose to mate, "but It's an ill wind that blows
seriously affect, for a time at least, all
We’ll get It after
of Maine’s leading interests, in- resolve authorizing the State land agent ltilize the greater part of the power in an nobody any good.
•lectro-chemical plant and sell the rest in awhile."
dustrial and agricultural, and even if to convey to Norman H. Mayo, of Bluecertain islands in Bluehill bay.
he State.
rresenuj a uars specs marsmg me
Maine's delegation in Congress be- bill,
hull appeared, but there was nu flame,
Mr. Shea, of Bar Harbor, introduced a
On the same day this bill was introlieve that, in the long run, it will
bill to amend the law relating to fishing
laced, Rep. Pattangall presented an act to □or could any sails be distinguished.
prove beneficial to the whole country, in Eagle lake.
The vessel seemed to be coming toimend the revised statute which grants
it will take a whole lot of courage for
ward the Seminole In a southerly dio certain public service corporations the
them to approve of it so far as this reported a bill granting Brad bug}' Smith exclusive
rights in their territories, so as rection. but tbe smoke Instead of movsection is concerned.
:he right to maintain a
ferry between ,o permit any company to go anywhere, ing with her was drifting In her wake
•That beats anything 1 ever see." reWe cannot agree with some of onr Sullivan and Hancock, and that it ought regardless of the (act that there is another
contemporaries that the approval to pass. Given first reading in House rompany doing business there, upon marked one of tbe crew. "I s been a
petition to a justice of the supreme court. sailor twenty years, and 1 never see a
of this agreement is an abandonment rues day.
In the Senate Friday Mr. Leach, of HanThe Lewiston Journal, commenting on buntin' skip movin' without sails and
Mr.
of the policy of protection.
tbe smoke blowln' behind her without
cock, presented resolve appropriating :hese two acts, says:
Blaine waa one of itsdongbtiest chamwind."
J9,000 for Eastern State normal school at
Hooked
together, the friends of these any
pions; Mr. McKinley one of its most Jastine, for furnishing the dormitory sills believeupthese
"Wot knocks me out.” aald another,
two measures will make it
valiant defenders, and both were constructed in 1909 and 1910.
%
“la there bein' no flame.”
p >s»ible for the company to do most anything
advocates of reciprocity—commercial
t desires. The feature of the introduction of
In the House Friday Mr. Shea, of Eden,
'They've got tbe hatches battened
hese
which
attracted
some
attention,
bills
treaties.
down to keep tbe Are below decks.”
presented bill providing for the better
committee
ras
that
both
were
to
the
referred
said a third. “Nothin’ but smoke can
Tbe republican party bas again and protection of public water supplies exist>n legal affairs, of which Mr. Pattangall is
again championed tbe doctrine, and ng at Eagle lake, Jordan’s pond and the chairman, rather than to the judiciary com- git out."
Hadlock ponds by the Hancock county
Tbe ship, moving without sails, came
so far as tbe treaty now under conof
;rustees
public reservation. The
steadily on till to tbe crew of the
sideration is a republican measure, it
trustees are give n the power to take by
Seminole she appeared larger, but was
The proposed charter of this Kennebec
can well afford to stand its sponsor.
eminent domain any land in the water- power and reservoir company goes before the growing faint In tbe diminishing twiIn an address before tbe Ohio society sheds of said lakes and
As she drew near she was
ponds to be held j egislature in a form somewhat modified from light.
in Washington last Monday evening lor public
purposes. Mr. Shea on Tuesday j .he original draft. It asks for the right of pointed directly toward them. A terror
eminent
under
a
domain
form
of
the
statutes
discussed
the President
tbe question presented bill giving Hancock county
spread through not only the Seminole's
vhich it evidently believes is sufficient for its
at great
length, pointing out its trustees of public reservations additional !
Here was a
crew, but tbe oflicers.
purposes so that, so far as this feature of the
probable advantages politically and powers. Tabled for printing on motion ; »ill is concerned, it has in nowise relin- burning ship coming to run them
commercially. He quoted at some af Mr. Mace, of Great Pond.
quished its demand to raise any great poud in down
Mr. Mace, of Great Pond, presented Vlaiue, to cover with water any State
"Great guns!” cried the captain.
lands,
length McKinley, making special Mil
making the close time on deer in j ind in this remarkable request it asks for “Am 1 dreamin'? Say. you Martiu!”
reference to tbe letter’s remarkable
Hancock county Jan. 1 to Sept. 30. This I powers which are almost priceless in their
addressing her Bret mate. “Do you see
address at Buffalo just previous to bis
ralue and which should be given to no corwould make the open time in Hancock
a smokin' vessel cornin' while we're In
assassination.
county two weeks longer than under the1 poration exclusively.
the doldrums?”
The only feature which seems to have been
No recent event needs more calm general law.
“That I do. sir.” replied the first
eliminated
this
new
draft
is
ibsoiuteiy
by
deliberation than tbe one now so
Mr. McBride, of Mt. Desert, presented a
mate, “and 1 don’t understand her.”
:hat which would give this company the right
prominently before tbe public, and bill extending close time on partridge to enter iuto competition with any existing
"She's a ghost ship!" exclaimed a
especially here in Maine, which is so and woodcock in Hancock county to Oct. {1 company anywhere in the State, and this sailor with bhmcbed cheeks.
off two weeks from the open Feature has been largely approved in the
cutting
l,
interested.
“Been burned at sea and haunts tbe
vitally
season.
preliminary herald of the new bill.
place where she went up in smoke!"
this
Mr. Mace presented
seems to have been admirHowever,
bill
extending j
Kor a Permanent Tariff Board.
added another
charter of the Winter Harbor & Eastern ably taken care of in another direction
President Taft bas won a notable
"It must ’a' been all smoke and no
through the presentation of a measure by
Co. two years.
Railway
flame!” cried a third.
victory in tbe passage by the House
The comzz itte on fish and game recom- Patiangall of Waterville, which bill would re"There is a light on her bow!" said
move the protection which public service coref a bill providing for tbe establish- mended that the
act for bounty on bears
poration companies-such as lighting, power tbe second mate. “Some "un must ’a’
ment of a permanent tariff commis- m
Washington and Hancock counties be j aud telephone companies
have enjoyed
kep' bis bead pretty cool to put that
sion to consist of five members, not referred to committee on
appropriation under the law. and which makes it possib
out with the ship afire.”
more than three of whom shall be of with recommendation for appropriation of for this company, as well as others,
despite
"How does she manage to keep so
the same political party. The oill has fl,000 per year for next two years for same. all alleged restrictions of charters, to go anywithout any wind to
where and enter into cut-throat competition straight a course
Mr.
of
on
Harmon,
been
considered
not yet
Stonington,
Friday
by the Sensteer by?"
with tbeir neighbors, driving the weaker to
bills
for
the
annexation
of
presented
ate.
It passed by a vote of 186 to 93.
These and many other comments on
the wail and leading it to the consolidation in
and Isle au Haut to county oj
Local interest is attached to this Stonington
Maine to electric lighting into a trust, which
tbe
wonder continued to be made
Kuox. Tabled for printing on motion of
bill by reason of the probability that,
might proceed to organize in such form that while tbe bull of the coming ship was
Mr. Peters, of Ellsworth.
Referred to future legislatures
might view with equa- growing larger and less distinct In the
if passed, its chairman will be Prof.
committee on counties Tuesday.
nimity plans for.carryiug its electricity across
gruwing darkness.
Henry 0. Emery, the chairman of the
Mr. Harmon also presented petition of the State frontier.
"Swing out the boats!” cried the cappresent tariff board, who is a son of residents of L»le au Haut that no
1
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Mr. Chief-Justice

Emery

change

of this city.

be made in lobster law; also several peti-

The nine-inch lobster bill, which has
introduced, has aroused the fisher-

i

in the House

Mr.

reapportionment figures

of

slate

_

voters in the

enough

towp.

Hancock
shore towns for the first time
this winter. In Ellsworth sleighs have
scratched around on the main streets on j
an inch of snow onoe or twice this wintrr, j
bat Saturday’s snow furnished the first

Sleighs
oounty’s

are

out

in

some

of

in this vicinity this winter.
Jot this down in shat diary of yours: First
sledding for the winter, Jan. 28.

“sledding”

.Mrs. Katherine N<.
as

“Aunt

Katie”,

an

uan, better known
old resident of Sea-

|
;

i

The House resalve against transmission
out of the Slate was unanimously passed in the Senate.
A bill of special interest to the public
schools introduced last week provides for
the State certification of teachers. If this
bill should become a law, examination by
local authority would no longer be reof power

quired
varying standards of towns
relative to the qualifications of teachers
and the

would give
quirement.

The

way to

democrats

a

uniform

held

a

State

joint

re-

caucus

wall, but who is now living with her son, Thursday evening for the purpose of get8. W. Newman, at Manaet, is very smart ( ting in line in regard to a public utilities
at the advanced age of nearly ninety years. commission.
The result was the comShe has knit over thirty pairs of mittens
of the party to a bill providing
since Is9t fall, besides many pairs of stock- mitting
ings, also keeping her rooms in excellent for a public utilities commission of five
order. Sunday she took a sleigh ride, call- to have charge of the regulation of all
ing on her old neighbors at Seawall.
and the
public service
corporations,

abolishment of the railroad

BOOST!

Ell»worth Food Fair,
Feb. 20-2O.

commission.

effect was presented Friday.
In the Benate Thursday a bill relating to

A bill to this

On the other hand, lobsters
coast

the

have been

industry

is

increasing

oo a

sound

on

the

Maine

in number and

footing.

The lobster fishermen themselvee, it is
said, have a bill wbicb they propose to pnt
through this session, if it is possible.
They want lobster fishermen licensed, if
they fish in Maine waters and to restrict
the granting of licenses to citizens of
Maine or individuals who have lived in
the state at least

BOOST!

one

year.

Ellsworth Food Fair,
Feb. 20-25.

vital statitties—births, marriages and deaths—
than all the other papers printed in the
county combined, and most of them it
prints from one to two weeks ahead of Us
The American

j
| contemporaries.

printa

with terror tbat they tumbled
orer ooe another
lowering one end.
wblle tbe ropes bolding tbe other to
the davits were left unfastened.
HInailv tbe boats were all swung out and
some of them in the water when there
was a
flash of llgbt on tbe routing
ship.
Every man stood stock still,
thinking that the magazine or some
other eomlitistlhle bad exploded and
that when tbe sound had time to cross
the distance between tbepj and tbe
doomed sbip they would bear a roar,
followed by the shrieks of those who
bad lieen blown skyward.
"Stand by to save life!” cried tbe
captain.
But tha seconds passed, and there
was no sound either of an explosion ot
of shrieking people.
By this time both officers and crew
of the Seminole were so bewildered
that they magnified every ap|>earance
on or about what they believed to be
a ghost ship.
But one cause of terror
was allayed. The smoking bulk's prow
so that If she kept
was turned
her
course she would not run them down.
Indeed, by tbe time she came latltudb
nally on tbe same plane with them and
they saw ber broadside abe was several hundred yards to the starboard
of them. Something like wbeela waa
propelling ber.
Tben suddenly through an opening
In ber side which looked like tbe
mouth of hell opened a swarthy figure
stripped to tbe waist appeared In tbe
glare shoveling In fuel.
“The devil!" exclaimed the men on
the Seminole, crossing themaelvee.
while others dropped on their kneea.
Sereral weeks later, when the Seminole reached ber home port and her
crew mid the marvelous tale of the
ghost ship, they were laughed at.
"Since you sailed,* they were Informed. "steam baa baaa applied to
ocean craft."
so

Monday
Harmon,
men to fighting pitch.
M^iy lobstermen
Stonington, presented petition of Hosea were interested in the fight between tne
B. Eaton and eignty others, of Deer Isle,
weirmen and seiners, because of the use of
Hancock county to lose one senator, while for a close time on scallops in Penobscot
herring for bait, but the nine-inch lobretaining its present number of represen- bay from April 1 to Oct. 1 of each year for ster bill has roused them all.
boats over eighteen feet in length; also
tatives—eight.
Home of them suspect that this lobster
remonstrance of Leslie Stinson and
sixty- law was put in to divide their forces on
Residents of Orlana have petitioned the two
others of Stonington, against any law
the other fight, but the most of them feel
legislature for a law prohibiting the use prohibiting the
catching of smelts by that the real purpose is to give the
of dogs in hunting partridge and woodpounddrag nets.
keepers and big dealers a chance to get
cock in that town.
Me. Littlefield, of Bluehill, presented
the cream of the summer trade, for in
petition of Clarence Chatto and sixteen addition to the nine-inch clause, the bill
An unusual sight at Birch Harbor reof
a
for
law
others,
Bluehill,
protecting also provides for a close time on lobsters
cently was a cow moose trotting around
herring.
the road and among the houses at midduring the month of July.
Mr. Mace, of Great Pond, presented an
The lobstermen claim that this is one of
day. Sbe seemed quite fearless, stopping act
Bedford
E.
incorporating
occasionally to look around. Several C. Smailidge and Charles T.Tracy, Leroy their best months, that they can often
Hooper, of sell lobsters to the summer people during
people saw her before she reached the Winter
Harbor, as the W inter Harbor the month for 25 cents
woods.
apiece that the
for
the
of
Light Co.,
purpose
supplying pound keepers wouldn’t pay 13 cents for.
of
Bar
will
or
for
all
Shea,
Harbor,
to-day,
gas
in
Rep.
Win- !
electricity
purposes
The nine-inch law has been tried in
it is announced, introduce in the legislater Harbor and Gouldsboro.
The capital other states,
say the fishermen who want
ture a bill admitting automobiles to tb- stock is |10,000.
to cling to the present Maine law, and
of
Bar
Harbor
one
road.
The
Mr.
of
on
village
by
TuesLarmon,
Stonington,
proved a failure. The lobster supply in
bill is accompanied by petitions bearing day presented bill to amend law relating
those states has been constantly depleted
the signatures of 529 voters of the town of to fishing in Bagaduce river.
until they have been obliged to turn
Rden.
There are approximately 1,100
LEGISLATION OF OENKEAL INTEREST.
to Maine for
to meet the demand.
Latest

UOSSIP.

more

j

HAS NO SUBSTITUTE

country In the world Bren an ap
parently tlirial mlaatatement under
oath carrlee a eentence of ten ye^ra In
are
prtoon. Excepting murder, there
few Crimea that carry aa heary a penalty aa perjury. The German theory la
that the entire ayatem of Jurtoprudence reata on the reaped for an oath
administered under the forms of law
er

and that this must be strictly maided
In order to secure the punlabment of
other crimes and Insure Justice In clrll
cases Germany stands at one extreme
and the Dnlted States at the other.
Fewer people are punished In the
Dnlted States for false swearing In
the witness box than in any other
country —London Telegraph.
His Own Sphere.
"Ton a doctor! Why. nobody In his
senses would employ yon!”
“Perhaps not. bat Pm going to be
a doctor to lunatics!"

High birth Is a poor dish
ble—Irlah Proverb.
Life is the

nnfiltered

only

on

tba ta-

Wisdom,
personal experience,

real counselor.

through

the mortal tis-

does not become a part ot
sues.
Edith Wharton.

NO ALUM,NO UME PHKPHATE

—

loft

lUga. >.c*.:hb.

LOCKET, initial* A. M.

H..

two

GOLD
pictures enclosed. Liberal reward for
la* B. Hag a*. Ja.. Ellsworth Falls.

NOTICK

OP FORECLOSURE.
Howard P. Robbins, of Southcounty of Hancoctf.
by hie mortgage
Kuo*.
deed dated tbe twenty-third day of March,
lvio. and recorded in tbe Hancock registn of
deeds, book 468. page 129. conveyed to Jobs
RLUKHlf L REUNION.
Bird Company, a corporation organised sod
REUNION of former residents of Blue*
existing under the law* of the State of M ine,
bill. Maine, now icsiding in Boston snd and
having its principal office snd place of
it* vicinity, will be held at Bewail hall. 177 j business
at Rockland, in tbe county or Knox,
Huntington avenue, Boston. Maas., on Satur- and State of Maine, the
undersigned, a cerday evening. Peb. 11. 1911. at 8 o’clock.
of land situated in laid
tain lot or
For the purpose of de.raying the expenses Southwest parcel
and bounded and deHarbor,
of the evening, an ad<u avion price of N cents scribed as follows, to wit:
Beginning at a
Music snd refreshments.
will t>e charged.
in tbe w st line of the State road at the
Come and meet your old friends and school* point
corner of land of Jacob Mayo;
northeasterly
F G. Havu*.
mates.
thence following aald road line north three
For the Committee,
degrees aDd thirty minutes esst one hundred
snd a.x feet to an iron bolt driven in the
groan i: thence north aeventy-nine degrees
CARD OF THANKS.
and forty five minu'ea weat one hundred and
take
this
the undersigned,
public thirty
minutes west sixty-four and five-tenths
way to thank he superintendent and j feet to a bolt in tbe ground; thence
employees of the Ellsworth Karo wood factory, j ei hty six degrees and thirty minutes north
and
who
so
also neighbors
friends
generously : two hundred and thirty-three feet to a west
holt
gave of their means and sympathy in the in the
ground; thence north eight degrees
death of our sou and brother, Roscoe K. Bar*
and thirty minutes east one bundnd and
Mas. Cora A. Sargent.
gent.
twenty-eight feet to a bolt in tbe ground;
C. F. Baruint.
thence north eighty-one degrees and thirty
Man. A. W. Bcmhll.
minutes west three thousand six hundred <tna
Mrs. C. J Towbrs.
sixty-five feet to s bolt in the easterly line of
Vera A. Sargent.
land of A. I. Holmes: thence south two deFrieda L. Sargent.
grees east seven hundred snd eleven feet toa
Ellsworth, Jan. 18. 1911.
large spruce tree, the northwesterly corner
of the amid Jacob 8. Mate's Ishd; thence folNOTICE.
lowing said Mayo's land easterly to the firstCURTIS A CO. hereby give notice 5 mention* d bound and containing forty three
acres more or less; snd whereas tbe condi• that they will not receive lumber st their j
of said mortgage has been broken; now,
yaid or mill on Water street, for ihe purpose i tion
of having it sawed or otherwise manufac- therefore, bv reason of the breach of the condition thereof, John Bird Company claims a
tuted, until further notice.
foreclosure of said mortgage.
C H. Ccrnns A Co.
Rockland, Maine, December 23, 1910.
Ellsworth. Me., Jan. 7. 1911.
Johk Bikd Com PAST,
By E M Stubbs, treasurer.
retain to

Harbor, in the
WHKRBAH
and State of Maine,
west

&peiial stf

A

WE.

j

CH.

■

fegislattor Rotters.

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
HEREA8 A. L. Treworgy, of Harry, in
INLAND FISMEKIE8 AND GAME.
ibe county of Hancock, and State of
committee on Inland Fisheries and j
e, by hi* mortgage
deed dated the
Game will give a public bearing in its twemy-second d*y of November, in the jear
room »t 'he State Housin Augusta fState I of our Ix>rd nineieeu hundred and seven. ani
1
on
Feb
at
2
m.
15.
Mitsrum),
recorded in Hai.cock county registry of
Wednesday.
p.
No. 14 an act to mend the close time on cart
deeds, in book 446, page 69. convrj*«'. o the
bou.andto provide for a close time on bull undersigned. H. J Millikan. of Surrv, in the
c unty of Hanoock, and State of Maine, a
On Wednesday. Feb. 15. at 2 p. m. No. 47. certain] tor parcel of land situat'd in th«
town of Surry, in said
An act to amend chapter 407 of the P. and
county, and State and
8 L of 19011, relating to ice fishing in Eagle bounded and described as follows, to wit:
Bounded on the south by the county road,
lake, in the town of Edeu, Hancock county.
on the nest by land of &. O. Os go. d. on the
Ou Wednesday, Feb. 15. at 2 p. m
No. 54. noith
by the land now or formerly of Jessie
Ad act relating if the open se son on parM.
and the lot of Dudl-y Wood, and on
tridge (rufftd grouse) and woodcock in the the Ray
ea«t b' the North Bend road twenty six
county of Hancock.
feet to .and of Stephen Goodwin a: d by the
On Wednesday. Feb. 15, at 2 p.m. No. 56
Goodwin. Heede and Mills 'ots to the first
An act for the protection of deer in Han- mentioned bound, containing s*ven acres,
cock county.
more or less, and being ibe lot of land deeded
Seth F. Clark, Secretary.
to A. L Trewor y by P.* Y. Treworgy in the
recorded in the Hancock
year 19C0. and
LEGAL AFFAIRS.
county registry of deeds, to which reference is
made with all the buildings
on
Legal Affairs Tuesday, j thereon he-ehy
standing; and whereas tbecondiiioa
No 21.
An act to I of
Ferwuary 7 1911.
said mortgage baa been broken, now
g*»nt certain power a to the Southwest Hartherefore, by rea»on of the breach of ibe conbor W «ter Company.
diion tLereof. the undersigned. H J. Mill!*
k- n. claims s foreclosure of said mortgage.
Dated at Ellsworth. Maine. January 27. a. d.
SUtontifitmrnu.
1911.
H. J. MiLListis,
By Peters A Kn wltou. his attorneys.

THE

COMMITTEE

subscriber
r|^HB
X she baa been

heresy gives notice has
duly appoiuted administratrix of the estate of
FRED P. WITHAM, late of ELLSWORTH,
In the connty of Hancock, deceased, and
given bonds as the law directs. All persons
having demands againat the estate of *aid
deceased are desired to present the same for
lettlement, and all indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately
Martha J. Witham
Ell*worth Falls. Jan. 18. I9il.

Wm. O. EMERY
TITLES
ELLSWORTH,

MAINE

Search*a made and abstracts
and copies furnished on short
notice, and at KilHMU PWCIS.
OFFICt

MORRISON. JOY 4 CO. BLOCK,
■TATE

AMERICAN ADS

STREET.

IRRm. I1H

been

COUNTV

tain.

Punlahmwrt Far Par Jury.
Perjury ta a crime moaa •arerely
othpunished tn Germany tfeare In any

P I

PAY BEST

tau its.

mad

Competition

A

in Excellence

is a Lind of competition that lues materially improved manufacturing conditions, nosed the wagesof American workmen, made more cheerful and convenient the
American home, increased the demand for merrhandise of rad
worth, a.id created a higher standard of business ethics.

THERE

A competition in excellence
turing is rapidly becoming'

that is what American manufacFor nowadays no manuf.wturcr
can be certain of success whose product in its character and purto
to
some
fails
minister
pose
genuine desire or need of ils users.
—

The deeper

delve into the methods of successful industries
are we to discover tiuit
they p.re bu tided on
basic ideal of an excellence maintained at any cost.
Such methods had their ri**? in the days of the Pilgrims.
“New England Made” thus early became a yynonym for
materials that were not skimped, inspection that was
thorough, and methods of inakir^ that were conscientiously
exact
and these ideals of quality ha dominated the mighty
developments which followed the success of tuo^e early efforts.

the
the

more

we

certain

—

Nearly three centuries have come and gone since American
manufacturing was established on the only lasting foundation
quality. Many new industries have come, end some have
gone
perhaps because tlieir product did not measure up to
—

—

these standards of excellence.

Hut dotted all

over

this great

growing plants of sturdy old New England
industries, where grandsons and great-grandsons still uphold
the policy of excellence set bv the founders
where a just
pride in the product animates every mcmlier of the great
the
organization, from
president to the unskilled workman
and that is why in the face of the evcr-pn.se nt competition
of new recruits in the same field of manufacture, these goods
have triumphed in every conflict and weathered every storm.
section stand the

—

—

Such

afford abundant proof that the only way you can
a good article is to make a still better
and it is the recognition of this necessity which is creatinga new and higher competition —a competition in excellence.
cases

long compete with

one

—

Pilgrim Publicity Association, Boston
iCoamxtti. im)

«

_

__

___

|

__

here,

became one of the execuOBITUARY.
tives of the firm of H. M. St B.
Hall,
ROOM.
UWISABD
then rapidly enlarging a thriving and ex—<
Moor*. treasurer ol the pansive business. Later he
M
became assoCo-. •“<> p'*' tr***ur'r of ciated with them in the
ownership and
** the
«”nln*
»und*»
died
of
n.eorlh
a portion of their
operation
up-river
general ho*pU*l, Boston. ol lands. He continued with this firm
ol hi* death,
disease. The Dew*
through its varying fortunes to the end,
known here Mona period of nearly
De»m* generally
forty years, and then,
— • ■*»* *» ««“ TO“off,
morn
though nearly seventy years of age himself, still struggled bravely to prosecute,
taken iU about two as
w*a
opportunity offered iu a rapidly-naradrioe ol hi*
th*
aod
by
lht ago,
rowing field, such work of a kindred !
went to Bo*ton about a nature
as remained, till he was stricken ;
koae physician,
r*oel** treatment by a with
Math a*' to
paralysis in May, 1906. He served
disease
ol
the
The
progrea*
the city one term as assessor.
,h„
and Mr.
„„i t« arrea.ed, however,
His work in life was always close to
j
wa*
in
Ha
the1
nature—the woods, the lakes, the rushing !
Heor* tailed rapidly.
bia age
ol
streams. Large in their characters, he
fcrtt-tb year
woe the aon of the
seemed almost to grow to partake of them; I
l^ooard M. Moore
O Moor* and wile, of ProsM* Upt. B.
strong, rugged, clean, silent and steady.
from
Buckaport He was of a
t Harbor. H* graduated
type fa4t disappearing.
in
anm»»d
the
He is survived by a widow
Sarah
•sioarr -n Job*. 1*0.
came
to
Kllawortb
he
wr o( l0, Hine year
(Lowell) Poster whom he married in 1872;
*ho*
aa
Ool*
K.
factory
one sister
Mrs. Emma (Foster) Hall, of
toaaiar th* M.
a abort time there, he
hoakkeeper. Altar
Rayuham, Mass., and three children
and
in
aalare.1 tb* Horriil national bank,
George 8. Foster, of Portland, Leonice,
he entered the
wife of George R. Caldwell, of Somerville,
the follow in* year, 1*1,
Pirat national bank, with
Mass., and Walter B. Foster, D. D. 8., of
ampin/ ol the
ehicb nankin* inatitntion be remained Portland.
The funeral was held at the home SaturIhroaicb several chan*** nntll hi* death.
With natural aptitude lor the bankin* day afternoon, Rev. R. B. Mathews officihaaineee, and a *ood commercial educa- ating. The pall-bearers were Col. John F.
hi* pro*re*a wa*
tion a* • foundation,
Whitcomb, John O. Whitney, Henry J.
Joy, Henry M. Hall, Charles W. Mason
of
from
the
bank
the
in
position
roe*
Be
and Roscoe Holmes.
alerk, throu*h the olHcee of bookkeeper
caahirr.
aaalatant
ol
thkt
to
|
ROSCOB K. 8ARQBNT.
and teller
Roscoe K. Sargent died January 25, after
When the Union Truat Co. wa* or*anited
and took over tbe buainea* of the First a week’s illness of pleuro-pneumonia, at :
national bank in September, 1907, Mr. his home on Fourth street, aged nineteen
Moore was made aaaiatant treasurer, and in | years.
He was a son of Mrs. Cora A. Sargent,
January, 1909, on tbe re*i*nation of Henry
W. Coabman a* treasurer to accept the j a young man of good habits, a faithful and \
tbe
Merrill
ol
loving son and brother, attached to his
poaition ol preaident
Treat Co., at Bangor, Mr. Moote waa home, where he is greatly missed and
be
In January, 1910.
mourned. He was a faithful and efficient
elected trcaaurer.
eaa elected a director in the Union Trnat
workman, employed in the hardwood fac- ;
Ilia training, added to hia natural! tory.
Co.
He leaves a brother—Clarence F. Sarboalneea capacity, had developed him into !
:
a Snancier ol aound judgment and great
gent, of Ellsworth, and four sisters-Mrs.
aaefulncaa, and he was held in the highest A. W. Buzzell, Misses Vera A. and Frieda
L. Sargent, of Ellsworth, and Mrs. Charles
esteem by hia buainea* asaociatea.
In social oirclca be waa active and popu- J. Towers, of Worcester, Mass.
Tbe
misaed.
The funeral service was held at the
lar, and will be neatly
rinoereet sympathy ol thia community home Friday, Rev. S. W. Sutton officiatgoes out to the stricken widow, son and ing.
and

.J^TTrwt
liLehewU.
l!!*,',
la**

"gV^Moar*

—

—

—

>

sisters.
aioore

wu

«u

iopuum«u,

serving sever*! terms on the republican
He was elected city
city committee.
re-elected last
treasurer in 1909 and
spring. He was a member of Lygonia
lodge, P. and A. M., and of Donaqua
ledge, K. P.
Mr. Moore married on June 6,1906, Miss

Margaret Cheney,

of

Portland,

who

sur-

him, with an infant son. He also
sisters—Misses Grace T. and
Margaret L. Moore, of Brooklyn, N. Y.

vives

leaves two
The

body

arrived here

yesterday

morn-

held at the
ing. Funeral services
home on High street this afternoon at 2
o'clock. Rev. U. B. Mathews officiating.
The house was filled with sympathizing
friends, and the casket was literally
buried in beautiful floral tributes. The
were

service

simple—scripture

was

A hearing on the bills setting off Isle au
Haut and Stonington from Hancock and
annexing them to Knox county will
be held by the
legislative committee
The
on
counties, Thursday, Feb. 2.
we are able to obas
as
far
movement,
serve, is not enthusiastically supported except by a very few overzealous individuals
who imagine they have personal interests
at stake; and it looks to us as though the
annexing of these towns to Knox would
and
establish a mighty bad

precedent

whereby Hancock would
two million dollars of its valuation slip from its assessment books. There
is no more excuse for Isle au Haut and
Stonington being annexed to Knox than
there is tor Castine going across the hay
into Waldo county, or Bucksport annexing
Deer Die Me&eento Penobscot county.
an avenue

open

see some

ff*r-

__

KllsiVortli Food Fair,
Feb. 20-25!

BOOST!

reading,

prayer and singing, and a biief but appreciative sketch of the deceased. The sing-

ISLE AU HAUT.

Rockland,
Perfect,
ing was by the Ellsworth male quartet. charged hay for Moor's Harbor farm last
Among those from out of town at the week.
funeral were Henry W. Cushman, Bangor,
Friends oi Herbert B. Barter, of RockJames E. Parsons, Lubee, Charles R. Goodland, formerly of this place, are sorry to
win, Bangor, W. P. Campbell and wife,
hear of his illness. §
Oherryfield; R. H. KingUey, Bar Harbor,
Lobster smack Little Elsie, Capt. Fred
Mrs. W. P. Hutchings, Goulds boro. Mrs*
R. H. Havey, Sullivan, W. H. Cheney Partridge, from Boston, arrived Tuesday,
paying twenty-eight cents.
aad wife, Portland.
Capt. Charles Dodge, in his gasoline
sloop Annie and Margie, arrived from
MBS. A LB BBT P. ffTOCKBBIDGE.
Lillian L., wife of Albert F. Stock- Belfast Tuesday whore he sold a small
bridge, died Mooday at her home in Bar trip of fish.
C.
Jan. 28.
Harbor, of scarlet fever. The news of her
many Ellaof whom knew her illness was serious.
Her little son Joseph
had been critically ill of the fever, and
Mrs. Stock bridge contracted it from him.
Her Ellsworth friends understood sbe had
the fever in mild form. A message Mondeath

worth

was a

sad shock to her

friends,

few

day announcing her serious illness
quickly followed by the sad news of

was

her

heath.
Mrs. Stockbridge was the eldest daughter of Austin H. Joy and wife, of this city.
She was thirty years of age. She was
Burned to Albert F. Stockbridge, Oct. 14,
1803. Her home had always been in this

city until less than a year ago, when her
husband moved his business to Bar Harbor. She was deservedly popular among
the young
people of the city, and was
highly esteemed by all who knew hoc*
bhe leaves besides her busbaud and little
•on, her parents, three brothers— Albert
A- Joy. of Presque Isle; Charles and
Walter, of Ellsworth, and one sister, Miss

Marion Joy.
The body will be brought here this
•fternoon.
The funeral arrangements
have not yet been announced.
The little sou Joseph is still seriously
di, but word Irom Bar Harbor this morn-

h»g

was

more

|

&kfaittisrnunU.
^

Ellsworth Food Fair, Feb.

BOOST!

nr.

<feBRt«cmf«U.

encouraging.

LOBRNZO D. POSTER.

In the death of Lorenzo O. Foster, on
Wednesday, Jan. 25, there passed from
life’s stage one more of those strong,
•tardy characters developed by and identified with the era of large lumbering
operations in Ellsworth and the Union
river valley.
Mr. Foster was born in Amherst February 23, 1837, the second son of John and
Hannah (Silsby) Foster. He had the.bene•flt of the primitive but useful educational instruction available to the youth
•Of that period, supplemented by the home
influences of a mother of superior traits.
In early manhood he migrated with his
brother to the western wilderness, then
beginning to be exploited for, its .forest
wealth but under conditions of great disadvantage and severity. After a year or
*w° °1 this life on the
upper Mississippi
waters, he returned to his former_home

dis-

from

Schooner

A F t h That Gives Paint.
The wei kJiowtt brown pigment nullrd sepia l* obtained from a ten armed

in-top us found principally In the Mejl
Iterrauean ami more eK|M»ciully at Che
head of the Adriatic sea. where It is
cuu^ht by the natives Tor food.
The sepia is contained in a ban and
Ik really the Mark fluid of which w.
have all rcfITT as belli)' discharged b>
the creature Co cover its esen|ie. Sonn
naturalises say thal Che tluid Is brown
Ish. which becomes more credible wlmti
we

know

that

this

l>

die

source

ol

The pigment Is really a powder
Its siren "b
dissolves in water
may i>e estimated by die fact that b
will color 1.imn» limes Its own bulk
When die octopus has been killed ill*
sack or bag Is removed and dr:cd i*
The sepia t>
prevent putrefaction
created with ammonia or emisde sod a
it is one of tli
washed and drift!
most durable of paints, except wfie
fully expo-od to die fierce rays of ill
sun. and an even surface can be ob
talma! with it more easily than with
most paints.
Sepia lias been obtain***;
from a fossil cuttlefish thousands oj
years old and found to be quite good
for paint.

sepia
w

hich

Hew to Do It.
If yon value your friendships, don't
borrow
money, don’t lend money,
don't advise others how to invest their
money.—Albany Journal.
The darker the cloud the brighter the
when he breaka through the rift.

■no

-7-

stoop
Wisdom is oftiraes nearer when
than when we soar.— William Wordsworth.
we

To discover truth is the best happiness
an individual; to communicate it, the
greatest blessing he can bestow upon

of

society.—Tow

send.

After all, the kind of world one carries
about one’s self is the important thing;
and the world outside takes its grace,
color and value from that.- J. R. Lowell.
To be truly happy is a question of how
of what
we begin, and not of how we end;
we
want, and not .of what we have.
—Stevenson.

flatting Away Prom Land.
Tbr question baa bwu asked. la it
possible to aail 1.000 inllaa from land?
Tbla can ba done at aeveral polnta.
By leaving San Prmuclaco and nailing north went ward Into Cbe north
Pacific a spot la reached where there
la no land, not even an lalel. for 1,000
miles In any direction.
So. too. galling from the southern point of Kamchatka southeastward ships reach a
point equally distant from land of
any kind, the nearest to the north
being the Aleutian Islands and to the
south the outlying members of the
In the southern
Sandwich group.
lodiao ocean It Is possible to sail
1.000 miles out from the southern
points of Australia and New Zealand
and still be as far from any other
land, and the same may be done In a
westerly direction from Cape Born.
Indeed, from this point a much longer
distance might be reached, for the
southern Pacific between the Horn
and New Zealand covers a space of
80 degrees of longitude and 40 of latitude of absolutely unbroken sea, making Ita central point over 1,200 miles
from anywhere.

GOING OUT OF BUSINESS.
The United States government

man

"Did I understand you aright?”
asked the big man. rising from bis
seat and coming back to the rear of
the car where the little man was seated
The little man looked the big man
over, but be was game and said once
more. "Anybody who doesn’t vote my
way Is a darned fool!”
“Bold on a minute said the big man.
who seemed on the point of starting
something. "First tell me which way
you are going to vote.”
A foxy gleam sbot Into the eyes of
the little mao. and be piped aa dauutlessly as ever. “I’m going to vote any
way I darned please!”—Birmingham

Age-Herald.

BE

MUST
CASH

TURNED

DURING

THE

UUUUS
were

10c. Be 3 for 25
15c.
13
Peas.
Alaska Ked .Salmon, 18c.
13
Salmon Steak,
23c.
20
White Beans.
15c.
13
13
V. C. Baked Beans, 15c.
16
20c.
Strawberries,
Golden Rule Tomatoes, lOc. 3 for 25
Smoked Sardines,
11
08
D. Ham,
10c.
Mooseliead Milk,
lO
2 for 25
Flag Tomatoes, lge., 15c.

KETCHUP, OLIVES,

Etc.
20
08
08
08
20
08

25c.
BullHead AppleJelly.loc.
Peanut Butter,
10c.
Shredded Fish, glass 10c.
Pure Vt. Sap Syrup, 25c.
French Mustard,
10c.

bltuself,
rrowurd
Thomas

I

CUT"
C-. I

INTO

I

NEXT

I

1

Sweet Mixed,
Sour whole Pickles,

Lenox Soap, 7 bars
Wyandotte Wash
Powder,

25

08
08

Ammonia, bottle.

GROCERIES
u7c.

OB

package,
Cream Corn Starch, 10c.
Dry Mustard,sm. size,10c.
Barrington Hall cof., 35c.
Baker’s Vanilla,
Baker’s Lemon,
Bulk Coffee,

25c.
20c.

(Ml
08
08
33
30
15
23
09

Jello.

04

Small bags salt,
Pkg. Salt,

10c.

08

lO

Honey Comb Tripe,
Compound Lard,
Compound, tub,
Corned Beef,

10
3 lor 25

prape Nuts,

KEARNS
MARINE

08
2 for 25

&

(Joann Fores.
Sid Jan 19, sch Jost
Southwest Harbor
(Br), for Nova Scotia
Sid Jan 22, stm Sawyer, sch John B Norris
Ar Jan 26, sch Mertis H Perry
Ar Jan 29, U S revenue cutter Androscoggin
Bass Harbor—In port, Jan 26, schs Lillian,
J *hn B Norris
Hancock

—

17 days.
GROSS-At Bucksport, Jan 27. Bertha Sawyer,
wife of Walter Gross, aged 22 years.
HATCH—At Stoughton, Mass, Jan 29. Josiah
A Hatch, formerly of Castine, aged 78 years.
MANK —At Bucltsport, Jan 30, Jeremiah
Mauk. aged 75 years.
M'NEIL—At Franklin, Jan 23, Oliver H McNeil. aged 78 years, 4 months, 23 days.
MOORE—At Bosion, Jau 29, Leonard M Moore,
of Ellsworth, aged 39 years, 10 months, 19

days.
PETTINGILL—At Waltham, Jan 29, Mrs Mary
Pettiugill. aged 75 years, 2 months, 21 days.
POWERS—At Bar Harbor, Jan 22, Mrs William Powers, aged *6 years.
ROBBINS—At Deer Isle, Jan 12. James H
Robbins, aged 36 years, 4 mouths, 6 days.
SARGENT—At Ellsworth, Jan 25, Roscoe K
Sargent, aged 19 years.
At Southwest Harbor. Jan 21,
SAWYER
Miss Marie Sawyer, aged24years, 10 mouths,

Hood’s
Sarsaparilla
and

11
lO
5 to lO

11J£

09
11

MW

IT

18

22c.

FIXTURES.
1 Counter, 9 feet.
1 Counter, 13 feet.
1 Corn Beef Table, 6 feet.
1 No. 9, Coffee mill.
1 Small Safe. 22x28.
1 Meat Grinder, No. 30.
1 Meat Block.
1 Meat Table.
1 Set Hanging Scales.
1 Small Counter Scale, even balance,
will weigh 16 lbs.
1 Molasses Pump.
5 Tea Cans.
1 Nest Measures.
1 lied Cloud Stove, No. 14, coal or

wood.

2

Money drawers.
Hanging Sign with fixtures.
Cleaver.

2 Saws and Knives.
1 Steel.
3 Platters.

Maine.

ZOELLNEK

MR. CARL

PHKSKNTS

MISS

ADALAIDE

MR.

FRENCH

BY

ASSISTED

CONNERY

JOHN
AN II

THE PAUL GILMORE CO.,
IN

Henry

B. Harris' Production of

THE THIRD DEGREE
By MU. CHAS. KLEIN,
Author of “The Lion and the Mouse”.

A COMPLETE SCENIC PRODUCTION

PRICES 35'50-75-$1.00
INDUSTRIAL
Maine
Central

DEPT

IN THI VCRV CtNTRE Of iVBRYTMIN*
All cars and Mh Avenue busses pass HotelSubway and Ku-vaied U. K. stations. 1 minute.
Five minutes' walk to theatres and shops.
60 rooms, Detached Bath, $1.00 per day
•'
100
1.60
••
150
25
with Bath
100
2.00
100
2.80
Suites with Bath
3 50
‘‘juidup.
•*

•*

SEND FOB FBBB GUIDE TO CITY.

w.
Will send its

‘New

monthly

England

Also its

THE

Farms’

Publications

any address:

Women Read This
Parisian Sage puts Luster Into Dull,
Faded Hair
Every woman reader of the Ellsworth American who desires radiant
hair that everyone admires should go
to G. A. Marcher’s to-day and get a
large bottle of Parisian Sage.
It is not only a delightlul and refreshing hair dressing and beaut'fler,
b'lt it is sold under a rigid guarantee
to banish dandruff, stop falling hair
and itching scalp, or money back.
“Parisian Sage is the best hair tonic
1 have ever known. I tind it the onlv
one that will cure dandruff, cleanse
the scalp, and make the hair grow
long and beautiful ’’—Miss Signa Ahl,
2 Farwell St., Worcester, Mass., .June
S, 191o.
sure:
cure:
f-qr

ECZEMA

CAN UK OB TAIN Kl).

WItITK TO

MSS. WARREN HDTCHINSDN.
BKOOKSVILLE,
MAINE.

Let us mail
you particu
iars
la
of how
pair of $40

WOMEN

to earn a beautiful
shoes. It’s the beet proposition evei
offered—and we can prove it.

liny

State

Hosiery

range or a fur-

a

nace—if it is a

"Clarion”, it le
sure to meet every requirement.
Made by the Wood Bishop Co.,
Bangor. Sold by

J. P.

ELDKIDGE,

Main Street,

Ellsworth.

"*
ARTESIAN inquiries
of
W ELL S. porations
t0wn.s’citie\corand
in-

dividuals about water supply,
and

light duty

heavy

pumps, either steam or

gasoline for power, in all sizes.

Kewane^ Pressure
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

L.

A.

PEED &

SON,

Westbrook, Maine.
ELLSWORTH

Steam

Laundry

NO

SOUTH

—

Whether it’s

Opportunities
Write to
W. T. BILLINGS,
Industrial Agent
Maine Central Railroad
o

QUINN, Prop'r.

CLARION.

Potatoes In Paine
The Hen In Maine
Maine Industrial
Free

JOHNSON

bulletin

PA

V

ana
NO

Bath Rooms.

W

Ash

Ml Ulnde of laundry work lone ai
Goode called tor and delivered

*

*

short notice.

H. B. ESTEY A CO.,
Ellsworth, Me
Estey Building State St..

HAIR
STOKE

La
|*Ipfi^
Vvctl
518 Congress St.,

Poitlaud,

Me.

Manufactuer of

HUMAN HAIR GOODS
description.
Goods sent on approval to responsible parties

ARTISTIC

of every

HAY WANTED
W. J. PHELPS

no YOU KNOW BEANS1

Professional Caros.

ALICE

IlT

SCOTT

SPECIALTY MADR OP

TYPEWRITING, ACCOUNTING AND

builds up the whole system.
form or

SWASKY BEAN POTS am
or«*cks ate the best.
Ou

today in usual liquid
chocolated tablets called SarisatabsGet it

honor.
Rosabhl.

WALNUTS

Walnuts,

Hit EMPIRE

restores tne appetite,
paleness, nervousness,

on

M

40c.

HANCOCK HALL
ONE NIGHT ONLY r.L A
BROADWAY, AT SAD STRAIT
SATURDAY, |6D.T NEW YORK CITY

Chamber of Commerce.
BOSTON, MASS
Keteienco: Beacon Tmat Company.

Zii.lah:
Gold Medal Flour Is made

BROOMS
Brooms,

Ellsworth,

SL.

Cures all humors, catarrh
rheumatism, relieves that tired

feeling,

were

Pure Cider Vinegar, 25c.

1
1

White Beans,
California Pea Beans,

COTTLE,

LIST.

20

BEANS AND PEAS

08

10c
10c.
15c.

22c.
05c.
08c.
13c.

Tripe,

Plain

:

VINt.UAK

MATCHES
Parlor Matches,
04c. box 8 tor 18

A & H Soda,
All other spices in

12

CEREALS
Quaker Oats, large. 25c.
Quaker Oats, small, 9c.

Hominy,
Wheat,

A\/ Gl

A \ T

4 for 25

07 c.

Sawyer Chrystal Blue,

Cheese,

15c.
12c.

Puffed

'I
/

PRICES WE OFFER FOR CASH

PROVISIONS
PICKLES IN BULK

cures
content-

entire stock tf

our

now

String Beans,

keeper.

Govern Yourself.
fie who Is his own monarch
edly sways the scepter over
not envying the glory to the
earth.—Sir
bends
of
the
Browne.

in,

we are

SOAP & WA8HINO FOWDKK

The Salesman.
Young man. I bud decided upon
One big
your Immediate discharge.
redeeming trait of your character as
Just now revealed restrains me. Your
loyalty Is all that saves you. Stick
A
up for your bouse every time.
26 days.
salesman's five cardinal poiuts are
SPROUL—At Bar Harbor, Jan 27, Edna B,
widow of Henry A Sproul, aged 72 years, 9
loyalty, enthusiasm, bard wurk. per
mouths, 4 days.
slsience and tact. You have much of
Bar Harbor, Jan 30. LilSTOCKBRIDGE—At
the drat four and none of the last
lian Joy. wife of Albert F Stockbndge, aged
You talked
30 years, 20 days.
Smooth yourself down.
Mrs Edith
to the lumber company man at the YOUNG—At Bar Harbor, Jau 20,
Youug, aged 39 years.
When be said he was
wrong time.
too busy you should have smiled and
tUjbmisnnnua
got out. Y’ou can only sell to a man
when be la in the right mood.—Book-,

The Alternative.
A tramp went Into a farmhouse recently. and. seelug no one but au old
woman, be said In very Beree tones.
“Ulve me a drink of milk or else"llut a man came beuiud him suddenly and. catching him by the neck,
said. "Else what?"
"Else water.” said the tramp humbly.—London Taller.

building

to vacate the

us

THE FOLLOWING ARE SOME OF THE
UANNG1)

Trapping Baboons.
Hagenbeck in bis book says that babBORN.
oons are caught In traps made much
like the huts of garages. Food Is put ABBOTT—At Franklin, Jan 24, to Mr and Mrs
>rauk E Abbott, twins, a son and daughter.
Into the huts, and once the baboons go
.UNKEK—At Ellsworth, Jan ?0, to Mr and
Inside a trapdoor closes behind them.
Mrs Adelbert H Bunker, a daughter.
•ICKINSON—At Ellsworth. Jan 17, to Mr and
Outside baboons make a great to do
Mrs Morris Homer Dickinson, a
son.
to
the
and urge
escape.
prisoners
[Henry Woodruff.]
When the trappers come the captured HAVEY—At North Sullivan, Jan 16, to Mr
and Mrs Will R Havey, a daughter.
baboons are terror stricken and try to
force their bends through the walls of ! IOLMES— At Ellsworth, Jan 26, to Mr and
Mrs J Blaine Holmes, a daughter.
One baboon was caught
the huts.
HOOPER—At Bluehill. Jan 23, to Mr and Mrs
sevthe
same
and
three times In
trap,
Harold Hooper, a daughter.
eral when turned loose got back Into JONES—At Ellsworth, Jan 27, to Mr and Mrs
Harry S Jones, a daughter.
second
time.
When
the same trap a
LEACH—At Penobscot, Jan 24, to Mr and Mrs
the baboons are carried away all their
Scott W Leach, a son.
comrades thereabout climb Into trees SARGENT-At Sedgwick, Jan 18, to Mr and
Mrs Ralph M Sargent, a daughter. [Vera
and scream out to the prisoners, who
Willey.J
On
answer In sad, mournful voices.
STEWART-At Ellsworth, Jan 26, to Mr and
one occasion some
Mrs John J Stewart, a daughter.
big Arabian baboons were trapped, when 2.000 or 3.000 VARNUM—AtCastine, Jan 28, to Mr and Mrs
Myron A Varaum,a son.
baboons burled themselves upon the
trapiters. who bad bard work to save
MAKKIED.
themselves with firearms and clubs
As the trappers were forced back the BRAGDON—DYER—At Franklin. Jan 27, by
victorious baboons tore up the trap
L F Giles, esq, Miss Helen Marion Bragdon
to Dana O Dyer, both of Franklin.
and turned loose the captured baboons.
M’GOWN—RAYMOND—At Ellsworth, Jar 26,
C
by Rev Silas W Sutton, Miss Frances
McGown to Guy G Raymond, both of EllsInk at $100 a Pound.
worth.
“The best India ink -It should really
WEED—EATON—At Deer Isle, Jan 10, by Rev
be called China Ink never leaves ChiH W Collins. Miss Florence L Weed to Asa
C Eaton, both of Little Deer Isle.
na." said a missionary. "It costs $100
a pound, and the scribes use It in writ
1)1 Kl>,
Ing the correspondence of the royal
family and the mandarins. India Ink
Jan 26. Charles O
Trenton,
Is made of the oil of poisonous seeds DOUGLASS—At
Douglass, aged 64 years, 11 monthB, 8 days.
Varnish
of the sesainutu or colza tree
FOSTER—At Ellsworth, Jau 25, Lorenzo D
and pork fat are added to the oil, and
Foster, aged 73 years, 11 months, 2 days.
then, by means of combustion, all Is FOS*—At West Sullivan, Jan 3, Mrs Sarah
Foss, aged 85 years, 4 months, 6 days.
changed to lampblack. The lampblack
GRAY—At Deer Isle, Jan 22, Mrs. William C
paste mixed with glue is beaten fot
Gray, aged 73 years, 8 mouths.
days on an anvil, and musk Is gradu GRANT— At Lamoine. Jan 30, Evelyn F, wife
of James T Grant, aged 44 years, 11 months,
ally mixed in to give perfume and the
purest gold leaf to give a rich luster.
Finally the Ink Is dried in molds for
about a month. What makes the best
India Ink so costly is Its purity and
above all. the long time given to its
combustion and subsequent beating
If you saw its beauty you wouldn't
think It dear at $1U0 a pound.”—Philadelphia Bulletin.

having directed

Groceries, Meats, Canned Goods, Provisions, Etc.

Olives, stuffed,

Hew Every Man Should Vote.
“Anybody who doesn’t vote my way
Is a darned foot!” exclaimed a little
man on an outbound trolley car.
"What’s that?” asked a big man,
turning around in his seat and looking
back.
"Anybody who doesn't vote my way
Is a darned fool!” repeated the little

20-25/11.

name >s mi

ev»*ry
dlltutes

BE

A

NhH.'

arc uu

E. SWASIV *

sale

CO.,

at

Accep
8WAHK)

one.

all first class

store:

Portland, Maine

GKNiRAL CLERICAL WORK.

Agent oi the Union (Safe Deposit & Trust Go., of
Portland, Me., for furnishing Probate
and Surety Bonds.
Cor. Maiu and Water sts
(over Moore's Drug
store). Ellsworth Me.

Geohuiaxa :
Our chef says Gold Medal Flour

onlp.
VtaolRCL

)

COUNTY NEWS,

•tailed ia »a able manner by Bioherd P.
Greene u P. G. M. W. m follow*: P. M.
W., E. D. Leech; M. W., Unwood Leech;
HANCOCK.
PUHKLU.
P., WerrenC. York; O., Herold Oonary;
Alonso Abbott is the guest of bis son,
B. E. Conery; financier, Herry
recorder,
at
the
daaa
the nle W cooke* (m4 bf
W. M. Or. E. O. Abbott, st Portland.
roc., F. D. Long; guide,
Ml, Betantaj, ni well petroaiee*. Net Atherton; inside
C. B. Young and wife haw returned
Ward well;
watch, B. Whitcomb
proceeds, ft.SO.
from a visit with friends in Boston and
The officers of the D. of H.,
Cousins.
914 friends o' Mrs. Jalia Mart is are
as
installed by Annie M. Ridley
were
vicinity.
glad is greet her daring her visit is the P. G. C. H. as follows: C. of H., Nellie
Mrs. Ellen Crabtree recently visited her
sietera is town.
of
U., daughter, Mrs. Alma Eldridge, at Bar
Webber; L. of H., Annie Grindle; C.
haa
been
whs
Mr*. Helen M. Woroeaier,
Mary A. Lincoln; financier, Lucy Ather- Harbor.
fislisc her dang hter, lira. Carroll Dunn, ton; rec., Hittie A. Cousins; inner watch,
Mrs. O. W. Poes went to Melrose, Mass.,
home.
ia
at Weal Genldsboro,
A fine supper was served at
Tillie Leach.
Thursday, for a few weeks’ visit with her
94. Abbott, of Georges pond, loai a
the close of the installation.
daughter, Mrs. J. C. Wort hen.
Jen. SO__
hsrae last week. It waa supposed to be
Mrs. Grace L. Foss, who has been a
infs red internally by a fall on the ioe.
DEER ISLB.
guest at the home of O. W. Poes and wife,
by
The basket-ball game Friday night
left Thursday for her home in Boston.
Capt. Samuel Haskell left Monday for
the Bangor Y. M. C. A. and Franklin reNelson M. Cully, who has been the
Mass.
Salem,
21
team,
home
sf
floors,
aslted ia favor
Mrs. B. L. Noyes, of Stonington, is vis- guest of relatives here some time, left
toll.
Friday for his home in Fitchburg, Mass.
relatives here.
The work of the embroidery club at its ! iting
P. E. Walker, of the firm of Walker A
Mrs. F. A. Gross ia visiting her cousin,
last meeting with Mrs. J. W. Blaiadell waa i
1
Crabtree, has so far recovered from his
Mrs. Bert Fifleld, of Vinal Haven.
n practical demonstration of helpfulness
illness that he resumed his duties at the
is its sewing for a worthy family.
Capt. J. W. Haskell and his daughter store
Monday.
York TuesNew
from
home
manifested
Villa
arrived
waa
enthnsiaam
Considerable
Mrs. H. G. Foes, who has been at the
a
last week regarding
system of water I day.
home of her parents, A. B. Crabtree and
works, which an oatside party, who was j Charles Parker and wife, of Roslindale,
wife, for the past month, left Friday for
in town looking over the situation, proMass., are at their cottage at Dow’s point
her home in Medford, Masa.
posed to install if sufficient encourage- for two weeks.
Deputy John R. Stratton went to
mest ia givaa.
Charles B. Ellingwood and wife, who
Franklin Monday evening and raised the
The actions illness of onr estimable j have been in town three weeks, returned
chiefs of Snyctic tribe.
Several of the
townswoman, Mrs. M. J. Springer, of
to their home in Boston Monday.

COUNTY NEWS

aaeacuonia,

alarm among ber many

causes

daughter, Miss Cassilena,
who has been with ber sister at Cariboo
some months, ia expected home.
The fnneral of an esteemed citizen,
Her

friends.

McNeil, was held at his late home
Wednesday afternoon, Rev. Gideon Mayo
officiating. The choir rendered appropriOliver

ate

McNeil

selections.

Mr.

and

adopted

widow

an

son

leaves

and

a

family,

who live at the home. The sympathy
many is extended the bereaved ones.

of

The marriage of Dana Dyer and Miss
Marion Bragdon took place Friday evening at the home of the groom's parents,
George D. Dyer and wife. 1*. F. Giles,
That the
esq., of Ellsworth, officiated.
ceremony had taken place was
known to friends, and a party of fifty
appeared to congratulate the happy

wedding

soon

couple,

to whom young

Dyer

introduced

j

j

The high school basket-ball team played
Score was
at Brooklin Saturday, Jan. 21.
88-10

{

in

favor of Deer Isle. Friday evening
played here. Score, 42-17 in

Brooklin

favor of Deer Isle.

young ladies of the town have
a literary club which will meet
once a week for the purpose of studying
and reading. They have subscribed fora
The

started

prosperity

and

profuse

are

leaves besides her

chester.

Friday, Jan. 27, Mrs. Elisabeth H.
Thompson celebrated her ninety-ninth
birthday. Mrs. Thompson is the oldest
person in Deer Isle. She was kindly remembered by her many friends, both of

town last week.

and sincere.

Fred Pierce end little daughter
returned to Bangor.
Miss Grace Tsplej has gone to West
Brooksville for a few days.
Mrs.

B.

Jan. 80.

here

M’KIN LEY.

Taptey iua boagbt
land, and will more

Dr.
ud

Work
been

on

in

Baton house

soon.

a

time

of

aooonnt

on

circle will meet Monday
evening with Mrs. Laura York.
Miss Harriet Kane has gone to Bangor
The library

storage building has

the cold

suspended tor

the

the weather.

to have

Gott, who is still in Portland, Keeping house lor her sister, Abbie
Turner, who is caring for her daughter,
Mrs. Raymond Turner, who is very Ul.
The former home of Capt. Charles Rot-

throat.

Mine Annie

Omaha

tribe

There will be

operation performed

an

her

on

Mias Helen McFarland is the guest of
her cousin, Mrs. Arvard Nichols, at West
Brooksville.

fitted into

a hotel Ly Miss Carrie Davis.
Booth bay called here Thursday
taking a large shipment of fish from P. W.
Richardson A Son. The Richardsons have

ahipped the remainder of their fish by
Gape. John Whitmore.
The fishing boats have been doing un-

moved to the

selectmen's office until the
is to be built in the

library, which
spring, is ready.
new

high school basket-ball team
Deer Isle Friday to play the Deer
Isle high.
Score 42-17 in favor of Deer
Isle.
Brooklin high and the Brookim
Brooklin

went to

WaSHBURN*CBOSBYCO*

Gold Medal
Flour

accompanied

Why

masquerade ball at the
town hall Thursday evening.Peb. 16, under
the management o' Herbert S. Young.
Music by Kelly’s orchestra of five pieces.
Sup. er will be served at intermission. As
many as possible are requested to appear
a

in costume.
A.

B. Crabtree and wife went to Mans-

for

a

days. Saturday, Jan. 28, they

few

sailed from

New York

York

a

for

trip

the steamer New
the West Indies,

on

to

Venezuela, and the Panama canal, where a
stop of fifty-two hours will be made. On
the return trip they will call at Jamaica,
Haiti, Cuba and the Bahamas, arriving in
New York Feb. 28.
C.
Jan. 30.
PROSPECT HARBOR.
Alfred Hamilton lost
this week.

a

valuable hone

Capt. John Stinson left for Rockland
Friday morning.
Richard Bendix has captured a live bald
eagle, which he has

on

exhibition at his

place.
Alfred Hamilton has returned from a
trip to Boston and visits to relatives in Berwick and Portland.
business

Schools closed this week after successful
terms. Mr. Arnold, of the grammar grade,
has gone to

Portland,

and

Peabody,

Miss

of the primary, to (iorham normal school
to resume her studies.
The Methodist Society had a social in
Columbus hall Tuesday evening which

The library building, formerly the rink, was proceeded by an entertainment, conbins, which was purchased by Charles was sold to Fred Allen, whose bid was the sisting 0| a fares, “The Modern Church
Robinson, of French boro, recently, is to highest. The library books have been Society,” inter'SpSfssd by a piano duet and
he
Steamer

fBofif

raising.

popular magasines and books.
field, Mass., Wednesday, Jan. 25, where
Hannah Haskell, wife of Capt. William
they visited their daughter, Mrs. Ira Gray,

Gray, died at her home Sunday. She
husband, a daughter—
Ada H. Perry, and two sons-Capt. Leslie
W. Gray and Bertrand E. Gray, of Man-

C.

of

him and assisted in the

number of

bride, and invited them to the Lawrie
this town and elsewhere.
store, where he clerks, and where his
Rhx.
Jan. 30.
friends sampled some fine cigars. Mrs.
to
the
served
candy
young
hiie,
H/er,meanw
BROOKLIN.
ladies of the party. The young couple
Mrs. Q. A. Grindle visited friends in
are popular and wishes for their nsppiness
his

members

The Bttitibefe were much

two vocal solos.

enjoyed, and the entertain fllahi deserved
a much larger attendance.
Refreshments
and games were enjoyed.
Columbus hall was filled Wednesday
evening at the school entertainment given

w

town team

played

a

game

_

a

tees.

Jan. 27.

P. M.

The

men

smelting

fine catcnes.
pounds at one tide.

port
CAPE ROSIER.
Frank Manscm is employed in Boston as
Motor man.

Una Bertram,
friends here.

of

Caatine,

visiting

is

Alvarado Gray* 2d, is building
Methodist chapel.

a

house

•ear the

Hiram Biake aud wile, of West Brooksare visiting at C'harie* Blake's,

wtRe,

£*pt, Low is Gray
have gone to
ment.

And

Portikad

Mr

Alvarado Gray
medical

treat-

party of New York men dime Friday
inspect the Rosier mine, and were
higniy pleased with the showing of ore.
A

lo

Murray Veague

and wife arrived

EAST

BLl'EHLLL.

William went to Keuetooe, N. U.,

Willi*

Toix'ij.
Harold Amick, of Hardwick, Vt., ia
mother,, Ur*. Ella Stsnatleld.
Ur*. Flora Tbom w*a called to Wall ham,
Ma**., Thursday, by the illness of her

•

uti til*

eou

Ivan.

One

man

re-

caught 200

Arthur Wood and Pearl Cooper, who
have been boarding at Miss Emma Gray’s,
hive returned to their home in East Bluehill.

Mrs. May Roberts, who accompanied her
daughter Beatrice toSkowbegan to resume
her school, has returned home after a
week’s visit.
Walker’s pond has hot entirely frozen
Several large places in
This is something
the middle are open.
the oldest residents do not remember of
seeing at this time of year.
F.
Jan. 23.

over this winter.

SOUTH B KOOKS V1LLE.

Thrfgfanite

is slack at present.

business

Tbe smelt fishermen
catches

at

“LenvV’

are

getting good

cove.

from Portland for local

merchants

Tues-

8.

Decatur Gray,

has been

visiting

at

our

oldest inhabitant,
the past

Capt. Lews’

la

ill.

around hers

were

glad

to

are

the

there ia a scarcity of firewood.
F. D. l*on« has about 900 cords of cordwood, sueewood and logs cat and ready

short vacation.

BEECH

HILL.

Watson Lunt, of West Eden,

was

here

business

Thursday.
Mrs. Sophronia Carter, of Pretty Marsh,
Tbs A. O. U. W. and the Degree of Honor
had a joint installation Friday, Jan. 27. is visiting Mrs. Charles Carter.
on

the

landing.

The ofluers of lbs A. O. U.

W.

were

in-

Jan. 30.

Rooney.

on

Jan. 28.

COREA.

Nathaniel Young is quite ill.
are

Dawes and

R.

wife,

of

McKinley,

visiting relatives here.

Mrs. Be sale
with relatives

Miss Grace Gray, teacher of the primary
school, has been unable to attend to her
duties the past few days.
Jan. 26.
C.

snow «s

to haul

Miss Gregg Atwood, of Winterport, is
visiting Hiram Stanley and wife.

Sidney

a

Uany

Clarence Crosby is boarding with Wilwife.

ford Prusseli and

day.

Inal weak.

ima, who

J. Y. Spurting, who has been ill the past
week, is much better,

Spurliog, Will Trusselland Fred
Warren Tapley lost a promising six- Berlin left Monday (or Boston (or a week.
months-old colt Thursday.
The dance at tbe hall Thursday evening
Miss Leona Qreene visited Miss Myrtle was
well
attended, considering the
Nevels at Brooksville la*i week.
weather. Music by Mr. Joy and Misa
Tbe steamer Pemaquid brought freight Stevens, o( Bar Harbor.

week.

U. K. Cousins, of Portland, spent
with hia lalher, 8. Walaon Cous-

Mrs. Rose Wedge has been ill the past
week.

Charles

Herbert G. Black, who has been to sea in
tbe schooner ileroert May, is at home for

H.

CRANBERRY ISLES.

Bunker spent the week-end at
Sutton with Miss Ethel Bunker.

Frank Waacott, of Dorchester, Maaa.,
vial led hia pare n la, E. Wtacott and wile,

Monday

A party of guests enjoyed the hospitality of the R. D. Guptills at the farm in
Goulds boro Friday afternoon and evening. It was a congenial company, agreeably entertained, but the drive home
through the snow storm, with incidents
of the journey, made an unfortunate ending to a most happy occasion.
Jan. 30.
C.

Miss lua

from

Hew Jersey Saturday to attend the wedding of Orville Veague and Gladys Perkins
Jan. 30.
Jan. A
G.

Buck’s HArbor

at

visit at William Soule's in Goulds boro.

Decker is spending
at Goulds boro.

a

weeic

The school league gave a pie sociable
Saturday evening. Proceeds, $3.6f>.
George Ray, o( Mil bridge, spent a few
days last week with relatives here.
Miss Olive Norton is st home from Bar
Harbor, where she has been employed.
Eugene Norton is at home from Bar

Harbor,

where he

of the boats,
Jan. 30.

on

was

employed

account of

a sore

on

one

hand.

'NNEAPOUS.

4SHaU°N

legal Scotia*.

Irgal

THE

8inning

mfc^ixabetlf

■

u

«

WHEREAS

>

8.

The a«»otht<*a spray of Ely's Liquid Cream
SFSKotr
Kaci.it-.
rit .m
KiuNtT
Balm, used in an atomiser, lean u us peaks bie
TBOUHLK.
Do yon know that oronp can be prerelief to sufferers from Catarrh.
Some of |
•*1
had
an
acute attack of Bright’s disease
them d> serine it as a Godsend, and no wonChamberlain's
Out
weatedT
Cough with iuHammation
of the kidneys and blad- der. The thick, foul discharge is dislodged i
Earnedy aa soon aa the child becomes der, and dizziness." says Mrs. Cora Thorp, and the patient breathes freeiy, pe> baps for
A boit.e of Foley's Kidney
the first time in weeks. Liquid cream Halui
ho*re* a* seen after the cronpy oougb ap- Jacksou, Mich.
Benicuy overcame the attack, reduced the iu- contains ail the healing, purifying e emmts
pears, sad it will present the attack. It ia flammatiou, took away the pain and made the of the solid form, aud it never fails to satisfy.
b.aduer actiou normal.
I wish everyone Solu by all druggists for 75c.. inducting
also a oartala cure for croup and has never could
know of this wonderful remedy.” u. a. spraying tube, or mailed by Ely Bros., M
he in known to tad. Hold by all dealers.
Paaeaaa.
Warren Street, New York.
[

rPHE

suosciioer nereoy gives notice ms
he has been duly appointed executor
X
of the last will and testament of
HELEN H. McCaULDER, late of BUCKS-

PORT.
in the county of Hancock, deceased, no bonds
being required by the terms of said wi>l.
All persons having demand* against the es
tate of said deceased are desired *.o presen
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requester «o make payment fmParas C. McCaULonn.
mediately.
Bucknport* inn. 4, l»il.

claim*
•ion f

legal Notun.

Notice*.

Hancock m.
To the Honorable Justice* of oar Snpreme
Judicial Court, next to be holden at Ellsworth, within and for the County of Hancock, in the State of Maine, on the second
Tntsday of April, 1911.
fPHK
undersigned, William Vague, of
X Brooksville. in the com ty of Hancock,
and state of Maine, respectfully represents:
First: Thai he is in possession of certain
real property situated in saiu Brooksville, in
the county of Hancock, and State of Maine,
vis.:
a certain lot or parcel of lsnd with the
buidmgs th» reon, lvin»c in said Brooksville, !
Bebo aided and d« Scribed as follows, viz.:
Martha J. Sumner, late of Verona, in raid
at the shaft npon the shore of the
A certain instrument pur
county, deceased
oose Palls Mill tood «unk upon the center
and
of
to
be
tbe
last
will
tesiame»i
porting
of a v* in or veins of mineral by the Hosier
said deceased, together with pet tion for pro- Gold A silver Mining
Company in 18»u or ittl.
bate thereof, presented by Albion J. Wnitand known as tne Rosier Gold A Silver Minmore and Herbert A. Whitmore, the executors
company's shatt number two; thence
ing
therein named.
from said center and at right angles with the
Frank U. Farnham. late of Penobscot, in same a d stance of three rode
upon each side
said couotjr. deceased.
Tbird account of of said
ceuter; ibence from the point of beCharles K. Gibbs, administrator, filed for seta dis
in
a
direction
southwesterly
ginnme
tlement.
tanc* of eight handreu feet to land conveyed
Willard W. Blaisdell, late of Orland, in said
Edward B cram to the Rosier Copper
oy
Fir*t account of M*ry S.
enuotv. deceased
by deed dated April 6, i88l. and reBlaisdell. administrat ix, filed for settlement. Company
corded in tne Hancjck registry oi needs, voi.
Benjamin P. Grover, late of Buckspoit,tn 176, page 442. eaid strip of iand holding its
said county, deceased. First account of Kditn width of three rods
upon each side of said
A Grover, administratrix, filed for sett ement
center upon said vein or veins throughout
Granville Dean Blaisdell. a pers n of un- said
distance, also the exiensiou of said strip
sound mind, of Orland in said county. First
jf six rods in width in a northeasterly direcaccount of Walter 8. Blaisdell, guardian, filed
tion from s >id point of beginning to ihrceufor settlement.
ter of tne said Pal'a Mill Poud. including ail
Csrrie N. uinn, late of Orland, in said coundips spurs sod an its of said v« in or veins
acount of Charles A.
ty. deceased. Final filed
upon said line, together with the right of way
for settlement.
Ginn, administrator,
to aud troiu said vrin or veins and the priv:
Prank W. Gross, late of Orlaud, in said
lege of erecting b .ildL-gs, macuinery aud
First
scc«-unt
of
Addison
deceased.
county,
ail usuai and necessary rivh'S and privileges
A. Littlefield, administrator with the will an
incident to and connected with and usuai in
nexed. filed lor settlement.
the carrying on of miuing
operations, to
said
counin
Noan Ur >oks, Jaie oi CMtine,
gather witn the right of kerpii g and ta^naccount of cnarlee O. taining toe ariiuciai pond in he western field
ty, deceased. Filth for
settlement.
filed
trustree.
of the farm of ihe 1 »tc Dbvid Dyer in said
Lphfia.
Nellie M. uundage. late of Barry, in said Brooksville, apd ;ue right to tunnel «nd C*iry
account
the water across the iand now or late of sail
county, deceased. Second and final
of Medbry J. Uandage, administrator, "1*3
D)i' to .he hai> ingsou be land dtscribed
for settlement.
and also the tight to enter and repair toe
William W. Wilson, late of Buckspori, In dam Helow Slid
pond and the tunnel. Being
said county, deceased. First account cf Theo- the same piemises
and appurtenances con
dore ti. smith, administrator, (Led for settleveyei h* tdwa-d B Cram to Rosier Gold A
aunt.
Silver Minihg company by deea dated April
Hosrtrd H. Homer. Iste of Prsnklin, in said
6, itti. and recorded in Haocook registry of
couuty, deceased. First and final account oi deeds, vol. 176. page ««4. to wmch need and
P. t£. Homer, administrator, tiled for settlethe record thereof /eie.ewe i, h.reoy rn.de
ment.
f.»r a more particular dea-riptiou Of **‘d
John F. Lear, late of Lamotne, in said counpremises.
ty. deceased. First and final account of Fred
Also a certain other lot dr parcel V. land,
L. Hodgkins, administrator, filed for settlewitn the buildings thereon, lying in 4*fd
B'ook-vilie and bounded and described SS
Pink bam. an insane person of follows, vlx :
Begiuniug on the cent* r oi the
Petltiou filed
Monui Deser*- i° *»>d c uuty.
vein or veins of mine ai e gbt hundred feet
oy Simon H. Pin****®- guardian, for license sou hweaieriy from tne soaft upou the shore
I to sell certain real e#k»te of said ward, as de- of the Goose Falls Mill Pond referred to in
! scribed in said petit
the above cesenbed parcel as than oum er
in said
i Levi Webber, late o» Wisworth.
two; thence fr m said center and at
Petiti^ that Michael J. angles with the same a distance of three right
j county, deceased
<o is
be
i Drumiuej, of said fc.ll»wo«tl* may
ap
up>>u eitbei side of the s,me thereby m .king
said de
poi ted trustee, under the wrfii
a strip or land of the entire wid'b of six rods
ceased, to succeed John B. R Jnlko. « former and holding ite width ot six rods throughout
trustee under *ai>i will, now dc’Ct'lfSil, filed
sa;u
tht- entire length of
vein or veius of
by the said Uichael J. Drummey.
mineral from said point of beginning solar
Thomas F. Moran, late of
den, in
as me same may continue upon ih< following
eounty, deceased. Petition filed by Ohai
d*sc ibed land, h iding the center of said
B. Piueoaud Fiora Piueo, tb»t they may bd v«in or veins as the center of said
six rods
discharged from all liability for any suose *1 hereby conveyed, at an points, tix.: ag me
q i* nt, out not for any prior breach of tr .si
l.\cd wbf b wa- conveyed to Edward B C am
ss sureties upoi the bond giveu by Fiances
W. Moran as administratrix of the estate of j bv Ga*id Dyer by his deed d*t*d Apiii 5. .8n,
and • gciWBe# in the Hancock registry o deed -,
said iboznaa F. Moran.
voi 176, pa|T JW.aua Which wu convened to
u
auuic
Ci. aorin,
nueit by his deed
s.id
of
Ed
Dytf t>? Joseph D<and
in
said
n,
couni y.
minora,
Petition
recoided in the
dated
December3h, fiW.
filed by Charles B. Pineo and Flora Pineo,
tb*i they may e discharged from all liaml : Hancock registry of deecta, b, ok *0 page it.
to said D»vid
Joaveye
and
also
the
laofl
for
anv
iiy
subsequent. but not for any pror
breach of trust, aa suretirs upon the oot.d Dyer by Rooery Red»>*w by d ed dated July
Hancock registry
given by Ada E. Morau. as guardian of the 0 1»4H, a no recorded in
si dips,
said Everard O Moi «n and Auuie E Morau.
| 01 deeds, vol. m. p.ge i.'*- deluding
or veins upon
Edith Crawford Oomai say, of « asiine, in 1 spur- and angle- ol saiu
said county, petitions said court, that her said line. Belug the same t,V#ssises described
Edward B. Cram to R -sirf
na.i e ma> be cuanged to Edith Crawford v*.n ! in a deed fro
Domanski
Copper company da tec April 6 ‘Art-, and reB >bert Crawford Domansky, a minor, of cords t in Hancock registry of dedMA voi. i7i,
| Castiue, in said couoty, pe ition that his page 4ii. to which detd ana the reed'd thereof
referent e is hereby maoe for a more pariicu
name may be changed to Robert Crawford
iar description or said premises.
And ai»0
von
D •manski, filed
by Edith Crawford
ihe house occupied by your petitioner, Wil
suardiau of ssid minor.
| Domansky,
Iia Robe tson, late of bu<livan, in ssid 1 iam Vagne, as a home, si uated iu saM
county, deceased. Petition fi.eu bv Will R. Brooksvine. oi e hundred and forty lee: morr
Marty, administrator, mat an orilei oe is- ! or leas, from the first parcel oi land above
descriued t geuer with the lot of l.ud upon
sued to distribute among the heirs oi said ue
cea-ad, the amount remaining iu the hand* of : which said house stands; said house being
said admiuistraior, upon tne filing of bis me building formerly occupied as an office
Sec -nd account.
bunding by tne R -sier Gold A Silver M uiug
Ira Ro •ertson. late of Sullivan, in said Company, tt>e Hos er Copper Comp my, me
onsoliuaitd * opper < ompany and
Second account of Will Rosier
county, deceas'd.
R. Havey. administrator, filed lor seitlemmi. the Cape Hosier Miuing «. ompany.
Second:
lbat he claims au (state of freeJEROME M. KNOWLES Judge of said Court.
old in me whole of said real estate anove de
A true copy of tne origiuat order.
F.
Attest:—T.
Mabonsy. Register.
NOTICE OF rORVCLOsUKt;
Cha ies E. risrg- nt, of Winter
ttaroor. tiaucock county, Maine, oy
bis mortgage d< ed dated -rep ember lA. a. d
1SI0, and lecor ed iu tne registr> of needs for
Mancock county, tlsine, iu book 176, page'A9,
conveyed to Stephen N. n oonin of auiry.
iu said county, certain real es ate situated in
burry aforesaid and thus described in Said
mortgage, to wit:
A certain lot or psreel of laud with all
buildings thereon, dtscri ed »s follows in the
deeu from Euru S. tioodwin to Stephen N
isoodwm, dated tiaren i. iihu and rccoided
April 6, l9lt>. in book 460. page 268, of tiancock
county registry of deeds;
beginning at a stake and stone, it being the
i nott..east corner of land owned and Occupied
| by cnanes berde on the weSi side of ue !
North Bend roau su e died ano ruuniugoni
the west tine of said r<a*l north ten deg re *
eaa
eight anu five eighths tOos to the south ,
! east corner of Cevi Treworg*’s toad lot;
thence by tne south line of add road south
eunty-eight degrees wed siaWen ro is to a
siake; thence South teu degnea east eight I
rout ten and one halt links to a stake and
stone; tnence easterly by .he north line of
said Beetle's lot to ue place oi baginning,
I containing one nundred and for*y seveu and
See U« cock
Oi.e>halt roos, more or less.
f registry of needs, boos 29®. page il2, for
fuauer description. said land is situated in
burry storesjid; and wuerea-s the condition of
s-id mortgage has been brokeu, now »terefore. by reason oi the breach or ihe condition
thereof, as owner or said mortgage debt, I
claim a foreclosuie of said mor gage.
Ellsworth. Maine. January 6. I9it
bTBFukh N Good war.
By Peters A Knuwlton, aitomeys.

Not Now ?

vinn.

8TATR OP MAINE.

To all persons interested in either of the estates hereinafter named.
At a probate coart held at Ellsworth, in and
for the county of Hancock, on the third
day of January, a. d. 191 1.
following matters having been presented for the action thereupon hereinafter indicated, it is hereby ordered that notice thereof be given to all persons interest* d,
by causing a copy of this order to be pub
lished three weeks successively in the Ells
worth American, a newspaper published at
Ellsworth, in said county, that they mays ppear at a probate court to be herd at Ells
worth, in said county, on the seventh da> of
February, a. d. 1911, at ten of the clock In t» e
forenoon, and be heard thereon if the> see

by both schools. A mock wedding, vocal
Saturday even- solos, recitations, a school paper and
ing. The game was won by the high narmonica solo wery among the attrac- |
school, 10 to 14.
tions. The chorus singing by the school
Jan. 30.
Uxb Femme.
was much enjoyed.
The teachers were
publicly thanked for their efforts, especBROOKSVILLE.
in
catches.
bringing
large
ially Mr. Arnold for the article printed in
Miss Hannah Carter is ill.
At the annual meeting of the Tremont
full elsewhere in this issue, “The Relation
Stillman Kench and wife, who have of the Parent to the School.” The receipts
savings bank, officers were elected as follows: Perry W. Richardson, president; been ill, are out.
were for the McKinley school league.
Jan. 27.
Mugene M. Stanley, vioe-presiuent; HerC.
Miss Lizzie Campbell is ill. Mrs. Annie
bert P. Richardson, treasurer and secre- Howe is
keeping house for her.
Mrs. Charles Campbell, of Goalbsboro,
tary; Perry W. Richardson, Herbert P.
Mrs. E. E. Cummins and baby, of is a guest of Mrs. Elisha Bridges, j
Richardson, Everett A. Stanley, Eugene
Sargentviile, were the guests of Nellie
Mrs. R. E. Robinson has returned from
M. Stanley, William H. Thurston, trusGrindle last week.
usually well for the past two weeks.
.Lather A1 bee stocked
une day last week,
it being the highest lor one man in a
single
day’s set. John Cloason, Will Gott and
several others are among the
lucky ones

si

have been in uninterrupted posses
said real estte lor tour years or
immediately precedu g me oat. of
Inis pe ittoi to ait, your p. tiiioutr ba* oeeu
ia open. notorious and exclusive continued,
uniute-rrnpt d lO-session «»■ all aaid real •
late, as afor. said sii.ce Dec-mner 31. lbaa, up
he date >•! ibis petLiou,
to and including
claiming. dur ng al ot saw tinir.auee xte ol
f eehol the em. and tne immediate granio/s
I
vour pe itioner lor many yeais prior to
said d «e
Fourth: That the source of title of your
petin ner is s follows:
A 8Qr11ff’■» retd of ail said pr mists 10 your
petit! ner fiom rdward K. Da.is, a deputy
sher 0 dated July 11, It&S, and ecord d in
the Hancock registry of
deeds, voi. zu».
page 45*;
a ax de d of all said prein sea to your pe*
tilioie lroui William H. > ov< r. collec or of
Brooksvil e tor me %ear 1KU. dated Dectmoer
b. 1904. and
eco ded in Hancock registry of
den is, vol. 427 page 27*;
A quit cl--in deed «-f all s«id premises io
your p* tiuoner f tom Barxiilai U. Bean, dated
December >9 1910. not yet iecor ed;
A quit claim deed of all said premises to
your petitioner from K sin c'<pper ompauy,
dated December 19. I9i0.no-: ye recorded;
A qua claim < eed of all said puruisea to
V. nr petitioner from
Rosier Uotd St silver
Mining Company d .ted Deieniuer .9. 1910. not
yet recorded; and
A quit ciaim deed of all aaid premises to
your pe i*|oi er from Cape Rosier Mining
Company dated Decembei 19, I9i0, not yei re
a

ojoren.it

corded;
Opeu, notorious, exclusive adverse posses

aioa of all said premise-, continued unlnter*
rupied for mo>e than twenty ve.is prior to
kh* date of this petition, and claiming n ea
9a*eot freehold in aaiu premises during ai> of
sa-d peri, d
Filth: That an apprebens‘on exist-* that
David Dyer, of Brooksvll e. in the
county of
Hancock, and State of Maine; John Dyer, of
Brooksviwe. iu the onunty of Hancock, and
State of Maiue; tne Rosier Coppei
ompaay,
a corpora ion nraanise
unde- tbe laws of ibt
State of New York; ihe R s er G Id * Si-ve.
Mining Comp .nv, a worporati *n orgauia d
Oder the law* of the Hat of New York; hRosier consolidated
opv-er Com pan
a cor
ponMio organised <a> der th la*s of ihe
state ot New York; and the ape R eier Miu
ing Company, a coporatioo organ sod und
the laws ot the skate of Now York,
way cieim

or interest In the premiss#
hereinabove described adverse to the estate
af your petitioner.
Sixth: That an apprehension exists that
tome other persons claiming by. through or
under Alice u. Dyer, late of said BrooksviUt,
1 cessed may claim some right, title or iate est in the premises hereinabove described
adverse to the estate of your petitioner, and
that the names and reeidercts of said supposed claimants are unknown to your petitome

right, title

Seventh: That the aforesaid apprehensions. *a stated in paragraphs fifth and-ink
nf this peti1 ion. and each of them, creates
cloud ope n the title of your p» titloner to all
sate real estate and depreciate the market
va'ne of all said property.
Wherefore > our petitioner respectfully prays
that the said David Dyer and John Dyer the
Rosier Copper Company, the Ro«ier Gold A
Silver Mining Company, the Rosier Coutolirt «t«d
Copper Company, and the Cape Rosier
Mining Company, be each and all summ -ned
to show cause why they should not bring at.
action to try their title to the described p eoii«es; that any other person claiming au> right,
tine or interes In said premise- und-r said
Alice L. Dyer, deceased, as heir, devisee, assignee. or in any other way. ma\ he summoned to show cause why tbev shou d aot
bring an action to try their title to the described premise*.
Dated at Brooksville. Maine, thisAth dsy ef
Wm. Vitus.
Jsnuary. a 1. 1*11.
B. L. Fl arcana, Solicitor.
STATE OP MAINE.

January •, 1911.
Personally appeared the above named William Vague and made oath that the persons
describe in the sixth paragraph of this petition, except David Dy er and John Dyer, arc
unknown 10 your said petitioner, and that
the allegations contained in the foregoing petition are true. Before pie.
Case. H. Hoopik
Hancock

ss.

<L. 8.)

Notary

BTATE op MAINE.
Hancock ss.—Supreme Judicial Court.

Is
vacation. January J 1,1*11
Upon the torsg lng petition it ia ordered:
That ts-vice therein be made
upon David
Dver and John D>er, therein amed. by serving upon each of 'hem an attested copy of
this petition with this order thereon atUast
fourteen
days before the next term of this
court to be boldeu at Ellsworth, within and
for the county of Hancock, on the se.oud
vice be
Tuesday of April, p. d, ]*|i; (feat
in An e upon hfi other persons inter Astdd by
causing a copy of this petition with the order
thereon to be published three weeks succee*
iiyely in ih* Ellsworth American, a newspaper publish* at hi is worth, in the county of
Has o< k. aforesaid, the last publication t be
af least thirty d«ya before the next term of
ihif *6urt to be he den at Eilssvori h, as af resaid, that at! said defen dants, known aud uokn<>wu, may then aud there appear in our
■ >ld court »ad show cause, K.aiy they have,
why the prAjar ot said petitioner should not
(•e granted: a’*d
ip addition thereto it is
•urther order'd that rfeyvice therein be made
upon hr R. sief Co(ff+r Company, a corporatiou organized uuder toe lawk of the state of
New York, ih>-Rosie Gold m Silver Mining
Company, a corporation organised u&der the
law- o
t*>e state of Ne# York, the Rosier
ons didated copper Company, a corpo atios
organised under tne laws of the state of Ne»
Yoik.and the Cap* Ro-ier Mining Cott'P ny.
a
corporal! n ore nig d under the laws of ttxf
state of
New York, thetelo named, by depositing in the postoffice of the city oi Kill*
worth. Hancock county. Maine, an atie-ted
copy of this petition, with this order thereon,
at least thirty days bcore the next term of
this * ourt. to he u» Id at Ell«w rth within and
for the county of Hancock, on the second
Tuesday ol April, a. d. lull, contained in a securely dosed poet paid wrapper, dlrec ed te
•aid oefend**nt, R -sier copper company, car#
• •f B. G. Beau.
Secretary, isi Broadway. Nrw
York City Ro-ler Gold St *ilv, r Mining Com*
p»ny,e.reof H. G Beau. Secretary 141 Hroadwny. New York City, Hosier Consolidated
copper company, care of b. G. Bean. Trustee,
New York City, and Cap#
Rosier Mi- ln» Company care of B. G. B an,
T u-ce. HI Broadway, New Yo k City, tbst
-a d deiendauis may then and tnere *\
pear
lu i>ur «aid court and show c*use, it any tuey
f»ave, vrh\ the prayer of said petitioner sboalo
DOi be gran led.
Loco, ns a. Ksxav
Cnief Justice o' the Sup. J id. ourt
A true copy of tLe petiiiou and order of court
theisoo.
Attest;—John E. Bumkek.
Clerk S. J. Court.
■

U1

>

M»ncK ok

pimatt-LUhtKk.
T.
of Xew
mo tg*ge
and record in
>Uj | t.
hr Hancock conniy registry of cietd'* in
>ook 4<8. page 2/4 conveyed to one George dWarren, ol casline. Hancock co.my and
■Hate ol Maine, a certain tract or pa ce« f
and situated in aaid castlne an a descrtb «i se
follow s:
Beginning at the corner of Main and Court
nree.a; theu<e running n «rth eeteriy along
M «iu sit. io laud of he
teileo H. Wltherle;
h nee at nearly right analea northeas erty
nong iiU' oi land of ga d Withers to lan t f
W 11 lam 8. Payaon;
the ce at nearly iigb*
• n.les southeaster
of
y along liue of tan
i»iu H» i.b to Court St.; >hei.ee a >utf.ent*
rtv along Court 8t. to pla.e of oegmniug;
tnd
Whereas the said George M. Warren by hi*
is igmuent dated
May .8. a. d. iao7, an re-o de
in laucock county regiat-y of d eda.
in
hook 461, page 4gi. assigned and r* ••
e red said
ino.tgage deed and the debt
thereby secnrtd to the first National hauk
>t Kil*worth, a corporati on esaonshel by
aw. having its priucipa< piac
ol ousiu«ssin
b.1 sworih. Haucock county, Maine; aud
Whereas the said First N.tioi *1 bank of
Sllsaorth, by is deed dated Septeti er 4,
t- d I9u7 aud recorded in said Hancock coun*
ly registry ..f dee is. in nook 442. pageaiS. '»d
t«a gn and
couvey .be same to the Union
rrusi
onip.ny of £ swor h, a to porat on
sxiating ouuer the l«wa of Maiue and located
at said
Us«.>rth; aud
Whereas the condition of said mortgage has
'►een brokeu. now it»e<efore, bi reason O' tne
bre.chot said condition thereof, said Union
Trust
onip.ny ol tillswonh. now claims a
loreclosurc cl said mor gage
Dated at El sworih this twentieth day ef

Warren,
iiajmond
Y*ii k Cfty.
WHKRKAS
Y«»rk. by hi*
let<1 dated
d. 19J7.
New

>

Jannarv,

a..

nm.

Umio.s Tmost Company
By J .on A.
J. A. Peters, attorney.

or

Bllswohtb

Peters, Piesideat-

'PHE subscrihei hereby gives notice >u*t
A.
she has been duly appointed admiuis*

irstrix of the estate of
ALVaH G. DOER, late of BU'K8PORr.
in the county of Hancock, de eased. »»d
Ail P*r*
liven bonds as the law directs.
*•"
■our
the
demands
hating
agatust
tat.
of
desired
said deceased are
present the same for settlement, and all is*
iehUM thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
Coma E. Doss.
Rucks port. Jan. 4,1M1.

■ions.

DeL»ittre U attending Shaw’a boal-

Owing to tha blocked condition of the
roads, no services were held la either
cbnrch Sundry.

college, Bangor.
U visitM B. Homer, of Franklin,
M
daughter, Mra. 8. P. McFarland.

Mrs. Florenoe Springer, who has (mm
visiting in Springfield, Worcester sad
Boston, Maes., is home.

SAUSBUBY
j

,

visiting to dang tor, lbs. Beth Beam*

NEWS.

VOUNTY

OOVB.

was a gneat ol
Mra
White Wednesday at Hnll’i
Mra. Balph
Core.
of Bar Harbor, bai
Mra Alton Carter,
of Mra. Loon L. Smith durbean the gueet
week.
ing the
and wife are ependMelbourne Btnaldo
week in Elleworth, viaiting Henry
this
ing
wife.
Billinga and
who ia teaching
Miaa Sarah McFarland,
Bator0,, Touug’a diatrict school, apent
with her parent!.
gey and Sunday
Anael B. Higgine, who haa been emfor a few weeks
ployed at Oapt. Young’ahia home in Weal
Saturday to

returned

with sciatic rheumatism.
carries the mail.

Bden.
Miaa Alta Emery, who baa apent the
with her eieter, Mrs. H
past three month!
Fremont Maddocka, in Ellsworth, arrived

Wednesday.

_

Miaa Mildred Emery entertained the
sewing circle Thursday afternoon. Delirious refreshments were served, and a
delightful afternoon was enjoyed. Miaa
Uszie Fogg will entertain the circle Feb. 2.

Bay

Ralph Robbies has returned from Bangor with a pair of sorrel colts which are
the envy of the horsemen in town and
promise

to

be

great addition to
his livery business at Bar Harbor tbe com
ing season.
Jan. 30.
Spec.
a

BLUfiUILL.

Lyman Stover has

returned

from Aroos-

took

county, where he has been employed.
A. C. Hinckley was called to Boston last
wee* by the death of bis sister, Mrs. Ruby
A. H. Foster, on Jan. 25.
Ira T. Grindle and daughter Elizabeth
have returned home, after several weeks
m Portland and in Lowell, Mass.
All members of
are

will

tbe Bluebill fire

requested to

Feo. 7.

come

as

meet

eugine-

at the

of importance

matters

before tbe

com-

meeting.

The semina y basket-ball t.am, of Bucksport. met the local academy team in Kane
hall on Jan. 27 in a fast and exciting game.
The visitors won by the score of 24-10.
Jan. 30.
H.
BLUKHILL REUNION.
A reunion oi foi mer residents of Blue-

hill,

now

s

former

r^s

ms

and

ball, 177 HuntingSaturday evening,

is extended to all
their families.

week,
win-

York.
H.

Norman Smith is in the

cooking

at

I

Clark & Goodwin are doing a thriving
buBineas manufacturing hoops.
£’ E. Coombs has
purchased a horse and
will haul stavewood to the mill.
i*

the mill

began

sawing spool

Sperry.
Jan. 30.

H.
NORTH ORLAND.

Miss Marion Qibbs closed her school
n district No. 16 Friday.

Mrs.

Friday

Helen Farr went to Brownville
with Mr. Farr a few days.

to be

all

_

Jan. 30.

Y. Z.

_X.

Mrs. Zulma S. Clark spent Sunday with
daughter, Mrs. L. W. Rumill.

MANSET.

Lyle D. Newman

her

gone to Boston.
Mrs. Thomas Fernald and Mrs. Charles
Torrey are ill of grip.
Frank

Radley,

has

of Bar

Harbor,

is

visiting

sister, Mrs. Emily Staples.
Mrs. Ethel Newman and son Lawrence
are visiting her sisters, Mrs. Mamie Heal
and Mrs. Frances Ualderwood, in Lincoln
Center.
his

Newman left last week for medical
He had a cataract removed
treatment.
from one of his eyes, and also was treated
for deafness.
A. B. C.
Jan. 30.
S. W.

_

DEDHAM.

week. A
Steam is tba

last

bars.

motive power.
The soow that came Saturday will set
the wheels of
industry in motion. 8. 8.
Scsmmon has eight horses from Bar Harbor. These, in connection with his own
snd local
teams, will fee kept busy for
■ome time
moving the thousand cords
that he bat yarded.
Jan. 31.
Ch’K'KB.

and waa celebrated with due merriment.
About twenty-live wart present, including
old and young. Bairaahmanta wars ear Ted.
A delightful evening waa paaaad with the
genial hoat and hoateaa.
D.
Jan. 30.

Maine
Central

J. P. Black is out again, after
illness.
A

son

was

a

Murphy and Eugene Gordins
goiog scalloping with W. H. Lunt.

Joshua
are

The mask ball on Jan. 24 was well attended, and the maskers were a source of
fun for all.
The W T. I. society will meet with Mrs.
It is hoped all
John Pomroy Feb. 3.
members will be present.

BLUEHILL FALLS.
Alex Briggs is ill.
Boas Kane is driving the night stage.
Mrs. Nellie Herrick spent Tuesday with
friends here.
Mrs. Angie Candage is with Mrs. Veasie
for a short stay.
Miss Grace Candage returned to Ellsworth Wednesday, called back by the
death of L. D. Foster.
Jan. 30.
Cuumbs.
FRANKLIN ROAD.

NORTH LAMOINE.

Black, at Bangor last week.
Jan. 30.

b.

NORTH HANCOCK.
Miss Harriot Marshall, of Bor Harbor,
recently visited relatives here.
Mrs. Julia Reed aod son Bert were re*
cent guests ot Mrs. W. H. Grass.

Uoogins will leave to-day for
New York to join the schooner Bailie C.
Joy, of Boston, and bis sister,
Mrs. Flora Joy Austin, of Millord, Mass.,
Clarence

were

recent

Jan. 30.

gueBts ol Ineuds here.
ANON.
LAMOlN E.

Miss Flora Stratton, who
teaching iu Jefferson, is home.

bas

been

Jobu H. Hodgkins, who has been employed in Bar Harbor, is at home lor a lew
weeks,

r.

BAB HAB....W.
Sorrento..
SulliTan..
Mt DesertFerry
Waakeag 8 Fy.
Hancock..
Franklin Road
Wuh’gt’n Jane...
ELLS WORTH
Ellsworth Falla
Nicolin.
Green Lake.
Phillips Lake...
Holden.
Brewer Jane—
BANGOR.... ar

after

a

long

Children
Sickly
Letters from Mothers

“I wish I could induce
every

mother, who has a delicate, sickly
child,to try your delicious Cod Liver

and Iron Tonic VINOL. It restored our little daughter to health
and strength after everything else
had failed.”—Mrs. C. W. Stump,
Canton, Ohio.
Mrs. F. P. Skonnard, of Minneapolis, Minn., writes, “I want to
recommend VINOL to every mother who has a weak or
sickly child.
My little boy was sickly, pale, and
had no appetite for two years. I
tried different medicines and doctors without benefit, but thanks to
VINOL, he is a well and healthy

boy to-day.”

C. Allen, of New

Bedford, Mass.,
writes,“Mytwo punychildrengained
in
flesh
and
rapidly
strength in a very
short time after taking VINOL.”
We positively know VINOL will
build up little

11
11
°I1
°11
°11
°11
°11
12
12

...

00
06
10

22
80
37
48
00

Ofi

10
17
20
28
87
11 44
11 40
*12 02
12 11
*12 18
12 26
12 44
12 60

r

ill

SEDGWICK.
Mrs. Betsey Stanley, who has been ill, is
belter.

Miss Annie Means has returned from
weeks’ visit in Friendship.
The week of prayer will be observed
here next week, conducted by the pastor,
Kev. E. Sanderson.
several

of this village

making preparations for
given soon.

a

are

mask ball to be

The Gertrude Arden Comedy Co. will
give an entertainment at Riverside hail
throughout the week, beginning Tuesday.
Jan.

and make them
healthy, strong and robust. Try
one bottle, and if
you are not satisfied, we will return your money.
GEO. A. FAKCUKK,

U..IJUUMT,

Vllaworth, M«.

p M

A M

10 00

8 00

a m
1 20
A M

e oo
6 07
16 28
16 86
6 44
*6 68
7 06
7 18
7 26
17 88
17 41
7 44
7 60
8 20
8 46
9 20
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Ellsworth Falls.
ELLSWORTH
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SulliTan.
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8 00
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8 24
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A
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10 66
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11 10
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11 87
11 46
11 66
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12 16
12 18
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Ellsworth to Falls and Fails to

Ellsworth.
F. E.
General

BOOTHBY,
Passenger Agent.

MORRIS MCDONALD,
Vice President M General
Portland, Me.

Manager

Eastern SteamsMn Coup;
Reduced Winter Fare.
Bar B arbor and Boeton $3.00.

Steamer Booth bay leaves Bar Harbor 10 00
a m, Monday and Thursday for Seal Harbor,
Northeast Harbor, Hansel, Southwest Harbor,
Stontngton, North Hav**n and Bookland, connecting with steamer for Boston.
Steamer Catherine leaves Bluehlll ft-00 a m,
and Thursday for South Bluehlll,
Deer Isle, Sargentvllle,
•, Sedgwick,
South BrookhVtlle, Dark Harbor and Bookland,
connecting with steamer for Boston.

Monday
Kroolll

RETURNING
Turbine Steel
Leave Boston
Rockland.

Steamship Belfast.

5pm Tuesday and Friday for

Leave Rockland 5.15

a

m,

arrival

or on

ot

steamer from Boston, Wednesday and Saturday, for Bar Harbor, Blueblll and Intermediate
landings.

Overtaxed

A. M.

Smith, Agent, Bar Harbor.
Hkkbigk. Agent, Bluehlll.

SttfcmuKmms.

The kidneys are overtaxed;
Have too maeh to do.

follow.

ease

An
to

Ellsworth citiaen tells here the way

keep

the

kidneys

well

Arthur L. Frazier, Hancock St., Ellsworth, Me., says: “Since publicly recommending Doan’s Kidney Pills in 1906, 1
have had no occasion to use another kidney remedy. Time has proven the wonderful benefit 1 derived from Doan's Kidney Pille to be lasting. In all other instances where Doan’s Kidney Pills have
been used on my recommendation, relief
has followed. I suffered a great deal from
backache, and after a hard day’s work I
could not sit in a chair for any length of
time. The use of the first box of Doan’s
Kidney Pills, procured from Moore’s Drug
Store, gave me relief, and I continued taking the remedy until all symptoms of my

ffllivoni Loan

Mrs.

Woodworth,

of

Mrs.

la

Florence Moore aud children are
her sister, Mrs. Tilden Bowden,

visiting visiting

Bar Harbor,

is

An sttack of the
grip is otteu followed
y * persistent
cough, which to many
proves a great annoyance. Chamberlain’s
i-ough Remedy has been extensively used
•“d with
good success for the relief and
°hre of this
cough. Mauy cases have been
eured after all other remedies
had failed,
■old by ail dealers.

at Bar Harbor.
Jan. 30.

MAT.

While it is often impossible to prevent
accident, it is never impossible to be
prepared it is not beyond anyone's purse.
Invest a> cents in a bottle ol Chamberlain's Liniment aud you are prepared for
Bold
sprains, bruises aud like injuries.
an

by all dealers.

BmldiotM.

per

ment.

Locates Lameness
Simply bathe the llmbe

with Tattle's

Elixir;

I

deceased.
JEROMB H. KMOWLBB, Judge of said Oeart.
A true copy of the original order.
Attest:—T. F. Manonnv. Register.
NOnOR OF FOBKCLOflUBt.

YITHBREAS Lena B. Foren, of the town
and connty of Haneook. Btate of
Tf
Maine, bv her mortal ge deed dated the dfth

Jtaneuesa,enht

eboeboUSj

Tuttle’s Elixi

It is the best horse Insurance possible. A sure cure for
lollc and ail common ailments that handicap and do*
srease the value of your horse.

Bast Lag and Body Wash,
_i by adding water tbe lotion can be made Just
the desired strength for the true condition of your own
horse. I n use In oxer 100 000 stables.
Your dealer sells Tuttle's Elixir. If not. send u hie
■ame and to cents in stamps and we will send a large
bottle prepaid, together with
KapeVeterinary Bmp—-Imapjt
rience.” a book of valuable information to every
horse owner. Write for that to-day, anyway, enclosing
sc. sump for postage.
--

wheu you can borrow on your
shares, give a Ural mortgage and
reduc* it every mouth? Monthly
payments Mid interest together
will amount to but httlr more
than you are now pay mg (or
reut. and in about ten years you
will

OWN

YOUR OWN
For

HOME*

particulars inquire ot

O. W Ta» lby. Hec’y.
First Nat’l Bank Bldg.
W. Kino. President.

COMMISSIONKK8' NATICK.
Hancock bb.:—Ellsworth, Maine, Jbb. V, ft. d.
1911.
the andersigned, hating been duly
Appointed by the Honorable >Jero4e
H. Knowles, Judge of probate withia.and ler
■ftId coanty, commissioners to receive and decide upon the claims of the crediiOiS ef
8ftmoel J. Morrison, late of Ellsworth, in Cftld
county, deceased, whose estate has been
reprecented insolvent, hereby rive pahlio notice agreeably to the order of the
■aid Judge of probate, that six months from
and alter Tuesday. Jan. 8. lull, have been
allowed to mid creditors to present and prove
their claims, and that we will attend to the
duty ■“Signed as at the office of Peters A
Knowlton, on Thursday, Feb. 9, a. d. 1911*
and on Monday. July 8. a. d. 1811, at twe of
the clock in the af ernoon of each ef eafd
Jour F. Knowlton,
F. Uaiioll Bvaaiix,
Com m i salon ere.

WE,

COMMISSION BUS’ NOTICK.
Hancock ss.:—Ellsworth, Maine, Jan. 88, a. 4.
1911.
the undersigned, having been duly
appointed by the Honorable Jerome
H Knowles, Judge of probate within and for
mid county, commissioners to receive and decide upon the claims of the creditors of the
partnership estate of Morrison, Joy A Co.* of
Ellsworth, in said county, whose estate bee
bee
represented insolvent,
hereby give
public notice agree <biy to the order of the
said Judge oi piobate, that six months from
and alter Tuesday, Jan. 8, 1911, have been
allowed to said creditors to present and prove
their claims, and that we will attend to the
doty as'lgned us at the office of Peters A
Know lion, on Thursday. Feb. 9, a. d. 1911, and
on Monday, Ju.y 8, a. d. 1911, at two of the
clock in the afternoon of each of said days.
John F. Knowlton,
F. CABBOLL bUKRILk.
Commissioners.

WE,

subscribers. Thomas Learning, of
Philadelphia In the state of Pennsylvania. and John Fry, of Bar Harbor. Eden, in
the county of Hancock, State of Maine, hereby
give notice that they have been daly appointed executors of the last will and testament of
CHABLE8 FBT, late of EDEN,
in mid county of Hancock, In State of Maiae,
deceased, no bonds being required by the
terms of said will.
The said Thomas Learning. not being a resident of the State of
Maine, haa appointed Hannibal E. bam I la,
of Ellsworth, in said county of Hancock, ie
State of Majote, as hi agent and attorney for
tbe purpose/, .specified
in section 49 chapter 68 of the revised statutes of Maine. All
persons having demands against the * state of
said deceased are desired to present the same
for settlement, and all indebted thereto are
reqneated to make payment immediately.
Thomas Luamimo.
John Fat.
Dated January 8. a. d. mi.

THE

’na suoscrirer,
rtui c. reaooay, oi dov1 (on, in the county of Suffolk. Commonwealtr. oi M •ssacbusetis, berebv gives notice
that be h»s oten duly appointed eiecnior of
the last will and testament of
FRANCIS H. PEABODY, late of said BOS-

TON,

th'-n

horse is lame. Where there is no lameness, the
will dr/ out like water.
The leost Blgn of spavin,
thrash,
swelliags or colic, founder or distemper e_
be ** nipped In the bud." Do not let another day pass
without getting a bottle of

..
**

TUTTLE'S EUXIK CO., no B«nriy Ot, Bttton, Man.

deceased, and given bond as the law directs.
The said Frank E. Peab< dy, not being a resident of tbe oiate of Maine, has appointed
Hannibal E. Hamlin, o<
Ellsworth, in the
county of Hancock, in said »taie of Maine, as
his agent and attorney for the purposes
specib< d in section 43, chapter 66 of the
r* vised statues of Maine.
AH person having
demands against ti e estate of said deceased
arede-ired t< present the aau e for settlement,
and all indebted thereto are requested to
make payment immediately.
Frank E. Pbabody.
January 25, a. d. 1911.
rPUK subscriber nereny gives notice that
be has been duly appointed adminisX
trator of tbe estate of
EBEN M. H AMOR, late of EDEN,
in tbe county of Hancock, deceased, and
All pergiven bonds ae tbe law directs
sons bavins
demands against the estate
of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to maue payment immediatelv.
Faso A. Uonya.
Bar Harbor, Jan. 12. 1911.

rPHK subscriber hereby gives notice that
be has neen duly appointed adminisX
tbe estate of
CHARLBB M. WITH AM, late of ELLS-

trator ot

WORTH,
tbe county of Hancock deceased, and
given bonds as tne law directs. AIJ persuus
demands
having
against tbe estate of said deceased are desired to
present
in

tbe same for settlement, aud all indebted
thereto are requested to make pa\ met t immediately.
Albert L. Wituam.
Jan. 17, 1911.

fttomiftcnoutN

T8K
TEAAll Teat
All

goodTea.'

Packed in air and
dust

proof cartons.

The goodness kept

in the badness out.

If you are not acquainted with its

Thursday a pleasant evening was spent
by irLnds and neighbors at the home of WHY PAY RENT
Hackuchtt, Kli* um t am, nW|»I aan**aa
Result from disordered kidneys.
Foley
Kidut-y Pills have helped others; they will
help you. Mrs. J. b. Miller, Syracuse, N. Y.,
says: "tor a long time 1 suffered with kiduey trouble aud rheumatism. 1 had severe
backaches aud felt ailplayed out. After taking two bottles of Foley Kiduey Pills my
backache is gone aud wuere j used to lie
awake with rheumatic pains I uow aleep in
comfort. Foley Kidney Piila did wonderful
thiugsfor me/' Try them now. G. A. Pam-

Robert Gerry, late of Rile worth, in said
county, deceased. Resignation of Cberlee W.
Gerry and H. Fremont Mnddoeks. administrators,Hied. Petition that Robert Gerry er Ira
B Hagan, jr., or tone other suitable person be
appointed administrator, dt bonU non, died
by Amanda Gerry, widow, Abbia Gerry, a
daughter, and Charles W. Gerry, a eonef said

P M

_

sttack of tonailitis.

probate.

~

E. L.

Lawrence Manchester and wife, of
EGYPT.
Edward Urann is catting palp wood on Northea>t Haroor, were guests of H. L30._H. trouble had disappeared.”
For sale by ail dealers. Price 60 cents.
Hie Uuy Multan lot.
Cooiiuge and wite Sunday.
WEST BROOK UN.
K*
Foster-Mil burn Go., Buffalo, New York,
Jan. 3d.
&pt. E. E. Scammon and sons are catRev. Mr. Stnderson, of Sedgwick, held sole agents for the United States.
no* pulp wood on the West 1st.
BIRCH HARBOR.
a series of meetings here last week.
Remember the name—Doan’s—and take
Bolden 8. Smith and George JUnsoott are
Frank Wooster, ol Bir Harbor, was a
Joan Reddy, who has been visiting at no other.
deployed st Jordan A Coombs’ mill.
week-eud guest ol friends here.
South Biuehill and vicinity, is home.
Mrs. p. u. Stratton, who has been visMrs. Rodney Young, ol Corea, visited
tiantung.
Rufus
and George Carter are at
Slog her mother, Mrs. Julia Q. Hutchins, her sister, Mrs. B. F. Cowperthwaite, last North Bridges
Sedgwick smelting on the salt
tsturned home Saturday.
week.
pond.
George M. Moon, who has a crew at
B.
Mrs. Charles Vansaw, of Prospect HarJan. 30.
>ork
cutting wood on the Kittridge tract, bor, who has oeeu visiting here, has reis what your money will earn If
■*
NORTH BLUE HILL.
landing it on Capt. B. Multan’s landing. turned home.
Invested in shares of the
Jan. 30.
Miss
C.
Ethel
of
is
M.
30.
Jan.
Sanborn,
Brooksvllle,
visiting at N. Bowden's.
aoo
EAST FRANKLIN.
TRENTON.
Mrs. Ora Getchell, accompanied by Mrs.
John Patten and Wilfred Gordon are ill.
A
NEW
MKRIE8
his
C. A. Conary, was taken to the Eastern
Hervy Romer, of Oakland, visited
§1 each. monthly pay
Miss Daisy Gordon is recovering from
Maine general hospital Friday for treat* Is now open. Share*,
mother, Mrs. Joanna Romer, last week.
share,
•»
menu, S1

Myrtle Scammons
frit1*!*
mends in Southwest Harbor.

amount of collateral inherltanoe tax a pen
said estate be determined by tbs judge of

4 60
880

illness.

“Old Maids’ Convention” to be
given in the grange hall the last of February.
Jan. 30.
M.

John P. Hopkineon, late of Oenbridge,
Petition fled n
Massacbuse ta, deceased.
Mary B. Hopkineon, executrix of Ike lent win
anti tests merit of said deesassd, that the

P M

Portland
4 60
A 40 12 60
Boston
8 00
0 06
A 16
BANGOR TO BAB HARBOR.

con-

for the

ladies

5 20 9 80
A 27 808
A 80 10 08
88 10 14
10 46
A AS 10 62
6 68 10 67
6 14 11 10
6 24 11 18
*6 82 11 26
6 40 11 84
6
11 68
7 06 11 60

11
11
11
111

ones

They tell about it in many aches and
pains—
Miss Marion Gibbs has returned home
Backache, sideacne, headache.
after teaching a successful school at North
Orland.
Early symptoms of kidney ills.
The ladies of East Orland are rehearsing
Urinary troubles, diabetes, Bright’s dis-

The young

4 20
4

What To Do

Know What It Means.

Charles E.

Marvel.

Ii Effect Dec. 6, 1910.
BAB HARBOR TO BANOOB.

day of April. 1998, end recorded In the Hancoek
county. Maine, registry of deads, hook 4M,
Capt. Harvey Bragdon has his tugboat
page 686, conveyed to mo. the undersigned, a
hauled ap, and it home for a while.
certain lot or parcol of land, with tho du tidings thereon. situated in said town of HanJan. 30.
Y.
cock, bounded and described as follows:
Beginning at a slake on the Bash reed, so
cailtd; thence running east Ive rode; theaee
1 10
Torturing ecsema spreads its burning area
south four rods; thence we*t five rods: theaee
Doan’s
Ointment
every day.
quickly stops
north to the place of berinning. con tain in g
•
Commencing Dec. 6 a steamer will leaye
its spreading, instantly relieves the itching,
of an acre, more or lose, being the same proBar Harbor at 6 Ao a m. arrWing at Mt. Desert
perty described In deed of Jas. H. McFarland
cures it permanently. At any drug store.—
at
7.80
a
Ferry
m, Sundays excepted.
to Annie M. Dodge, recorded in Hancock
Arlttt.
Trains leaving Ellsworth at 7.18 a m and 4.28 county registry of deeds, beok 191, page 474.
p m, and arriving at Ellsworth 11.06 a m, 10.62 Also the well on or near the above described
p. m. oonnect with Washington Go. By.
premises, being all and the same premises
atmrrtiwmmta.
conveyed to said Lena B. Foren by Sherman
1 Stops on signal to conductor.
J. McFarland, guard, of James I, Dodge.
°
to
leave
from
Stops only
passengers
points
And whereas the condition of said marton Washington County Railroad.
gage has oeen broken, now. therefor#, by reaThese trains connect at Bangor with th rough son of the breach of the condition thereof, I
trains on Main Line, to andI from
f
Portland, claim a foreclosure of said mortgage, and
Boston and St John.
give this notice for that purpose.
—for—
Yiotob R. fin nr*.
lly requestly so proPassengers are earnestl;
Hortheast Harbor. Maine, January 94.1911.
cure tickets before ente ring the trains, and

EAST ORLAND.

sumption,

for the MMlTOf Htwil, w the <
toent* day of January, boieg mm adji
session of tbs Jaaurj.a. d. liU Uro of 4
•owi
rpHB following Milan Moving boon f
1 Mated for the notion tboronpon Mori
after indicated, it lo hereby ordered the! notice thereof be given to ell persona Intereettd
by cnneing e copy of thin order to be wb
listaed three weeks nneeeeeively in the Hiloworth American, e newspaper enbnshed at
■Haworth, in said cosnty, that they nay appear at a probate court to be held at lp>
worth, in said oonnty, on the seventh dhn
of February, a. d. 1911, at ten of the clean
in lb< forenoon, and be heard thereon if thoy

Railroad

-.

Hundreds of Ellsworth Readers

On account of the bad storm, no meeting was held at the grange hall Jan. 28.

B.

M.

_

The latest report of Millie Reed, of Duck
island, is that she is improving, a.) also
is her mother, Mrs. N. A. Reed, who has
been ill.
Thelma.
Jan. 30.

Mrs. Walter Gross died Jan. 27, of

born to Mr. and Mrs. Harry

!

...

George Colson, who has been scalloping
with Capt. W. H. Lunt, has decided he can
make more money cutting wood or fishing.

week’s

Giles Jan. 27.

Vo All

_

Mrs. F. A. Black is ill.

Camp

Cline for 8. 8. Scammon.
Ifviu Springer baa gone to Portland to
learn to drive an automobile.

8awing at

S.

E. A. Thompson, who has long been in
Thomas Mason and wife and Miss Berfailing health, is much worse.
woods for 8. 8.
Mrs. U. W. Brewster, with her little nice Mason are spending the winter in
daughter Alice, visited her sister, Mrs. W. Riverside, Cal.

There have been six deaths iu Franklin

during January.
George Coombs is

Mrs. C. T. Hooper and Mrs. M. B. Jordan, of Winter Harbor, were guests Wednesday of Mrs. C. L. Bunker and MrB. E.

He has employment there.
present.
Rogers & Ingalls are sawing shingles at
Miss Frances Murphy is spending a tew
days with friends in Castine, after which their mill now, having pat machinery in
for that purpose this winter.
she will go to Attleboro, Mass., for severe
weeks.
Mrs. Caroline White, who has been ill
L. W. Kumill, of West Tremont, has since last July, is now helpless. As she is
been selected by the scallop fishermen of eighty-sir years of age, little hope of her
this vicinity to represent their interests recovery is entertained.
B.
Jan. 30.
before the committee in regard to the
proposed scallop law.
WEST TREMONT.

enjoyed by

W.JS1' FKANKUN.

8cammon.

George Jacobs and family have returned
from Brewer, where they have been visiting Mrs. Jacobs’ parents.

in

a course

Henry Kelly and Chester Sawyer gave a
party Saturday evening, which was much

ing in Boston and vicinity,

will be held at Bewail
ton avenue Bo ion, on
Feb. 11, at 8 o’clock.
A cordial i ivLaiion

York.

Marjorie.

E. S. Hamilton, who has been visiting relatives here, has returned to her
home in Prospect Harbor.
Mrs.

A. J. Saunders bought a flock of sheep
of Charles Clark, of Dead Brook, last week.
stenography.
Herbert White and Lorenzo Blaisdell
Mrs. M. Chandler Murphy has gone to
Vermont and New Hampshire for an ex- each took a two-horse load of cabbages to
Brewer Tuesday.
tended visit.

Mrs. Tens Strout, who entered tbe Maine
general hospital for treatment on bei
throat, is very ill at tbe borne of ber sistei
in Stand isb.

house

Ida Bennls left Saturday for New
and Mrs. Bennis leave this
and will spend the remainder of the
ter with their son Frederick in New
Jan. 30.

Cipt.

to take

tbe winter.

pany

The library sociables are proving a success financially and socially.
The next
will be held at the hall Wednesday evening at 7.30.

BASS HARBOR.

grange is

drama to be

which

The winter term of school has been extended a week longer, making an elevenweeks term.

the steamer

Miss Helen Watson has gone to Boston

arranging for ■
presented sometime during

View

house-warming

Mrs. Jesse Mitchell la a guest of her sisMrs. Francis Young, in New York.

B.

Jan. 28.

the woods.

Fred Hamilton haa moved his family to
Grindstone Neck, while he is employed on

a

ter,

I

Mra. Susie Ssrgent is visiting her aiater,
Mrs. Joseph Sargent, in West Goulds boro.

to go in

given

ftailMaBi ant) Suamsaai,

Jan. 30.

Helen M. Smith is in Bar Harbor.
was

IndS. Hinokley sod wito. It waa tba
anniversary of Mr. Hinckley's birthday,

George P. Clark, accompanied by Mrs. Boston.It..
nished the refreshments.
Clark, returned to his home in Net/ton,
Portland......It..
Jan. 30.
Xenophon.
Mass., last Thursday. Ms
MM
Marshall and wife, of Bar Har- BANGOR.It..
Harvey
SOUTH GOULDBBORO.
Brewer Jane.
bor, were the week-end guests of his Holden.
E. D. Bunker waa in Bar Harbor a day
Phillips Lake....
Mrs. Martha Marshall.
mother,
Green Lake.
last week.

Orren York

Saturday evening.

Unwood C. Gray, of the U. S. H. Hancock, Stationed in Brooklyn, N. Y., ii
viaiting his mother, Mra. G. H. Hemor :
A pleasant surprise party was given Mr. |
Hemor Monday evening at hia home el
the “Ovens”. Games and mueic were enjoyed. Kefreehmenta were carved by
Mre. Hemor. Mr. Gray has just completed a six months’ course in anelectrical
•ohool in New York, and will be aeaigned
Lin- j
to e ship on hie return to that city,
i
wood's many friends here and at Bar Harsuccess.

Little Clarence Hat* tell on to a (tors
and burned both handa quite badly Satur-

George Hanna and Joe McDonald left
Sunday for Qouldsboro with their teams

SULLIVAN HAKBOU.

Harbor.

bor wish him

A. B. Foss

Miss Jane Brownell, ot Bryn Mawr, Pa.,
with Miss Morgan, who is with Mrs. L. A.
visited
Emery, in Ellsworth,
Miss
Brownell’s cottage at the Penney shore
last week.
Jan. 30.
E.

Her. Clarence Emery, pastor In Charlesshort visit to his old home
ton, made a
Mr. Emery came to atbare Wedneeday.
tend the funeral of Miaa Sawyer at Southwest

NORTH BKOOKUM.

day.
George Herrick la quite ill at the home
Thursday evening Mrs. Traman Blais- ot hia aiater, Mra. W. Q. Bond, In Reran,
dell pleasantly entertained a tew guests in Maaa.
honor of her husband’s birthday.
Joseph Qrindle, who haa been riaUlng
relatives at North Sedgwick, is back in hia
Jan. 30.
B.
little cottage on the shore.
HANCOCK POINT.
Arthur Sargent ft Son hare the new
Colby Chester has returned to hie school gasolene yacht lor Willem Willeke well
in Exeter, N. H.
under construction.
She will be named
Charles Chester has returned to his Vito, and will be a beautiful pleasure boat.
work in Panama.
The surprise party given Mrs. Diantha
Mrs. C. A. Penney has returned home Sibley and Adalbert Seavey Tuesday evenfrom a visit in Bangor.
ing was a decided success^ It was
Mra.
William Qallison, who is employed in chaperoned by Mra. Luey Hale.
Annie Coombs, Misses Ada Giles and
Bangor, spent Sunday with his tamily.
Flora Giles and Mrs. Florence Flye furS. J. Johnston is confined to the house

Jm, teeter McFarland

borne
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is a social function
that demands the
best of tea to make
its success abso-

lutely certain.
UM
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ICY SIDEWALKS.

JCOHTHEAOT HARBOR.
Mil bride* ,or

•

is

Am p« to fct* homo

Raj L. Porter

brief stay.

George PenoeSlv west to Bancor
dey is aeareh of employment

Satormay foe

T.'

ternel liniment application on the
mark*
It ie exceptionally good (or

bumM

bruieee, accidents end injurtee. it i,
good for the mure eerioue ailment
rheumatism, neuralgia, gout, sciatica. 1«I
bogo, Wot peine endI stiffness, bound
clee. cW colds end every other
ailawi,
where a liniment ie indicated.
I Si
UNI M ENT doee the trick to
faction, and you can keep a eapplj henfc
with credit to yoor economy instincts Iw
<«oae it only ooeta a quarter.
Ark year
oe

last week.
P. P. Hill is home from New Hampshire,
where be has been for his health the past

Looking

Miss Lydia SL Boynton haa returned to
home in Kingman, barinc visited

fnende here.

Boy Seonta of America
organized st the Neighborhood boose
Pridaj evening. About ten boys are
A local branch of

hat

home with nine books

on

Jan. 31.

classical

Northeast Harbor basket-ball team in
fust game Friday night. Score SB to 19.
A

large

well-pleased

and

a

The W*goa Train That Was
Lost ta the Mountains
•r «. CUTTEMfcH LTTLE

Tcaia ago. *bo there were do railaanda between the Alias Or and Paetdc oceans, a wagon train was kax la
the Berra Nevada moor.tains. It was
laat eeen by acme Indian banters.
Bearriing parties west oct to find it
wttbowt aocteaa At last it was given
ap aad torpot ten.
The leader of the party was Edward
■arte. He was a widower with a little

daughter. Elisabeth, whom he had left
ta the eaac In cane of hla sister. Elizabeth was ive yean oU wbec her father was last beard from, bat she too*

deep Interest in the story of his disappearance What to cider people was

a

mystery was to her a child's story
these she reed in her fairy
books. It did not occur to her that
there was anything more wonderful in
the disappearance of a wagon train

a

simitar to

consisting of half a dozen teams and
ten or twelve people than in changing
a man into a frog. In ocher wonts,
she did not realize that the one ready
happened and the other was Impossible.
grew beyond tie
age to be impressed by tie imagination
this story of tbe kwt wagon train began to grow upon her. Had it not been
fires to ber by those in whom sbe bad
confidence abe would not bare belie ved it. A man might disappear to return many years after witb an explanation. But bow could wagons, horses
and men all go out like a candle?
Elizabeth waa tbe only person who
fancied that ber father would some
day come back. Her eiders did nor oppose ber In this, though they did not
pretend to agree with ber. But as time
wore oo abe realized that tbe case of
tbe wagon train ber father conducted
waa like that of a ship going down under some marine catastrophe, carrying
with H erery living person. There
came a hope that ber father bad left
some massage for ber whic h she would
some day receive.
She waa told that
he had had some property, but be
skate knew where it was located. No
will bad ever been found nor any
ocher papers to throw light upon his
affairs. But this was not strange since
he had all bis effects witb him.
By the time Elizabeth bad become
eighteen this question of her father's
disappearance bad grown upon ber to
stab ao extent that it became a sort of
monomania.
Possibly this resulted
from trying to solve an insoluble quesShe
was
tion.
continually asking herself bow sorb a thing muid happen.
One of ber suppositions was that tbe
train had tw'en carried sway by a
Cloadbuzste. AisShrr waa that it had
as

K.izabeth

tain seemed to bare been scooped out.
It occurred to him that a large mass
af earth far above had slid down »rwt
formed the dam on wbi< a be stood.
Might Dot the I oat wagon train hare
been buried under this landslide?
The more he studied the configurations about him tbe more he was convinced that some cause, either s ciap
of thunder, a soowstide or an earthquake. bad loosened the mountain side
and thrown it down and across tbe
road. Then by riding back and forth
he traced the old road, noting its junction with a later tar both above and
below tbe dam.
While he was satisfied that this avalanche of earth might
hare buried the lust train, he had no

Maine

belonged.
tcrek*

be exclaimed.

"Top mys-

tery of I be tost wajron train Is solved:"
He worked all day unearthing the
metal parts of harness, gun barrels,
bones of bnman being* and horse*. At
last be Ktnx-k tbe wheel of a wagon.
Then be went away to announce bis
Bod.
Tbe news that tbe k*t wagon train
bad been fraud spread. Merry west her
hired half a dozen men to excavate,
bnt ao great was the interest among
tbe people that many of them dug
on their own aoeonnt. some doubtless
hoping to find articles of value. It
was appareu' that tbe train bad been
turned suddenly and beaded down tbe
Some of tbe wagons bad
canyon.
not been completely reversed before
they were buried.
Among tbe articles recovered was
an Iron box. Meny weather took pc*aesslon of tt. opened it and found that
It belonged to Edward Earle. It contained several hundred dollars la
gold and a number of papers.
Some *of tbe papers were deeds to
property In tbe region to which tbe
caravan was going—a region
where
gold bad then been recently discov! ered.
Merry weather, after tbe

tf-

belonging to Cbpt. J. H. Entail
ill Saturday aa Capt. Ho anil
waa driving at Uenter.
The animal ww
taken to the liable of Mr. Stanley, ant
Dr. Cleave*, veterinary, of Bar Lertur,
A boras

audience wit-

waa

presentation of the three-act
comedy, “Closer Farm,” by the Neigbor-

Thursday

even-

IT6 THE TEXAS COMPANY
the earth from the old road, a
part of which was now covered with
But be coaid tell Elizabeth of
water.
hie Rod end assure her of his belief
that the wagon train had been buried
■Oder the landslide.
Be argued that If those connected
with the train had seen the mountain
tide coming they would run to get out
of its way.
If they were nearer the
tipper side of it they would -run forward: If nearer the lower side they
would run backward. The upper side
now being a lake, it could not be examinedMerryweatber rode down to
where the old road, striking the dam,
was defferred, to climb It by a gradual
incline.
Dismounting, he tied bis
horse to a sapling and began to look
about him.
He searched a good while, bending
down dose to the earth that be might
the better see anything unusual Bis
search was fruitless.
Mounting, be
rode to the nearest boose to remain
an night and In the morning bring
something to dig with. That night It
rained and the next day and the next
till it seemed that an ocean was being
Then it cleared, and
precipitated.
Merry-weather, taking a pick and a
shore! went back to continue his hunt.
Be found that the rain bad washed
away portions of the dam. and its side
was covered with little gullies, some cf
them quite deep. He examined a number of these gullies, but found uothiag.
At the point where the road made the
turn to awend the dam be put in his
pH. Presently Its point struck something that give out the ring of metaL
Inserting the pick again, he threw oat
a horseshoe.
Though elated with his find, be did
not consider It by any means Important. but It stimulated him to dig on
A root or something harder than the
earth under where the horseshoe had
been found next attracted his attention. He dug around it and exposed a
horse's boot and In a few more strokes
the bones of a leg to which the hoof

Mrs. Geneva Hndnut, of Boaton, ipee:
part of laat weak witk relatives ben.
There will be an entertainment aai
sapper at the hall Friday eveniag, fek L

nessed the

hood bouse dramatic club

csrartons were concluded. rode on
what bad boots tbe destination of
tbe train.
Tbe unearthed papers ali
belonged to Elizabeth Earle, and It
was bis purpose to transact for ber
any business that midst be necessary.
He fotsnd conditions that be was sure
would make a (treat change in tbe
gir! be loved
One evening Elisabeth beard a footstep in tbe ball, and a moment later
abe was clasped in tbe strong arms
of Henry Merry weather.
“Tbe
is
soired.
sweetmystery
heart” be esc iaimed.
He led ber to a sofa and gare her
an account of his efforts and their
outcome.
“And now.- be continued,
“there is news lntrinsp-a’ly of far
greater importance to yon than the
nolring of the mystery. Ton are eery
rich.
Tour father before starting on
his last earthly >ourney made a will
leaving yon a!! be possessed. It was
of no Tafne then, bnt now on a portion of it is one of tbe largest mines
in tbe west. Ton are tbe real owner,
and I haTe brought yon a proposition
from its wrongful owners to transfer
to yon one-third of tbe stock of tbe
company. This alone will give yon a
splendid income.”
As tbe loTer bad expected, the unrarelinr
of tbe mystery and tbe
changes it led to in Elizabeth's life
relieved ber of ber unhealthy current
of tbonrbt and gare ber new mental
occupation. Not tbe least of tbe results was a husband, to whom she
was Indebted for bringing her
good
fortune.

Jan. 10.

to

tbe mysterious disappearance of
tbe wagon train was for years a
fruitful source of discussion among
those who knew of It. so since Merry
weetber unraveled it both chapters
of tbe story are still told to Interested
listeners in tbe region where It oe*
cnrred.
The location, too. is on* of
the points of interest to tourists.

Eben

—

Theory end Practice.
"THngiebat has original Ideas about
family government.
He says every

borne should hr a little republic, where
universal toleration prerails and every
one has a voice in tbe govern ment.”
“Tea: hie family Is managed oo that
plan Rot be and Mrs. Dingiebat have
tbe as me old wrangle every day as to
wbo shall be president."
The Foolish Man.
aee." aaid tbe landlady, "that a
man Id Ohio bas got himself into trouble by marrying two women "
“Hub"- growled tbe bachelor boarder “Just aa though ooe wife couldn't
make trouble enough-Chicago News.
*T

Cairn nesa.
Remember on every occasion which
leads tbee to vexation to apply tnis
principle—that this la not a misfortune,
but that to bear It nobly Is good for
tune.—Marcus Aurelius.
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Harvard Bean fell and injured Me haw
wbile skating Monday evening.
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have given
of Oscar Eben.
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oe
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in

half mile
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ball

a crew

before the team
time

the

Saturday non*
twenty-two years. Sbe leav«
and a daughter aged two.

nearly seventy-five years old.
TRENTON.

Douglass died at his bow
here Thursday, Jan &, at the age of aixtjflve years. Mr. Douglass had been ill as?*
eral weeks, following a shock of paralysis.
He leaves a widow and one son-Clyde,
Charles O.

are

w

chime

milking

t

daughter, Mrs. Ellis Watson. Mr. Maak
was a Civil war veteran and a member of
He e«
James E. Hail post, G. A. K

in the

and

Ike

at

report

Jerry Mank, formerly of Orland, dad
Monday morning at the home of hi*

no

lives

in

West.

the

The funt*rai

Saturday at the home. Rev. O.
nard, of Ellsworth, officiating.
held

es»

G Bar-

can

first

boys passed one of the cot- j BOOST!
locality. Not only was the

cow, horse and boss excited from the unusual chiming, but the milker as
well,

thereby making a general commotion and
mixop in the stable, but with no serious
results beyond the spilling of a
pail of
milk and the discomfiture of the milker
wnen *he discovered it was
only a team.
Jan. 30.
Dayig.

Ellsworth Food Fsif,
Feb 20-25.

Wretched Stomach

BAB HARBOR.
Mrs. Henry A. Sproul died Friday, after
a long illness.
For several years she had
made her home with her
daughter, Mrs.
Blanche Ham man. Prayers were said at

Rid It of Gas, Soaraeas aad Ferments-

the house

O. A. Parabnr S»l

body

was

tioa

la fin Minutes, with Ml-o-sa
Stoma* h Tablet*

Saturday afternoon, and the
Bncksport for inter-

taken to

«

Tkeo aad

Uu.rsim**

Tk»a

ment.

\

the

PBoaa.

ing, aired
a husband

bells, very
pretty, extremely load and clear, and can
a

attended

Mrs. Walter Qroae died

harvesting

for her and assist

of tan
Mrs. M.

BOCUPORT.

their mi a is situated. A little
story is attached to the first day's haaJiag. The bells
the horses

aant.

ner

Jan. 30.

wife

aostling to make a quick job in getting
their logs to the lake at the outlet of which

on

Sargent,

Banker

visiting

Tboee who

Harold Salisbury and brothers, of Lakewood, are operating on iheir slave wood

They

ia

M. Pettee.

work.

lot here.

Grace

Mrs.

Franklin,

fill his houses.

care

stter

badly

The Salisbury brothers, who life and
oa n cottages at Beech hill lake, have their
camps in readiness for winter fishermen.
Mrs. Nathan Salisbury is very
poorly.
Mrs. Emm- Salisbury came from Bangor
home

M.

grange hall Wedneaday evening
pleasant time.

which be is

ice

found the animal ia t

Fremont Bregdon ia home,
week’a visit in Prospect Harbor.

James Jordan is hauling sawdust from
Clifton to

As

Hard Hit.
Lord Flttfnndif. raxrtDK himself oo
uis knees before Aramints. CS rs utterance to the folk trios:
“fib. that I
coaid (Caleb a ploe from some prime
ral forest:
I would sharpen the eod
with my penknife, dip It in tbe molten
crater of Vesuvius and write up«.n tbe
azure wail of bearen in letters of lieins See Are mints. I love tbeer"

Salisbury

oew son

He

condition.
Jan. 30.

aenona

V/1JL3.

their

taken

•nmmoDed.

Shabhkpbabb.

j

N,
SEAL COVE.

defeated

institute

Philander Jimscra...B Wallace Dyer
BoSen Jialoc ..Rac D Graves
Be* Herbert Goodman.George B Turner
Slippery Glbbe.B Leijthtou Foster
Salamander Sharp.P * Penoelly
Count Fabian Mirabean.J Brander Bam
Harmon Bliss.A O Jacobses
Jobs Barton.George Pennelly
Jennie Bartoi. Lucy F Boin
Mrs Bessie Ana.Frances P Bidder
Nancy Ann Jimsoa.....Georgia A Tracy

move

to 8 o'clock.

presented the
the Boy Scoots

ORYSTALITE

hope that be would be able to Rod any
vestige of min, beast or wagon without employing a best of men to re-

Theladiea of the aewiag circle will tan
apron rale and a baked bean sapper a
Harry McNider’e houae Wedneaday ettaing, Feb 8. Hopper will he eerred trea t

of America.
Coburn

will preach at Mr

an

NEIGHBORHOOD HOCKS.

ing. The audience wee unanimous io
declaring it was by far tbe best play ever
presented by amateur* here. The cast:

A Mystery I

on

Sunday

Christ”, bis subject being “The Son of
Man”. Next Sunday evening the subject
will be ‘'The Son of God *.

E. W. Hard

Rice

achoolhonae next

evening, the rector, Rev. Mr. Lae, began a
scries of sermons on “The Claims of Jesos

Mrs.

H.

Holiday afternoon.
fi. E. Hodgkina waa in Bangor and tar
Harbor on boaineaa a few daya laat weak.
Miae Hattie Marshall, of Bar
Hrrhar,
waa in town over Banday, the guest at
Mrs. Harry Hodgkina.

The subject of Her. N. B. Bogers’ sermon
Sunday morning wee “The Letter to the
Chare fa in Thyatira''.
At the evening
service Mr. Boren preached his flrtt sermon in a series on "The Gospel of Labor”.

light on the eyes.
The correct light for working or reading—not harsh and glaring nor dim and fluctuating.
Just a mellow, even light, that is clear enough for the most exacting work.
It is proving its value in every walk of life.
The housewife finds that by using it she can sew or rend, after a bard days work, without subjecting her eyes to any strain. The student or professional man can better concentrate on his
work when his eyes and mind are freed from the strain and worry of a poor light.
Its brightness and steadiness make it a capital outdoor light—while indoors it produces that comfort
and cosiness that make it known as “The Light of the Home*.
For vour eyesight’s sake get

amelia, am

EAST LAM OINK
Rev. W.

Mary’s- by-tbe-Sea,

Oonndera

of

»_Sana.

master.

Saint

I

them.

Prof. Anderson is scoot

already enrolled.

or

Miae Rachel Uaakell, who ia
leeching
school No. 12, Tiaited her aunt, tan o.
C.
Wood, at Huntington laat week.
J»»

was

It is the easiest

druggiat

quantity
ahippmg

Mise Myrtle Scammona, who has been
visiting frtends in town, returned to
Praaklin Monday.

At

two buried crdrr an rraiaDche. Bat
to the ease of the flood bam the remains of men. berses ud wagons
woald be carried down where they
weald be sees, and to the case of the
seatanebe they woald appear aa soon
as the snow me;ted.
It was brooding
os these problems that at Last threatened to affect Elizabeth's clod.
When Henry Merryweatber began to
coart Elisabeth ber a tint hoped that a
Bring Interest woald relieve ber from
the hordes of a dead ooe. Henry was
s fine re. low and grew more and more
wrapped in the sertoos girt made so
by a mystery. By delicate attentions
he eodeseored to withdraw ber mind
from the topic npco which It was abnormally fastened. Bat his efforts
were s failure. Despite all be coaid do
he elicited only an occasional smile, a
temporary Interest.
The time bad come when Elizabeth
felt that she most relieve bee aont of
ber support, and she accepted a position as teacher to a school. Occupation helped ber in the matter that was
troubling her. bat did sot care ber.
Often In the midst of ber duties she
woald find herself endeavoring to solve
the problem of the lost wagon train.
Aa a last resort Henry Merryweatbet
resolved to go cat to the region where
the train was last seen with a view to
sol ring the mystery. He hoped that tf
be coaid bring back any plausible solution Elizabeth woald accept It and she
would regain ber norma) status. Without saying anything to ber In reference
to bis intention be set oat for the
Sierra Nets das and the region where
the train had been Inst seen.
rirteeu years naa passed hoc* ut
tragedy or whatever It was occurred,
aid settlers bad come Into tbe region
that had been a solitude. Henry. obtaining a good horse, set out to go
over the pass
where the train had
been lost. The mystery was so well
known that be bad no difficulty in locating the position where it bad been
last seen. One of the equipments be
possessed for bis qoest was a taste for
geology. A* be rode along be noted
the character of the rocks, tbe flow of
the streams, tbe configuration of the
■oil. As be passed through a canyon
in which ran a mountain stream he
came to a point where the ground
formed a dam. making a small lake.
It seemed to him that this could not
have long been so. Tbe trees growing
on tbe dim were all rery young.
He
wondered if it had not been thrown
across tbe stream by some shaking of
tbe earth. He looked up and saw that
tbe soli oa which be stood formed a
direct incline for aereral thousand
fact to a spot where a aide at a moun-

neareat

her

For a real good light I
CRY ST AL1TE will
end your search.

C. W. GRIN DAL, Ellsworth,

yonrlS?

lew weeks.

’

V^T*
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Mra. Marian Whitten, of Waltham,
llaa*.. visited her aiater, Mr. T. N. Ora***,

]

the tall

l.KK-H LINIMENT. Wa cookln'l I r£S
LINIMENT U without doubt tbebrM

The Ml. DeeertC. E. local onion will
treat at the Baptist cborch here Feb. 11.

Arc You

«ij to ovoid

do

IK? arqg

Poller Porter haa r*torn*d to hie bom*
m Mil bride*, otter a few days in town.
acini Mery'* choir **nc *t Bt. Jode'e
chores. Seal Harbor, Sooday afternoon.

You eat food to keep yourself alivk
When you put food into a healthy
stomach it is the duty of that stomstt
to extract imm the food all of its uttiitinus matter.
This uutritious matter is pa***
along to it e blo->d. and in turn is earned to and supplies (life to every P-d*
already received pledges from a strong of the body.
n«
following. Mr. Suminsby has served a j If your stomach is upset it does
ettr »**t euouith nourishment t-- supplf
number of years on the board.
This the wauls of the
b->dy, ami naturalif
leaves Mark C. Morrison and Blithen
8
disease develops wherever the body#
Hirgins as the candidates for first select- Weakest.
man, Mr. Suminsby as the only candidate
Stomach
trouble or
indigestio*
in sight for second tois
year, and Orient causes dizziness, biliousness, nervousE. Brewer as a candidate for third.
weak eyes,
sick
ness,
sleepless ness, oiithtmaie, walei
belching of sour f od. foul iiresut
SUNSET.
d-spondeucy, constipation, and even
William Powers is filling his ioe-houses loss of energy and
memory.
at Sunset. The ice is of excellent
For any stomach trouble, r o tnn’tw
quality.
how bail. G. A. Pareher sells ami Kll‘r"
The teachers’
meeting Friday at Ston- antees Mi->-na
stomach tablets to «ive
ington was a profitable and interesting
o>
quick relief ,nd permanent cure,
one.
money back.
“•
Chicken pox has broken out in
:
•\ la g« box costs but 50 cent3 at
nearly
all parts of the town. There
A. Parcher's and druggists rveifare no aeri- i
where.
ocs cases.
They am small and eas'd
swallowed, and. used regularly, tnej
Tilden Fifleld is
catching a large I will surely cure indigestion.
E. Garter, who has been menthe leading candidate for second
sei'ctman, has withdrawn from the congest, says the Bar Harbor
correspondent of
the Bangor New. At the
urgent request
of friends, John
Suminsby consented to
become a candidate for the
odice, and has
Alton

tioned

as

1

head'CiwJ
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Only

a

Step

ftom Rttitt to Slckneee.
ckneee. By driving ml Imparltie* from
“L. F.” Atwood'* Wlv>J« will • penally curt
moot olumuM cold.
It le our tor op in perfect conditio
uutMfnmKmniinuk. Keep l_r. Atwood'al*ed‘fl™
la ta* boon* nod tnk* n uoee nt tbe a at sign of failing beal*

Sprtny.beinf
t*y

“One of my family tmu not reell loot
troubled wit* biiioueneer and tMdacii, «■«
cured one buttle •>/ i. FV Ifedtcine.
/
d/ter
•ameeAe war decidedly Oettcr." nun W. riKKEU »•
M th-t “1_ F.” la Urge red latter* ie on the bott»
A large bottle SS cU. Write fee liberal eeemle to

THE “L F." MEDICINE CO, Portland. Mg

